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ABSTRACT 7
This report presents a development of the Lagrangian equations of
motion and a FORTRAN computer program for the motion of two
rigid bodies in space, separating as a result of any one, or a combina-
tion of, the following force mechanisms: springs with ball ends,
springs with one end guided, pyrotechnics, rockets, cold-gas jets, air
pistons, and coulomb drag. Two constraints, treated by the method
of Lagrange multipliers, are included as options. These constraints are
the pin-puller delay and the hard-mounted spring constraint. The pin-
puller delay represents the situation when one discrete separation de-
vice (e.g., a pin puller) actuates later than the others, providing a ball
and socket type of joint prior to final separation-device firing. The
hard-mounted spring constraint takes into account the fact that sliding,
at the tip of a guided spring, is usually prohibited either by design or
by inherent friction. The forces arising from the various mechanisms
are represented by the customary mathematical models. No approx-
imations are used in the derivation of the classical equations of mo-
tion; they are numerically integrated by the Adams-Moulton method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The separation of two bodies in space is distinguished
from the many other current applications of dynamics
to space technology because it is associated with every
space mission. Thus, the problem is of unique, practical
importance, and the need for an analytical tool to solve
this dynamic problem is clear. The purpose of the work
presented in this report has been to develop such a tool
that is appropriate to a variety of separation schemes.
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The basic approach to the problem is a straightforward
application of the Lagrange equations augmented by
undetermined multipliers. The mathematical complexity
of the resultant equations is primarily due to the large
number of degrees of freedom (12) and the coordinate
transformations involved. Many of the more complex
and tedious derivations have been relegated to the
Appendixes.
The computer program, which consists of three chain
links, is written in the FORTRAN/FAP system, and is
compatible with the JPL/IBM 7094 installation.
The input link reads the input data and performs initial
conversions. The locations and directions of all force-
producing devices are converted to the appropriate body-
fixed coordinate system (CS), and initial conditions for
the coordinates are generated.
The integration link applies the JPL integration sub-
routine FMARK to the differential equations. Separate
subroutines for each force type compute the contribu-
tions to the generalized forces. Small matrix operation
subroutines are used throughout this link.
The plotting link accepts the data to be plotted,
generates scale factors, and prepares the other necessary
plotting instructions.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM AND THE
CORRESPONDING MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A. Physical Problem
All space exploration missions require, at some point
in their lifetime, a separation of two bodies. The separa-
tion of an aerodynamic shroud from a launch vehicle,
the separation of a spacecraft from a launch vehicle, and
the separation of an exploratory module from its parent
spacecraft are a few of the more common requirements.
In connection with the common types of separations
that will be encountered, the following force-producing
devices are considered to be significant: rockets, pyro-
technics, cold-gas jets, pneumatic pistons, coulomb drag,
and springs.
Two constraint conditions are considered to be impor-
tant aspects of the physical problem: (1) there is a dis-
persion among latching device release times, and (2)
guided spring tips will not slip on their bearing surfaces.
B. Mathematical Model
The, mathematical model assumes two rigid 1)odies
subjected to the action of forces from the following types
of idealized devices:
1. Linear springs hard mounted on one body and bear-
ing on the other (either with frictionless slippage
or no slippage)
2. Linear springs between the two bodies with uni-
versa! joints at both ends
3. Pyrotechnic devices supplying impulsive forces
4. Cold-gas jets-adiabatic processes of an ideal gas
5. Pneumatic pistons-adiabatic processes of an ideal
gas
6. Coulomb drag between the bodies
7. Rockets (constant force), including linear changes in
inertia properties
The primary assumptions concerning the forces are
implicitly contained in the descriptions of these idealized
devices. It has been assumed that the bodies do not have
separation distances that are significant relative to the
distance from the common center of mass (CM) to the
center of any external force-field. The equations of motion
are written in a reference frame that has fixed directions
in inertial space, but that moves with the pre-separation
trajectory of the two bodies; this frame is taken to be
an inertial one. The results are then correct (when used
in combination with a trajectory solution for the common
CM) if there are no forces acting other than the ones
considered in the analysis, or if there is an external force-
field exerting approximately the same vector force per
unit mass on each element of the system.
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III. SYMBOLS AND CONVENTIONS
A. Symbols
To make the analysis more useful for reference when
writing input for the computer program, a descriptive
listing is made at the beginning of each section detailing
the notation for that particular section.
For clarity, the symbols that are used repeatedly




















(OIx', OJIy' _ (OIz,
element of the AI matrix (i th row, jth
column)
element of the A_ matrix








length of integration interval
inertial coordinates of the CM
body-fixed coordinates
drawing board coordinates
Euler angles (see Appendix A)
direction cosines with body I-fixed co-
ordinate axes
direction cosines with drawing board
axes when referring to body I
direction cosines with drawing board
axes when referring to body II
direction cosines with body II-fixed
coordinate axes
components of the initial angular ve-
locity of body II in the drawing board
CS
components of the initial angular ve-
locity of body I about the body I-fixed
CS
¢0IIx' , O)IIy' , t_II z, components of the initial angular ve-
locity of body II about the body II-
fixed CS
2. Vectors and Matrixes
A_ (3 X 3) orthogonal transformation matrix that
takes vectors in the inertial CS into vectors in the
body I-fixed CS (see Appendix A)
AH (3 X 3) orthogonal transformation matrix that
takes vectors in the inertial CS into vectors in
the body II-fixed CS (see Appendix A)
e unit vector or column matrix in direction indi-
cated by subscript
I inertia matrix
r ri[ -- r[
r_i location vector of i th device in the body I-fixed
CS






v velocity vector or column matrix
P p,J
pz
_ angular velocity vector or column matrix
3. Subseripts
i, j, r, s nonspecific indexes
k, 1 specific indexes
I refers tobodyI
II refers tobody II
0 initial value
3
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B. Notation Conventions
1. Vector-Matrix
In the interests of economy and clarity, the same nota-
tion is used for vectors and their associated (3 × 1) col-
umn matrixes. The symbolism v is used where it is to
be considered a vector, as in (v X co) or (f" r), and where
it is to be considered a column matrix, as in v r I v.
2. Trigonometric Function
Since the sine and cosine functions of the Euler angles
occur quite frequently throughout the text, cos O is
replaced by (cO) and sin 0 is replaced by (sO). The other
Euler angles are treated similarly. Such expressions, or
groups of expressions, are always enclosed in parentheses
[e.g., (-c0s_s_ + c_c_)].
3. Miscellaneous
The miscellaneous notation conventions used in this
report are as follows:
Bold face lower case vector, (3 X 1) matrix
letters
Bold face capital letters
a(i)
Dot (') between vectors
Multiplication sign (X)
between vectors
Dot (') over symbol







(3 × 1) matrix formed from
i th row of corresponding
(3 X 3) matrix
(3 X 1) matrix formed from
i th column of corresponding
(3 X 3) matrix
scalar product (e.g., f'r)
cross product (e.g., f X r)
derivative with respect to
time








The four coordinate systems used in this analysis are:
(1) drawing board CS, (2) inertial CS, (3) body I-fixed CS,





refers to common CM of bodies I and II
location vector
location vector of CM indicated by sub-
script
cosines of angles between rocket direc-
tions, spring directions, etc., and drawing-
board axes when applicable to body I
cosines of angles between rocket direc-
tions, spring directions, etc., and drawing-
board axes when applicable to body II
_, t4,, _
pi_, pi_, piz
cosines of angles between rocket direc-
tions, spring directions, etc., and body
I-fixed axes
cosines of angles between rocket direc-
tions, spring directions, etc., and body II-
fixed axes
angular velocity about axis indicated by
subscript
B. Generalized Coordinates
To apply the Lagrange equations, it is necessary to
choose a set of generalized coordinates. By definition,
the generalized coordinates must be independent and
must fully describe the position and orientation of the
system. This analysis employs the three inertial co-
ordinates of each CM and the three Euler angles for each
4
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body (coordinates are defined in Subsection D). These
coordinates form an independent and fully descriptive
set unless certain special values of either 0-coordinate are
reached. The methods used to circumvent this difficulty
are described in Subsections F and G.
C. Drawing Board Coordinates
The 3-dimensional orthogonal drawing board coordi-
nate system may be selected by the user, subject to the
following restrictions:
1. If the hard-mounted spring constraint is to be pres-
ent, the z" axis must be perpendicular to the separa-
tion plane (this situation is assumed in Appendix B,
Eq. B-l).
2. Since the solutions for 0, _k, _, pitch and yaw rates,
etc., depend on the definition of the body-fixed CS,
which is in turn controlled by the definition of the
drawing board CS, it will usually be convenient to
make the drawing board CS parallel to any sym-
metry or geometric axes that the bodies may have.
D. Inertial Coordinates
The point at which the common CM would be located
if there were no separation is used as the origin of the
inertial CS. The directions of these axes are taken to be
fixed in the inertial CS attached to the fixed stars. The
inertial CS is initially parallel to the drawing board CS.
Because of its motion in the gravitational fields of the
Sun, the planets, the galaxy, etc, this CS is not a true
inertial system; however, as long as the bodies are
sufficiently close to the origin to be in essentially the
same gravitational field, they will move as though this
CS is exactly an inertial system. The results of this
analysis are then deviations from the pre-separation tra-
jectory. To provide initial conditions for new trajectory
calculations, it is recommended that the translation results
be considered in conjunction with the initial trajectory.
Since the orientation and location of the two rigid
bodies relative to the stars and planets is not considered,
certain force effects must necessarily be neglected. For
example, solar pressure effects are not included in the
analysis. The pre-separation trajectory, however, includes
the translational effects of solar pressure, based on the
orientation relative to the Sun before separation (solar
pressure is a function of paint patterns, etc., so that it
is usually a function of orientation). Then, in translation,
it is only the deviation from pre-separation solar pressure
effects that is neglected. Solar pressure torques are
neglected completely.
E. CM Body-Fixed Coordinates and Eulerian
Angles
A body-fixed CS is associated with each body. The
respective CM's are the origins of these systems, and they
are the references used for locating force-producing
devices.
The orientation of each system is specified by a set of
Eulerian angles that are generated in the following
manner (Fig. 1):
1. Roll through angle ck
2. Pitch through an angle 0
3. Roll through an angle
A more complete description of the Eulerian angles





Fig. 1. Eulerian angles
SPACE
F. Coordinate Conversions From Drawing Board
CS to Body-Fixed CS
Although it would be convenient to have the body-
fixed CS initially parallel to the drawing board or inertial
CS, it is not feasible. In both Section VI and Appendix C,
sin O appears in some denominators; this corresponds to
dependence among the coordinates when either sin 0_ or
sin 01I vanishes. To avoid this, the body-fixed CS are de-
fined so that ordinary initial conditions do not have either
0 equal to zero. Also, provision must be made to rotate
(redefine) the body-fixed CS relative to the body if sin 0
approaches zero.
The CM body-fixed CS (Fig. 2) is defined so that the
initial value of 0 is 90 deg. The conversions between
5
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,y_ Z'"
w BODY-FIXED CS
" DRAWING BOARD CS
y #1
Fig. 2. Relation between drawing board coordinates
and body-fixed coordinates
drawing board coordinates and body-fixed coordinates
are given in Eqs. (1) through (3).
PP pP
X_I i ---- _C i -- Elx (1)
Pt pp
_I_i _ X i -- Ell a.
" " (2)y_i= zi --elz
tl tP
yl_i = Z i -- ellz
4, = - (y',' - _';,) (3)
zi_i = _ (y_ - EPI_I/)
In addition to coordinate conversions, there are also
direction cosine and inertia matrix conversions that must
be made (Eqs. 4 through 12).
Xi,= _i: (4)
pi_ = t
x_, = _i_ (5)
piy = _
x_ = -_, (6)
I,,,, = I,.,,.. (7)
I,,,, =I,,,_,, (8)
I,,=, =l,..v.. (9)
Iv,,, = Iz,,,,, (10)
Iv,z, = -Iv,,,,, (11)
L'z' =Iv,,f (12)
For simplicity innotation, the primes on the subscripts
of the I's are dropped for the remainder of this analysis.
G. Body-Fixed CS Redefinition
If 0_0.1 and 0 < 0, or if O _3.04 and _ > 0, all body-
fixed coordinates, direction cosines, and inertia matrix
elements relating to the body concerned are converted
according to Eqs. (13) through (24); this is sufllcient to
assure that sin O will not approach zero.
._,, = _o,d (13)
y',ew = Z'o,, (14)
' ' (15)Zinew _ --y/old
M.... = M,o,d (16)
pixnew _ pizold
M_.,w = _.izo,d (17)
piynew- _izold
)kl ...... = -- XiyOI d (18)
_iznew _ --_iyold
I ..... _ Izzol d (19)
Izyne w _ I_zol d (20)
I ...... = -- Ixvold (21)
I_ .... = Izzold (22)
Iyz new = -- I_,zold (23)
Izzn_, = I_,old (24)
The foregoing redefinition is accomplished by rotating
the body-fixed CS about the x' axis until y',_w coincides
with z'oza, and z' .... coincides with -y'o_a. Since the
Eulerian angles are defined relative to the inertial CS,
they now assume new values (see Fig. 3).
Straightforward application of the spherical trigono-
metric laws of cosines and sines to the spherical triangle
containing the old and new Eulerian angles (Fig. 4) gives
Eqs. (25) through (27).
6





OLD LINE OF NODES
Eulerian angle change due to CS redefinition
Fig. 4. Spherical triangles containing new and
old Eulerian angles
cos O.... = --sin 0old COS_o,d (25)
sin _bola
sin (4' ..... -- 4'o,a) = (1 -- sin2 Oo,d COS_¢o,d)1_ (26)
sin Pold sin 0olO
sin Chew = (1 -- sin 20old COS2¢o1_)16 (27)
Since the computer does not have subroutines for the
arc sine or arc cosine, it is necessary to restate the new
Eulerian angles in terms of arc tangents (Eqs. 28 through
30).
0,ew ----tan -1 (1 -- sin 20oJd COS2_old) 1/_
sin 0old COS_old (28)
tan _old
4',_- = 4'o_d -t- tan -1 -- (29)
cos 0old
¢,ow = tan -1 (tan 0old sin po,d) (30)
The quadrant of 0 .... may be obtained from Eq. (25). For
the three ranges of cos pond, 0 .... has a value within the
indicated range:
7F
COS lPold < 0, 0 < _ .... < "2
31"
cos pond = 0, 0,_ 2
7T
COS _old > 0, "_- < 0new < 7;"
The quadrant of 4'.... --4'old may be obtained from
Eq. (29) and Fig. 3. For the two ranges of cos Oo_d, the
quadrant of 4',,_w - 4'.],_ is as follows:
cos Oot,i > 0, 4',,_,, - 4'o,d is in the same quadrant as _o,d
COS0o_a< 0, 4',,_,,,-- 4'old is inthe same quadrant as 2r. - p,,_
The quadrant of _ .... may be obtained from Eq. (27)
and Fig. 3. For the two ranges of sin _o_a, the quadrant
of ¢,,_,,. is as follows:
sin _o,d --_ O, _n_,,- is in the same quadrant as O,,,d
sin po,d < 0, _,,_,,. is in the same quadrant as 2rr - 0,,td
These redefinitions are carried out such that the angles
have the ranges of 0 < 0 < ,r, 0 _ 4' < 2rr, and 0 _ _ < 2rr.
7
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H. Initial Values
If the locations of the CM's of
and e_ in the drawing board CS,
bodies I and II are el'
then
pp





,, _ mie 'i; +mii env (32)
err-- rtti + taxi
tt
PP +/'nII e11z




and the initial values of the generalized coordinates are
as given in Eqs. (34) through (37).
.... (34)XlO = E IX- Ecx
H -- PP
XIIO _ E IIx Ecx
"- " (35)
_10 _ £ ly Ecll
PP -- Pt
_I10 _ _ 1IF £Cy
" -- " (36)ZlO = e lZ Ecz
H -- IP
ZlI 0 _-- E IIz ECZ
7/"
0io = 0.,, = T' ¢io=¢,io=O (37)
¢Io =¢IIO =0
The initial values of the components of the translational
velocities are
10 _ tOIz' XlO -- O)Ix' ZlO
ZIO = Olz' yIO -- tOIy' ZlO
and
X110 _ (0Ily" ZlIO -- mllz' y 110
yll0 = ¢DllZ' XI10 -- O}1Ix' Z I10
ZlI0 _ O}llx' y110 -- t011y' ZlI0 (38)
The components of the initial angular velocities are
determined in Appendix C, Eqs. (C-10) through (C-12).
Note that initially
_OIx, ={OIi x, : OIX,, (39)
_,,,, = _,,,o + _.-., (40)
golly, _ OjZ,,
tOlz' = _IIZ' = -- _y" (41)
Where o,_.,,, o,,,,., o,_-,,are the initial angular velocities of
body II in the drawing board CS; the bodies are assumed
to be connected at t = 0, but a relative roll rate about z",
namely o,.,,,., is permitted.
V. SOLUTION TECHNIQUE
Because of the ease with which the constraint con-
ditions can be included in the Lagrangian formulation,
this method was chosen for the derivation of the equa-
tions of motion.
A. Symbols







The Lagrange equations, in the form most useful for
this problem, are given by
The generalized forces for the chosen coordinates are
given by Eqs. (43) through (48) (see Appendix D).
_)_ = X fi" ei, (43)
Qu = X f_'eiy (44)
Qz = X f," e_, (45)
8
L
Qo = Y.(all torques about 0 axis) (46)
_¢ = Y_(all torques about 4) axis) (47)
Q¢ = X (all torques about ¢ axis) (48)
The 0 axis is defined as a line passing through the CM
perpendicular to the plane in which 0 is measured; the
4) axis and the ¢ axis are defined similarly.
C. Constraints
Since the coordinates are no longer independent when
constraints are present, Eq. (42) cannot be directly
applied.
There are several methods of incorporating constraints;
the method used here is the Lagrange multiplier tech-
nique. This technique uses nearly all of the mathematical
machinery available in the unconstrained case, and is
readily adaptable to numerical solution.
It can be shown I that if the constraints can be put in
the form
_, ez_ dq_ + eft dt = 0 (49)
8
where l is used to indicate the different constraint equa-
tions, the equations of motion may be written in the form
- _, + _Azel,
-dT\T_:] _q._
s=l,2, • • • ,12
together with
(50)
_ez_ii, + elt =O
a
l = 1, 2, - • • , lm, l,_ = number of constraints (51)
where )_t are the undetermined Lagrange multipliers.
These make 12 + lm equations in the 12 +Im unknowns
[q, (s = 1, • • • ,12), and _,t (1 = 1, • • • ,/,,)]
that must be solved.
Although more equations must now be solved, most
of the terms are calculated in the same manner as when
no constraints are acting.
'Goldstein, H., Classical Mechanics, Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, Inc., Reading, Massachusetts, 1959, pp. 40-43.
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Since the constraints to be dealt with are both sclero-
nomic and holonomic, they are of the form
f_(q_, " " " ,q12)=0 (52)
from which we obtain
= 0, q =0 (53)
and
_f_
ez_ ----_q , ezt = O (54)
To make the constraint Eqs. (51) compatible (for nu-
merical solution) with the Lagrange equations, they must
be differentiated once more, with respect to time, giving






r, = - E_,,O, (57)
$
Equations (50) and (56) are then the complete set for
the 12 -_ 1,, unknowns.
D. Units
Since rocket thrusts, spring forces, etc., will normally
be reported in pounds (force), and masses will nolznally be
reported as earth-surface weights (pounds mass), and
dimensional locations will normally be reported in inches,






This is not a consistent system of units; that is, the
equations of motion will not be dimensionally correct if
the values reported in this system are entered directly
into the equations. Dimensional consistency is obtained
by multiplying the generalized forces by the constant
k = 385.7 in./sec-*.
9
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Vl. FORCES
The forces must be expressed explicitly so that they
may be entered into the equations of motion. The forces
are divided into groups (depending on how they are
produced) and are then added appropriately. For any
particular problem, however, most of the forces will be
absent. The program (Sections IX through XIII) has been
written so that the sets of force calculations may be











of Q due to coulomb drag forces
of _ due to explosive forces (pyro-
of Q due to cold-gas jet forces
of Q due to pneumatic forces
of _) due to hot rocket forces
of _) due to body II hard-mounted
0)_ component of (,) due to universally-jointed springs
The summation equation for the components of _j is
_, = @, + & + ff, + _, + ;R, + cL + 0)L (58)
where
s=I,, - • •,II¢
B. Coulomb Drag
A coulomb drag force is assumed to act between two
points, one on each body, which are initially coincident.
The drag force ceases when the separation distance ex-
ceeds some selected value. This model represents the
usual idealization of electrical disconnects and similar
devices. The forces are constant during their action time








e_, e 9, e¢
estimated potential drag force at point i
magnitude of i th drag force
separation distance vector at point i
separation distance at point i (see Eqs. 59
and 60)
separation distance beyond which i th drag
force ceases
separation velocity at point i (see Appen-
dix E)
unit vectors in the O, _, and _ directions




' • e, (59)di : r. - r._ : r + A T r_ - A_ ui
Edl 1di = d,, , r_i = _i
ix,1Hir _' .__IIi _IIi , r ---- ri -- rn (60)
_;_i i
3. Generalized Forces
The generalized forces are given in Eqs. (61) through (66).
(@,_-- E -D' Iv, I/
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@,z= X - D, Iv, I/ -@"z (°3)
}@Io = -- _ [(A T ri,) x v,] "el. (64)
(65)
(68)
Di = Di ff di _ dit
D_ = 0 if di > d_f (67)
_no, 0_1_¢, and @He are found by replacing I by II and reversing sign in Eqs. (64), (65), and (66). The unit vectors are
E,e i,]L0] E,s0is i,lexo = (S_I) , ex¢ = 0 , ei¢ : (-- s0i c_,i)
0 1 (cOx)
eno = (s_bxi) , eiI_ = 0 , en¢ = (-- SOII C_II) (68)
0 1 (COxi)
C. Pyrotechnics
Forces due to pyrotechnic devices are considered to be impulsive in nature, and are taken to act between the two
bodies, as in the case of bolt cutters, explosive bolts, and linear separation charges. The devices are assumed to have
fixed locations and directions relative to body II.
1. Symbols
E_ force due to i th pyrotechnic device
I_ total impulse of i th device
t_ firing time of i th device
At integration interval
Pi direction cosine vector of the i th device in the body
II CS.
2. Forces
The impulses are idealized as constant forces acting over one integration interval. Thus
At At
E_ = 0 for t < t_ -- -_ or t > t_ + -_-
Ii At At
.... _t_t_ + --E_ at for ti 2 2 (69)
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X I -- Xii )
Z Ei b (1)T" Pi -- --_II¢ (70)
i I xl XlII
X I -- XlI ) --
Z, E, b `_,r. p, ix _ _ xH I _n_ (71)
(XI -- XII) (72)
_,, Ei b (z)T' Pi -- _IIz
, Ix,-xi, I
Ei [(ATI _. + r) × (AT_ p_)]} "ex, (73)
El [(A,_ r_. + r) X (ATII pi)]} "ex_ (74)
T' }
_Ei[(Aiirii i q-r) X (AT, p_)] "e_,
(75)
AITI[_E,(I_II, X _i)]} "eiie (76)
T E.
AII[_ i ,(l_IIi X P')]} °eII,
(77)
AITI[_ e' (I_II' X P_)]I "eii_
(78)
Cold-gas jet reaction systems are assumed to be of the constant volume, unregulated type. The adiabatic process






area at exit of nozzle jet i
area at throat of nozzle jet i
constants for jet i depending on nozzle geometry and properties of working fluid
constants for jet i depending on initial conditions, nozzle geometry, and properties
of working fluid
Ji vector force of jet i
]i magnitude of the vector force of jet i
].,t value of jet force below which 1_ may be considered zero
Mi. mach number at exit of jet i
p pressure
pit,, initial pressure in bottle for jet i
R gas constant for working fluid as in pv -- RT
T absolute temperature










)ti_, )tiy, )t iz
piz, piy, piz
It is assumed (in Appendix F) that
of the body.
time at which i tl_jet fires
time at which i th jet cuts off
t -- tie
volume of bottle for jet i
specific volume
i th nozzle divergence half angle
ratio of specific heats, %/cv, for working fluid
nozzle divergence factor for jet i
cosines of angles between thrust vector for jet i and body I axes
cosines of angles between thrust vector for jet i and body II axes
the total mass expelled by the cold-gas jets is negligible compared to the total mass
2. Forces
The vector force is given in Eq. (79), where either
Ji = ]i (;t_ei_, + )kiyely, + ;_zexz,)
or
Ji : 1i (p_e,_, + oiyeliv, -Jr-pizeiiz,) (70)
This subsection contains all of the definitions necessary to use the force equations. Appendix F details the derivation
of the following equations.
fil
t_e_t'_tif, ]i - (1 + f_._t_) f:' (80)
t < tie or t > tit or 1_ < ],t, 1_ : 0 (81)
Where
fil = ( --)_i Cil Ci2 q- Aie Ci3) Pito (82)
fi2 U (__.1)( 2 _/+ 1/[2('_- 1) ] .\ _--"_-I') (_,R Ti,o) 1_ (83)
f_ = 2_,
7 - i (84)
And where
1
x, = _ (1 + cos.i) (85)
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Ai----_= Mie
The generalized forces are given in Eqs. (90) through (102).
where
Cia _ (l-j- 7._2 1MieZ)-Y/¢'Y-1)




[_ _]"ffl_ = Ji (r;_ X k_ e,¢
ffH_ = b('r E_I_Pi ]
G.. = bc-'r [_L P_]
_TH.-= b_3)T [_/i Pi]
g,,o=I-_,/,_,,× ,,/].o_,o
[_ /]-'G_,¢ = i(r_. × Pi eric
I-(c_)7
o:=L-;s_)j
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E. Pneumatics
Pneumatic ejection systems are modeled as a number of piston-cylinder assemblies fixed in body II and connected


















area of piston face
regulator existence index: if 0, there is no regulator; if 1, there is a regulator that remains closed after
Pb ----pp; if 2, there is a regulator that remains open after Pb = Ps,
displacement of i th piston from closed position (see Appendix B)
value of jl such that Pb = Pp
distance at which i th piston separates
magnitude of the i th pneumatic force
pneumatic force vector of the i tn piston
pressure
volume of gas bottle, including all lines upstream of the faces of the closed pistons
gas bottle
refers to the i th piston assembly or a part of the assembly
piston chamber
initial conditions
ratio of specific heats for working fluids
cosines of angles between piston rod i and the x_ y_I z_ axes
Using the results of Appendix H, the forces are calculated as shown in Eq. (103).
Ni = N_ (pi_e._, + p_eHy, + pizeriz') (103)
The factors that must be taken into consideration when calculating the value of Ni are: whether or not there is a
pressure regulator and, if there is, whether or not it stays open after Pb _- pp.




= Vb (Pb°--l)jeqp, i 3'Ai \Pl"
ji < j .....




ji _ jlllaX, i
Ni=O (lO6)
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ji _ jeqp, i
Ni = Pl, i As
ieqp, i < ii < i.... i
N, = ppi Ai ( Jeq"'-----L_r
\ii /
max, i _ ii
Ni=O
ii _ jeqp, i
Ni = Ppi Ai
ieqp, i < ii < i .... i
max, i _ li
Ni=O
bk ---- _ if h < ieq_,k
bk = jk -- ieqp.k ff i*qp,k _ ik
Ck = jk if i_ < ieqp, k












4The generalized forces are given in Eqs. (117) through (126).
Where
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Q_I_ = [_N,(A_ r_,)X (AT_ p,)]
(-_II 0 [_ N' (l_Ili X .i)] " ': -- ella





e,,---- , e,,e ----c '3:'
The unit vectors with regard to the body II-fixed CS (e'ilO, e'i,_, e'H_,), are given in Eqs. (102).
F. Rockets









moment of inertia degradation rates
mass degradation rates
vector thrust developed by i th rocket
magnitude of thrust developed by i th rocket
rated thrust level of i th rocket
time at which i t_ rocket starts firing
time at which i t_ rocket ceases firing












The forces described in this subsection are of the same form as those described in Section VI D, except that the
rocket forces are constant with time.
17
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If t is not between tie and tit, rocket i develops no thrust; however, if t is between tie and tif, it is assumed to develop
full thrust. Therefore, the thrust magnitude is as described by Eq. (127)
If t < tie then Ri = 0
If tie _ t _ tit then Ri = Ri
If tit < t then Ri = 0 (127)
Consequently, the components of the rocket contribution to the generalized forces are as given in Eqs. (128)
through (139).
_xv = a(Z}r'[,_. Ri_.i-.
(_Iz"-----a(3}r" [ i_ Riki"
_e = [_Ri(F. X ki)-
_I, = [_a,(r_i X Xi) -
(_]I. = h(1)'' [_ ai "i]
_II, : h(2''' [_ ai ",]




















3. Mass and Moment of Inertia Decreases
During the firing of the rockets, the mass and the moments of inertia (of the body on which the rocket is
mounted) will decrease. The amount of mass remaining is shown in Eqs. (140) through (145).
t _ t_e then m, : mao (140)
t_ _ t < tit then m, = rn,0 - (t - tie) _ rh, (141)
i
t_f _-- t then rn, = rn, o - (tif - tie) _ rh, (142)
i
t _ t_e then rn_i = rnno (143)
If
18
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tie < t < tit then mH = m_,o - (t - tie) _ m_ii (144)
i
tit _ t then ma = rnHo - (tit - tie) _ miii (145)
i
The principal moments of inertia will decrease in a similar fashion. It is assumed that the inertia decrease can be
adequately approximated by a linearization. It is also assumed that the mass loss has no effect on the products
of inertia.
G. Hard-Mounted Springs on Body II
The usual linear-spring assumption has been made in this section; however, there is provision for the use of an experi-
mental spring efficiency factor. No provision has been made for the spring-tip sliding friction. In practice, the static
coefficient of friction is usually several times higher than the necessary value to prevent slippage so that the constraint









length of extension of i th spring
restriction index (if N = 0, there is no constraint; if N > 1, the constraint is operating)
location of tip of spring i in the inertial CS (see Appendix B)
force in i th spring
residual spring force
initial force in i th spring
spring efficiency factor
cosines of angles between spring i and body II axes
2. Longitudinal Forces in Springs





0 _ ki ji < Si0 - Sit
Si = ,i z (Sio - ki ii) (pix eiix, -4- pi_l e,i,,, q- piz eHz,)
ki ii _ Sio - Sit
(146)
3. Generalized Forces
Si = 0 (147)
Because the Lagrange multipliers automatically supply the forces necessary to prevent slippage, only the longi-
tudinal forces in the springs need be considered.
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#
(149)dIIv ------a(2)T_ Sip_ = -dlv
i
_IIz = --a(3)T_ Si Pi = --_,z (150)
: - [z s,(r;,,×p,)]•o,,.' <151)
: -- (IIi × eiiO
@file [_S, r' p,)]" ' (152)
_II¢ = -- Si (r_i_ X Pi eii¢
d,o= IXS, [(_.- r,) x (At; pi)] f "elo (154)
_,¢: {_S, [(r_. -- r,) X (Ai; p,)]} "e,¢ (155)
d,e : {_Si. [(r;,i- r,) × (A_] pi)] f "e, e (15(})
where the unit vectors have been previously defined.
The equation for r._ is derived in Appendix B:
rH_ = r. + AT_r_. + i_ AT. Pl
Clearly, r.i - r_ is the vector connecting body I's CM and the tip of spring i, but expressed in inertial coordinates.
H. Universally-Jointed Springs
In actual practice, universally-jointed springs are rarely used. They do, however, closely approximate hard-mounted
springs when the guiding is poor, and the relative motion is small (see Appendix H).
d_ vector connecting spring attachment points
k_ spring rate of i th spring
Wi force in i th spring
Wu residual spring force
W., initial force in i th spring
wi a temporary notation convention (see Eq. 159)
_/ spring efficiency factor
1. Symbols
2. Forces






For simplicity in notation, let
Then
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0_k, (Id, I- Id,01)< W,o - W.
di
w, = _ [W,o- k,(Id, I-Id,ol)] idol
k_ d_ _ W_o - W_:
W./ _0
v2[W,o- k, (Id, I- Idiol)]
w, = Id, I
Wi = wi dl
The generalized forces are given in Eqs. (161) through (166).
0)_I, = _ wi diz = - OJ_llz
i
(_iv = _ wi diu = -(_ily
i

















VII. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
A. Unconstrained Case
The unconstrained equations of motion are determined from the Lagrange formulation as outlined in Section VB.
The details of the calculation of the terms may be found in Appendix I. The equations of motion are given in Eqs. (167)
through (172).
rn_ = _)'---- p" (from q = x) (167)
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where
m_ = _)_ _ p_
mllY + m124; + m_3¢ ---- Px + Q;=P'
m3_O + m:,2_ + m_,_ = p_ + _---_ p._
(from q = y)
(from q ----z)
(from q = 0)
(from q = 4)
(from q = ¢)
m,, -----I_ (c 2¢) -- 2I_,_ (s¢ c¢) + I,,, (s 2¢)
m,_ ---- [(I_ -- I,,) (s¢c¢) + I_,_(c2 _ -- s2_)] (sO) + [L.- (c¢) -- I,.-(s¢)] (cO)
m,:_ = I_._(c¢) - I,._ (s¢)
me, = m12
m_,2 = (s20) [I**(s: ¢) + 2L,(s¢c¢) + I,,, (c'-' ¢)] + 2(s0 cO)[I,.- (s¢) + Iy.. (e¢)] + (c: O) I.-._
m_:, = (sO) [I._. (s¢) + I,.. (c¢)] + (cO) I::
m:,:_= I.-:
p_ -- (sO)66 [4I_,, (s¢ c¢) - (L.,.- I,,,,)(c'-' ¢ - s2¢) - I-.-] + 2_ [(I,._ - I,,,)(s¢ c¢) + I_,, (c-' ¢ - s_ ¢)]
+ 6o [I_..(s¢) + I,. (c¢)] + $-' (sO cO)[I_(s2 ¢) + 2I_,(s¢c¢) + I,,,,(c2 ¢) -- I..]
+ $2 (c 20 -- s2O) [I,.. (s¢) + I,,: (e¢)] + 2 (cO) [I.,.: (s¢) + I,,.. (e¢)]
p: : --25 {0 (sO cO) [I._ (s 2 ¢) + 2L, (s¢ c¢) + I,,,, (c'-' ¢) -- I..-] + ¢ (s'-' 0) [(L. -- I,,,,) (s¢ c¢)
+ I_,(c2¢-- s2¢)] + O(c-_O - s'-'O)[I..(s¢) + I,:(e¢)] + ¢(sOcO) [I_:(c¢) -- I,:(s¢)]}
-- 0 {_ (cO) [(I,, -- Iv.,,) (s¢ c¢) + I,_ (c 2¢ -- s2¢) + _ (sO) [(L.,. -- I,,_,)(6-' ¢ -- s'-' ¢) -- 4I,._j (s$ c¢)]
-- b (sO) [L: (c¢) -- I,,, (s¢)]} -- ¢ {¢ (sO) [I_.- (c¢) -- Iv: (s¢)] - b (sO) I::}
p:, : -26 {0 (cO)[I¢.. (s¢) + I,,: (c¢)]} + 6(sO){(6-'¢ - s2¢)[I..,.- I,,,,) 0 + I.,,,_, (sO)] + bL.-}
+ (I,, - I,,,) (s¢ c_V) [$2 (s'-'O) - b2] - 4I.,, 05 (sO s¢ e¢) -- [I,: (c¢) -- I,,.- (s¢)] 62 (sO cO)
- I,,, b_ (c"_¢ - s'-' ¢)
It is understood that Eqs. (167) through (184) are to be applied to both body I and body II.
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mi 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 T/g1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 m1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 T/gill m12i ml_i 0
0 0 0 T/gall m'22i m23i 0
0 0 0 T/gall T/gz21 maal 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 mi,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0






0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
taxi 0 0 0 0
0 T/gix 0 0 0
0 0 TnilII T/gl2II ml3ii
0 0 mZllI T/gZZli mzali














Since it is assumed that both constraint conditions will not be required at the
same time, a set of constrained equations of motion has been derived for each
constraint condition. These equations, with their attendant definitions, are given
in Appendix J (see Appendixes K and L). Each set consists of 15 second-order
differential equations.
C. Numerical Solution
In either the constrained or unconstrained case, the equations of motion are
solved for the accelerations by Cramer's rule. The accelerations are then doubly
integrated by the Adams-Moulton technique.
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VIII. LIMITATIONS ON THE ANALYSIS AND SOLUTION ACCURACY
The limitations on the use of this program are estab-
lished by the mathematical model described in this report.
Considerable flexibility within the model can be obtained
by ingenious use of its facets; the force equations and
constraint modes need not be used for their nominal
purposes. For example, the pin-puller delay can be used
in conjunction with a very large m_ to obtain a fixed-point
constraint on body II. A large number of other potentiali-
ties exist.
In view of the complexity of the program and the wide
range of possible problem situations, computational ac-
curacy is difficult to define. With the generalized coordi-
nates given, the forces are obtained by straightforward
noniterative procedures, so that the only errors introduced
in computing these forces would be because of truncation.
The relatively unknown area is then the integration of the
equations of motion. As detailed in the computer program
portion of this report (Sections IX through XIII), the
equations are integrated with a routine that changes step
size in an effort to maintain a constant integration error
that is a function of the initial step size selected. It is
recommended that different step sizes be tried on a new
problem; a comparison of the results will indicate ap-
proximately the accuracy of integration.
IX. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM:
INPUT LINK, INTEGRATION LINK, AND PLOTTING LINK
The program is written in the FORTRAN/FAP system,
and is divided into three chain links (input, integration,
and plotting). The first link reads and prints the input
data; the second link integrates the differential equations;
the third link prepares output data for plotting (see Figs.
5 and 6). The detailed description of the integration tech-






Fig. 5. Program main flow
the conventional flow-chart approach, the discussion of
the links is referenced to the actual FORTRAN listing
(see Appendix N).
A. Input Link
All appropriate input data are read and printed at the
beginning of this link. Force input and initialization be-
gins after FORMAT statement 845, and is controlled by
the values of the indicators. These indicators are: ICD,
coulomb drag; IPR, pyrotechnic; ICG, cold gas; IPN,
pneumatic; IRK, rockets; ISP, hard-mounted springs;
ISU, universally jointed springs; and IPN, pin-puller con-
straint. Input for a force is bypassed if its indicator is
zero. If the indicator is non-zero, input/output is per-
formed along with the initial calculations on the forces
and conversion from drawing board CS to body-fixed CS.
All parameters needed for the force calculations are
transmitted to the integration link through COMMON
storage. No special subroutines are used in the input link.
Of special note is the sentinel ICLAG, which, at the
beginning of the link -- 1. If the hard-mounted spring
constraint is used, ICLAG = -1 (statement 6552); how-
ever, if the pin-puller constraint is used, ICLAG = 0
(above statement 43). Both constraints cannot be working
at the same time, but the spring constraint can be used




.._ CALCULATION OF IDERIVATIVESI001 TO 3000
1
q STATEMENT 3000, ICALL FMARK ( .... )




END OF STEP AND
COLD-GAS JET TRIGGER,
1004 TO 1005
PYROTECHNIC TRIGGERS, I1005 TO 1006
ROCKET TRIGGER,
1006 TO 1009
PILOT TRIGGER, 11009 TO 5050
ERROR EXIT,
5050
PRINT TRIGGER, I1002 TO 706
STATEMENT 707,
IS TPLOT = O? )
FIRST LINK,
INPUT
Flow of integration link
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B. Integration Link
1. Integration Subroutine, FMARK
The FMARK integration subroutine (statement 3000)
applies the Adams-Moulton method with automatic error
control. The computed GO TO statement, following the
call to FMARK, is an integral part of the subroutine.




HB (1) = At
HB (2) = 1
HB (3) = 0.00025
HB (4) = 0.01
HB (5) = 10 -8
MS (6) = 10 -G
NH









fixed-point variable that must cor-
respond to the variable of the com-
puted GO TO statement
an array of dimension 6 [i.e.,
HB (1), • • • , HB (6)] that contains
parameters that monitor the Adams-
Moulton automatic error control
step size at the start of integration
used to prevent unnecessary reduc-
tion in the step size
minimum allowable step size
maximum allowable step size
relative lower bound on truncation
error
relative upper bound on truncation
error
an array of dimension 6 [i.e.,
NH (1), • • - , NH (6)] that supplies
FMARK with needed parameters




number of backward differences
used
not used
set to zero, denoting that the inde-
pendent variable is carried in single
precision
set to 4 denoting Adams-Moulton
automatic error control mode
first value of 1, in the calling se-
quence, used to supply the location
25
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2,2
(I, TRG)
(to FMARK) of the portion of the
program where the derivatives are
calculated (FMARK sets KIK = 1,
then executes the computed GO TO
statement); second value of 1 needed
to suppress option in FMARK
first value of 2, in the calling se-
quence, used to supply the location
(to FMARK) of the end of step area
(FMARK sets KIK = 2 to transfer
to the end of step area); second
value of 2 is used to initialize trig-
gers
8 sets of variables containing a fixed
point and a floating point number
that define a trigger (when T =
TRG, KIK set = to I; computed GO
TO statement is executed)
denotes end of calling sequence
When FMARK is entered (i.e., when statement 3000
is executed) it excepts the initial value for the independ-
ent variable T stored in the highest location in COM-
MON. Since T could be carried in double precision, a
dummy variable (ZERO) is adjacent to T. FMARK ex-
pects the 24 initial values of the dependent variables to
be stored in COMMON just below T and ZERO. FMARK
will transfer control to the area of the program where
the derivatives are to be calculated; it expects these
derivatives supplied in COMMON just below the values
of the independent variables. Thus, the first COMMON
of this link is
COMMON T, ZERO, V1, V2, YDOT1, YDOT2
DIMENSION V1 (18), V2 (6), YDOT1 (18), YDOT2 (6)
where YDOTI (I) is the derivative of VI (I) and the de-
rivative area of the program computes YDOT1, YDOT2
using V1, V2. After the derivatives have been calculated
and placed in COMMON, control is returned to FMARK
by
CALL ROUT (0)
Triggers can be either on or off, Turning a trigger oil
can be accomplished by
CALL TRMOD (I,1)
where I is the nnmber of the trigger in the calling se-
quence (the first trigger is number 0). A trigger is turned
off by
CALL TRMOD (I,0)
Control is returned to FMARK from a trigger by
CALL ROUT(0)




No. tion location Function
0 2,TRIG3 1004 Cold gas on
1 3,TRIG2 1003 Pin-puller constraint off
2 4,TRIG1 1002 Print output
3 5,TRIG4 1005 First pyrotechnic shot
4 6,TROC 1006 Rockets on and off
5 7,PYRO2 1007 Second pyrotechnic shot
6 8,PYRO3 1008 Third pyrotechnic shot
7 9,PLOT 1009 Plot output
In certain cases, control is not returned to FMARK by
calling ROUT(0). If a discontinuity has occurred in a
derivative (e.g., pyrotechnic), the program again calls
FMARK. This is done to recompute the backward differ-
ences.
The main function of the end of step area is to verify
that 0 is not near zero. If 0 is near zero, the transforma-
tion is made and the integration continues.
2. Main Program
The DO loop that ends at statement 5812 puts the
hard-mounted spring locations and directions in a more
convenient form for later computation. From statement
5812 to statement 6677, the maximum integration time
(WILl) is tested to see if the integration will be termi-
nated when the forces become zero (yes IFORCE = -1,
no IFORCE = 0). Triggers are set up and turned on from
55 t8 704. The program, up to the call to subroutine
GET (1001), sets up initial conditions for the dependent
variables and the arrays of HB and NH along with mis-
cellaneous sentinels.
The area of the link beginning with statement 1001
and ending at statement 6007 calculates the derivatives
for FMARK. Just before 3000, there is logic to either
CALL ROUT (0), the normal return to FMARK from
the derivative area, or CALL FMARK( • - • ). The lat-
ter branch is taken the first time through the derivative
area and when a discontinuity has occurred in the de-
rivatives.
The function of GET (1001) (which communicates to
the link through COMMON) is to compute the transfor-
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mation matrixes AI, AII, and A_,/_klI, coefficients mii and
terms p_ for the unconstrained equations of motion and, if
necessary, the matrix F and terms r_ for the constrained
equations of motion. After GET, the link checks the force
indicators (3032 to 67) and computes the necessary forces.
The twelve force components are computed from the
particular force components in the DO loop starting at 69.
If ICLAG _ 0, the constrained case must be solved (414).
This is done from statements 74 up to 75. The subroutine
SOLVE finds the solution for the 15 linear equations of
the constrained case. The derivatives for the uncon-
strained case are computed from 75 to 6007.
The remainder of the link (the area below statement
3000) contains the triggers and the end of step area.
Control is transferred to 1003 when the pin-puller con-
straint terminates. In some cases, the spring constraint
will be used after the pin-puller constraint. Thus, a test
is made for the spring constraint (N _ 2 yes). ICLAG is
set to the proper value and a printout is made.
Statement 1004 serves as the cold-gas jet trigger and
the end of step area. The array TCO contains the time
cold-gas jets are turned on-in ascending order. The fixed-
point variable (ICOLD) denotes the next jet to be turned
on; thus ICOLD = 1,ICG. If the trigger has just been
activated [i.e., T--TC (ICOLD)], control is transferred
to 8010. Statement 8007 is executed after the last jet has
been turned on, otherwise 8006 is executed. In either
case, LDER = 1 for a restart. If LDER < 0 (200), a force
has just ceased and a restart has to be made. If
ISS (1) + ISS (2):_ O (6519), the spring constraint is act-
ing and a spring must be switched. The area of the pro-
gram from statement 6522 up to 1005 checks the size
of 01 and 0ii. If either value of 0 is close to zero, a rota-
tion of the body axes is made. Exit to FMARK is made
when statement 426 transfers to 403.
The first pyrotechnic trigger starts at 1005, the second
at 1007, and the third at 1008. The logic assumes that the
triggers are fixed in chronological order. The firing of
the triggers is completed in At sec (Runge-Kutta integra-
tion is used over this interval). The rocket trigger is placed
at statement 1006, and the plot trigger is at 1009. For the
plot trigger, all possible variables are ouput on tape B1;
they will be read in for plotting in the next link. State-
ment 5050 is executed if an error occurs in FMARK. A
typical error would be an activated trigger that has an
execution time less that of the current value of the inde-
pendent variable.
The output trigger is placed at 1002. The subroutine
STEP enters FMARK and finds the current step size.
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Body axis rates are computed and placed in the array
CB (301). Other variables computed are speed (V), rate
about instantaneous axis (W1), and magnitude of body
axis rate vector (WP1). Separation distance and velocity
are computed below 350. If a constraint is working, the
constraint values FQQ1, FQQ2, and FQQ3 are printed
(6663). The constraint values correspond to di_, di,j, and
di_ for the pin-puller and g_, g_, ea_ eb._- ea_ eb_ for the
spring constraint. If IHY =A:0, the transformation matrixes
(AI, AI1) are output (6670). The logic from 8001 to 6501
controls the termination of the program. If IFORCE = 0,
the job terminates only when the independent variable, T,
is greater than WILl or when all forces cease. A force
must be on (SUN =A:0) before termination for null force
(SUN = 0). If TPLOT--0 (706), plotting is not done,
and control returns to the input link. Statement 5000
prints input errors. Control goes to 5002 if a 3 X 3 matrix
used to find the rotational acceleration is singular.
3. Other Subroutines
a. Constraint subroutine. The subroutine GET calcu-
lates those parameters needed to find the acceleration
components, the rotational matrixes (AI, An, AI, ii-ii) and,
if necessary, the 15 X 15 constraint matrix F.
Initially, the subroutine sets IM --0 to denote calcu-
lations for body I; IM -- I denotes calculations for body II.
After computations for body I trigonometric functions
(after 5004), A and AD are computed-note that IM2 -
IM + 1 stores the At, li,_ and An, _,n in different areas.
A test is made just before 48, and m_j and p_ for either
body I or II are computed. The control then goes to state-
ment 41. Between 101 and 3, matrixes needed for the con-
strained case (ICLAG _0) are computed (see Table 1).
At 104, IM is tested to see if body II computations have
been made. If the computations have been made, control
goes to 43 to test whether the constrained or uncon-
strained case is running. Calculations needed for both
pin-puller and spring constraints are made after statement
106, then a test is made to determine which constraint
is acting. The subroutine from 111 up to 110 calculates
elements of the F matrix and r,, r_, and r:_- stored in
CA (1), CA (2), CA (3) - for the pin-puller. All code be-
low 110 calculates the same values for the spring con-
straint.
b. Force subroutines. Almost all the routines use the
variable LDER, which controls integration restart. At
each entry, a test is made in these routines to see if a force
terminates. If a force does terminate, a discontinuity can
occur in the force function, and an integration restart
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must be made. In this case, LDER is set to -1; restart
is made when the end of step area is entered.
The input and output calling sequence for the force





XC1 (I), YC1 (I), ZC1 (I)
XC2 (I), YC2 (I), ZC2 (I)
ICD
magnitude of i tl' drag force
(D,)
separation distance beyond
which i °' drag force ceases
(dit)
loeation of i" drag force on
body I in body I CS(x_),
(y_,). (z_,)
location of i °' drag force on
body II in body II CS (x_u),
(y_.). (z_,,)
number of drag forces
Coulomb drag, output
DD(J) component of ()_ due to conlomb drag forces
(@_)
LDER = 0, no restart
< 0, restart to he made after end of step





XP2 (I), YP2 (I), ZP2 (I)
UPX (I), UPY (I), UPZ (I)
IPR
total impulse of i th pyro-
technic device (Id
firing time of i th device (ti)
location of i th device on
body II in body II CS (_,),
(y_,,). (zh,)
direction cosine vector of




EP(J) component of _i due to pyrotechnics (_j)
Cohl-gas jets, input
FG1 (I), FG2 (I)
FG3
UGX(I),UGY(I),UGZ(I)
VGX (I), VGY (I), VGZ (I)
XG1 (I), YC1 (I), ZG1 (I)






stants of jet i (fi_), (fi.2)
gas-system characteristic
(f:,)
cosines of angles between
thrust vector for jet i and
body I axis (X,_), (Xi.), (X_..)
cosincs of angles between
thrust vector for jet i and
body II axis (Oi_), (Oi_J), (O_)
location of i th jet on body I
in body I CS (x_), (_), (z_,)
location of i th jet on body II
in body II CS (_,), (y[i_),
value of jet force below
which ]i may be considered
zero (].t)
time which i th jet cuts off
(tit)








component of Qj due to cold-gas forces (_qj)
=0, no restart
<0, restart to be made after end of step







if 0, there is no regulator;
if 1, there is a regulator that
remains closed after pb
----pp; if 2, there is a regu-
lator that remains open
after pb = pp (J)
initial bottle pressure (pbo)
volume of gas bottle, in-
cluding all lines upstream
of the faces of the closed
pistons (VD)
ratio of specific heats for
working fluid (_)
AN (I) area of i th piston face (Ai)
RAX (I) distance at which i th piston
separates (j .... i)
VNX (I), VNY (I), VNZ (I) cosines of angles between
piston rod i and the x'n, y_I,
Z_I axes (pi_), (piu), (pi_)
XN1 (I), YN1 (I), ZN1 (I) location of i th piston on
body I in body I CS (x_),
XN2 (I), YN2 (I), ZN2 (I) location of i th piston on
body II in body II CS (_ii),
PPN (I) (Ppi) Ai
ieqp, iEQP(I)
PNEM (I)
IPN number of pneumatic forces
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT NO. 32-912
Pneumatic forces, output
XN (J) component of Qj due to pneumatic forces
(07j)
LDER =0, no restart
<0, restart to be made after end of step










URX (I), URY (I), URZ (I)
VRX (I), VRY (I), VRZ (I)
FM10, FM20
XR1 (I), YR1 (I), ZR1 (I)
magnitude of thrust devel-
oped by i th rocket (R0
time at which i*h rocket
starts firing (ti.)
time at which i th rocket
ceases firing (tif)
the sum X rh.
the sum X the.
cosines of angles between
thrust vector for rocket i
and the x_, y_, z_ axes (M_),
(x,z)
cosines of angles between
thrust vector for rocket i
and the X_II, Y_I, Z_I axes
(P,,), (P,z)
initial values of mass
location of i th rocket on
body I in body I CS (_,),
(zl,)





location of i th rocket on
body II in body II CS (_.),
(y;ii), (z_iii)
the sum X i._I_
the sum X Ivvx*
the sum X i..i_
the sum X i..m
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the sum :_ i,j,jm
the sum 2 izzIIi
initial values of moments of
inertia, body I







computed values of moments of in-
ertia, body I
computed values of moments of in-
ertia, body II
computed values of mass (ml), (rn.)
component of Qs due to rocket forces
if:b)
Triggers, rather than the variable LDER, are used to
initiate restarts for the rocket forces.
Hard-mounted springs, input
WRP1 (1,I), WRP1 (2,I),
WRP1 (3,I)
WRP2 (1,I), WRP2 (2,I),
WRP2 (3,1)
WRH (1,I), WRH (2,I),
WRH (3,I)
SO (I), SK (I), SIOQ
ISP
N
location of i °' spring on body
I in body I CS(xli), (y_i),
(z_)
location of W' spring on body
II in body II CS (x_.), (y_i),
(z_,,)
direction cosines between
spring i and body II axes
(p,.,),(p ,,),(P :)
initial force, spring constant,
and residual force for i th
spring (corrected for spring




ICLAG set to 1 when constraint gocs off




ISS (1), ISS (2)
=0, no restart
< 0, restart to be made after end of step
number of springs that have come off
values controlling interchange of
springs in constraint condition, in the
case that the springs being used for
constraint are not the last two to cease
acting; if ISS(1)=ISS(2)=0, no
transfer required-if ISS (1) or ISS (2)
is non-zero, transfer made by subrou-
tine SWITCH
Universally-jointed springs, input
ISU number of springs
WO (I), UK (I), WF (I) initial force, spring constant,
and final force of spring i
(corrected for spring effl-
ciency-_'-' Wi., _f" kl, _'-' Wit)
XU1 (I), YU1 (I), ZU1 (I) spring location on body I in
body I CS (x_,), (y_,), (z_i)
XU2 (I), YU2 (I), ZU2 (I) spring location on body II in





component of Qs due to universally-jointed
springs (O._)s)
=0, no restart
<0, restart to be made after end of step
number of springs that have come off
c. Matrix algebra subroutines. To aid in these calcu-
lations, the following subroutines are used:
MULTI(A,B,C,M1,M2,M3) calculates ATB = C
where A is M1 X M2,
B is M2 × M3
MULT2 (A,B,C,M1,M2,M3) calculates AB T = C
where A is M1 X M2,
B is M2 × M3
MULT3 (A,B,C,M1,M2,M3) calculates AB = C
where A is M1 X M2,
B is M2 X M3
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forms the dot product of
the 3 X 1 vector B with
the jth row of the 3 × 3
matrix A and stores the
result in C
forms the dot product of
the 3 X 1 vector B with
the jth column of the
3 >( 3 matrix B and
stores the result in C
forms A + B = C with
dimension M1 × M2
forms A - B = C with
dimension M1 X M2
forms AB = C where A
is 1 X 1, Bis 3 X 1
MCROS (A,B,C) forms A X B = C where
A,B,C are dimensioned
3 X 1 (15 X 15 linear set




All of the values that can be plotted are written on
tape B1. At the beginning of the plotting link, plot indi-
cators are written into the array LOT. If variable I is
to be plotted, LOT (I) is nonzero.
_Moler, C. B., Numerical Matrix Inversion With Iterative Improve-
ment, Technical Report No. 32-394, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, April 15, 1963.
X. INPUT DESCRIPTION AND
The input format is given in the form of a series of
tables, some of which may be omitted, depending on
whether or not the corresponding type of force is to act.
A complete list of input symbols and dimensions is col-
lected here for reference.
Oly'0
2. Forces
A. Input List With Dimensions
1. General Inertial and Geometrical Characteristics
I,_z, I_,jl, • • • , I_zn elements of inertia matrixes in the
drawing board CS: Ibm-in/
iA transformation matrix indicator:
=1, Ab AH printed; =0, At, An not
printed
mr, mn masses: Ibm
At initial integration interval: sec
tpn printout interval: see
to time at which program begins: see
_._, ''. , _. coordinates in the drawing board
CS of the CM of bodies I and II: in.
tp Ip pp










spinup roll of body I relative to
body II: deg/sec
coulomb drag force indicator, num-
ber of drag forces present: up to 8
pyrotechnic force indicator, number
of pyrotechnic devices present: up
to 3
cold-gas jet indicator, number of
cold-gas jets: up to 8
pneumatics indicator, number of
pneumatic pistons: up to 8
rockets indicator, number of rock-
ets: up to 8
spring indicator, number of hard-
mounted springs: up to 8
universally-jointed spring indicator,
number of springs: up to 8
constraint index: if =0, no con-
straint; if = 1, pin-puller constraint
is present
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magnitude of i tt_drag force: lbf
separation distance beyond which
i th drag force ceases: in.
drawing board locations of i th drag
force: in.
total impulse of i th device: lbf-sec
firing time of i th device: sec (pro-
gram requires that tl _ t,.,--_ t:_)
pyrotechnic locations: in.
cosines of the acute angles between
the drawing board axes and the i th
device, except that tx_/ is negative
constants for jet i depending on
initial conditions, nozzle geometry,
and properties of working fluid:
lbf, 1/sec, 1
value of jet force below which ]i
may be considered zero: lbf
time at which i th jet turns on: sec
time at which i th jet cuts off: sec
cold-gas jet locations: in.
cosines of angles between thrust
vector for jet i and body I axes
cosines of angles between thrust
vector for jet i and body II axes
area of i th piston face: in.:
regulator existence index: if 0, there
is no regulator; if 1, there is a regu-
lator that remains closed after
pb = lh,; if 2, there is a regulator
that remains open after pt, = p_,
distance at which i" piston sepa-
rates: in.










pressure beyond regulator (if any)
for i th piston: lbf (absolute)/in3
volume of gas bottle, including all
lines upstream of the faces of the
closed pistons: in?
pneumatics locations: in.
ratio of specific heats for working
fluid
cosines of angles between piston
rod i and the _, y_i, z_i axes
rate of decrease of principal mo-
ments of inertia due to rocket i:
Ibm in3/sec
mass decrease rate due to i th rocket:
lbm/sec
magnitude of thrust developed by
i th rocket: lbf
time at which i th rocket starts fir-
ing: sec
time at which i th rocket ceases fir-
ing: sec
rocket locations: in.
cosines of angles between thrust
vector for rocket i and the drawing
board axes (ff if on body I,/_' if on
body II; if on body I, all _ = O, if
on body II, all _i = O)
[. Hard-mounted springs
ki i" spring constant: lbf/in.
N restriction index (if N = 0, there is
no constraint; if N > 1, the con-
straint is operating)
Si,, initial force in i th spring: Ibf
x_', y'i', z_' spring location: in.
spring efficiency factor
_t_,, t_'_/,/_'-- cosines of angles between spring i
and body II axes
g. Universally-iointed springs
ki spring rate of i" spring: lbf/in.
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_lpt, , p t typ , Zp
initial force in i th spring: lbf
location of end of spring i in body I:
in.
location of end of spring i in body
II: in.
spring efficiency factor
time of firing of delayed pin-puller:
sec





given in its corresponding table, and the groups are to
be stacked according to the order of the tables. Table 2
gives the mass, geometry, and indicator input, and
Tables 3 through 9 give the force inputs. If a particular
force is not to act( i.e., its indicator number is zero) its
table and corresponding cards are to be omitted. Table 10
gives the pin-puller constraint input. Table 11 gives the
plotting directions and completes the input, and Table 12
defines the plot indicators.
Table 2. Mass, geometry, indicators
Format
type Input
(2X, A70) Comment (up to 70 characters)
(E12.6,
time increment for plotting: sec 2112) tcvr Case No. iA
2 L.z L_I L,I Ivvz I,,i I,,_
plot indicators: a nonzero value 2 I..u LyH I_,iz I,,,x I,,i, I,,1i
calls for plot i 2 mi m,, At tFa to
2 _,"I Ett'l ez_I E_e'II EI_'II Ez_II
camera 1 requires photographic 2 _,., _,., _,- _,,0
processing; camera 2 is a fast-copy 1 i,._ i_ i_o i_ i_ i_
device 1 isu /cr_
B. Input Format
Input data takes the form of a data card deck. To
simplify input procedure, only three types of card format
are used (with the exception of the first two cards).
For format type 1, the FORTRAN code is 6112. These
cards will contain up to six numbers per card, and each
number is allotted 12 columns. The numbers must be
integers (without a decimal point) and right adjusted.
For format type 2, the FORTRAN code is 6E12.8.
These cards also will contain up to six numbers per card,
with each number allotted 12 columns. These numbers
are not integers (must have a decimal point), need not
be right adjusted, and may have an exponent.
For format type 3, the FORTRAN code is 1415. These
cards are similar to those of format type 1, except that
each number is allotted only 5 columns.
The input arrays for each group of input data are given
in Tables 2 through 12. Each group is to be ordered as
Table 3. Coulomb drag
Format
type Inputa
2 d_r D_ x/' !/_" z]"
2 dat D2 x2" g2" z2"
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Input a (body I)
tll t12
_.1 z X1" y_" Z_"
t21 t_












[J'(k + 1)U _/'(k + 1)= Xk+l tt yk+l °
f(k + t)2 t(*+ t).l t(*+ /).=
/J-(k + |)1/ _(k+ I)z t Xt+t" _k+l tt




2 _,_. _,,_ _- m,' _,_'









_kz /£k_ t /£k_l t _kz t
2 t,_ tkl
z i .... i.,, i.,, i ........ i ..... i .....
2 i........ i .... i.... i,.,,,_ i ..... i .....
2 i ........ i ..... i .... i ....... i ..... i.,lk
2 rh. _,. R. x." V," z,"
2 6va rh_u R,.. x,.." p/' _/'








2 A_ i ....... Pp,
2 /q/ /zl_' /x_,'




Ak j,,,,x, t ppk
t_k.r' IZtv _ I_kz'
Input"
Xl ;*'* _1 #
X'2" Y'.'"
Xk It _k tt





2 _, ,,' m/ V--' xt" p/'
2 S,,, kl S,_
2 m.,.' _' mz' x=" td:"




//.i, ' P.i, _ /t/. t • t Xi" y_"
S,.. k, S,_










Xlt" _/11 't ZI "-'_
W,. k, W,I











Xlll H _lll H ZII1 It
{]lli tt




3 LOT1 LOT_o, • • • , LOT,,
aEnter TPLOT = O. ff no plots are desired
Table 12. Plots--indicators and arguments















x_, y_, z1 vs t
XIl_ yll_ Zll VS t
5ci,0i, _[ vs t
k., _ii, _xi vs t
_l, _[, _'i vs t
_H, D_I,_i vs t
al, _, q_i vs t
#_, ¢i[, _. vs t
Or, _i, ¢[ VS t
911, _1I, _II V_ t
*. °* ..
_I, _I, _I VS t







_Eaeh type of plot is identified by an indicator LOT,. If LOT i is not
zero, plot type i will be included in the output.
XI. OUTPUT DESCRIPTION AND FORMAT
Program output consists of the generalized coordinates,
velocities and useful auxiliary quantities. A listing of all










= [(Xl-- Xli) 2_- (yl -- ylI) 2 _- (zl-- Zll) 2]1,_:
in./sec
speed of CM: in./sec
inertial coordinates: in.
inertial components of velocity of CM:
in./see
0I, _I, _I Eulerian angles: deg
_I,_I,_I rates of change of Eulerian angles:
deg/sec
_,,_, ,0,c,_, _0_,,_ rotation rates about drawing board axes:
deg/sec
_ rotation rate about instantaneous axis:
deg/sec
e)pv_ magnitude of vector sum of pitch and
yaw rates: deg/sec
All of the output listed for body I also applies for body II.
B. Output Format
All quantities in the output are self-explanatory; the
format is illustrated in the sample problem of Sec-
tion XIII.
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XII. ERROR DIAGNOSIS AND CHECKOUT
Because of the flexibility of the program, there are few error diagnoses that can
be made internally. Should an error occur within the integration routine FMARK,
the statement "ERROR OCCURS IN FMARK" is printed. Should the (12 × 12) or
(15 × 15) matrix currently being inverted to solve for the generalized accelerations
become singular, an appropriate statement is printed.
XIII. SAMPLE PROBLEM
The purpose of the sample problem is to illustrate the
operational use of the computer program. For this rea-
son, the system has been presented in idealized form.
A. Problem Statement
A capsule is to be separated from a spacecraft by means
of four springs hard mounted on the spacecraft. The
spring tips are constrained not to slip on their bearing
surfaces. After separation, the capsule is spun up by
means of 3 cold-gas jets. Subsequent to spinup, a retro-
rocket is fired. The properties of the bodies and the force




m = 1000 lbm
I_ = 200 slug-if-'
I!,, = 205 slug-ft'-'
I:: = 100 slug-ft _
I_u = I_.- = L,: = 0
m = 1800 Ibm
I_z = I_,_j= 250 slug-ft:
I..: = 100 slug-ft:
I_!, = I_: = I.: = 0
Thrust = 100 lbf (constant)
Starting time = separation + 10 see
Duration = 5 sec
Springs
kl = k_ = k:_= 100 lbf/in.
k, = 80 lbf/in.
Initial compression = 4 in.
Final force = 0
The springs are parallel to the z" axis; they have 100_
efficiency. Initial angular velocities are zero.
Gas jets
Each nozzle has its own reservoir and is well insu-
lated. From Eqs. (82) through (84), the properties of the
nozzles and the working fluid yield the force law
50], = , i= 1,2,3
tl±U
The jets are to fire at separation -t-2 sec and continue
for 5 see.
B. Choice of the Drawing Board CS
Since the hard mounted spring constraint is present,
the z" axis must be chosen perpendicular to the sepa-
ration plane (see Fig. 8).
C. Output
The computer printout for the sample problem is pre-
sented in Appendix N, pp. N-79-N-84. Because of the
length of the complete printout, only a few typical out-
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APPENDIX A
Eulerian Angles and Vector Component Transformations
To use the Lagrange equations it is necessary to define
three independent parameters that specify the orienta-
tion of each body. A common choice for these parameters
is the set of Eulerian angles. There is not complete uni-
formity in the definitions of the Eulerian angles; the
















rotation matrixes used in describing
Eulerian angle generation
inverse of the A, B, C, D matrixes
elements of the A_ matrix (i n' row,
jth column)
elements of the A_I matrix (i °' row,
jth column)
elements of the A_ or An matrix (i th
row, jt_, column)
location vector of the point whose
index is i
a vector in the xyz CS
components of the v_ in the xyz CS
a vector in the x'y'z' CS
components of v_, in the x'y'z' CS
a vector in the _q._ CS
components of v, in the _ CS
a vector in the _'7/'_' CS
components of v,, in the ._'_/'_' CS
the inertial CS
the body-fixed CS
an intermediate CS used in the deft-
nition of the Eulerian angles
another intermediate CS used in the
definition of the Eulcrian angles
B. Generation of Eulerian Angles
First, the x, y, z system (in which a vector is denoted
va with components v_, v_,,v:) is rotated by an angle @,
counterclockwise, about the z axis (Fig. A-la). The re-
sultant CS is the ._._ system; a vector in these coordinates
is denoted v, with components v_, v,7,%.
Second, the intermediate axes, _9_, are rotated about
the 6 axis, counterclockwise, by the angle 0 to produce the
_'_/'_' axes (see Fig. A-lb). A vector in this CS, denoted
v,,, has components v_,, v_,, vc,. The _' axis also is known








'Goldstein, H., Classical Mechanics. Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, Inc., Reading, Massachusetts, 1959, pp. 107-109.
Fig. A-1. Generation of
Eulerian angles
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Third, the _'_'_' axes are rotated counterclockwise by
an angle _ about the _' axis to produce the x'y'z' system
of axes (see Fig. A-lc). The x'y'z' system is the body-
fixed system, and the xyz system is the space-fixed (or
inertial) CS. A vector in the x'y'z' system is denoted v_,
with components v_:,, v,,,, vz,.
C. Vector Component Transformations
The elements of the complete rotation matrix A can be obtained by writing the matrix as the product of the
separate rotation matrixes.
Thus
Eciv_ = D v_ where D = - c 4 (A-l)
0
-L:°°1v_, ---- C v_ where C = cO sO (A-2)
-- sO c0
v_, = Bye, where B = - cq, (A-3)
0
va, = BCD v_ = A v_ where A = BCD (A-4)
F e4, c¢ - c0 s4 s_ s4 cq, + cO c4 sq sOsq,]
A--[ c0s c +c0c c s0c [ (A-5)
/ sOs_S -sO c_S cO _J
For simplicity of notation, the elements of the Ax and An matrixes are denoted ais and bij, respectively. The
elements of a nonspecific A matrix are denoted cij.
The inverse transformation is
v_ = A -_ va, (A-6)
Since the BCD matrixes are orthogonal, their prod-
uct, A, is orthogonal, and the inverse of A is its transpose.
a21 a31-]
A__ =I_il a22 a:_zI (A-7)
lax3 az3 a331
bu b21 b31-]
AI_ = 1b12 b22 b32/ (A-8)
The complete transformation for location vectors is
ri = r + h -_ r' (A-9)
r_ = A (ri -- r) (A-10)
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APPENDIX B
Length of Extension of a Spring Hard-Mounted on Body II
To determine the length of extension of a hard-mounted
spring on body II, it is necessary to define the bearing
plane in the body I CS, express _i in the body I CS, and
then solve for/_.
A. Symbols
r;ii location of the tip of spring i in body II CS
T matrix product AI AI_
Because of the redefinition of the initial CS, the bear-
ing plane is perpendicular to the y_ axis, and _i is in the
plane. The equation for the plane is
y; = _ (B-l)
Clearly
r_t i : P- rlii + j_ p_
In the inertial CS
_ni = r,i + At T r;ll + i, A_I P,
In the body I CS
_Ii = AI (rxl -- ri) + AI ATI l_iii + ii A1 AT1 p, (B-4)
r_i = --AI r + A1 AT _xi + ii T'r P, (B-5)
where a substitution of T has been used selectively for
later simplicity.
Now the constraint condition is that _;_ must have its
tip in the bearing plane. Thus
y_ -- a_._,)r + T T_ t(2)T (B-6)' = a. AII iii _L ji Pl
and
= ' _ x d_, (B-7)ji t (2)T Pi +yli + aT2) r - a(..) All
The left-hand side of the above equation is simply
a.r, • di (see Coulomb Drag Section, Eq. 59). Thus
aT_, • d, (B-8)
(B-3) i, = i,,,)r, p,
APPENDIX C
Conversions Between Rates About Eulerian Axes and Rates About Body Axes
Since initial angular rates will normally be reported
as body-axis angular rates, and since body-axis rates are
often needed as the final result, conversions between
Euler angle rates and body rates must be established.
A. Symbols
With the exception of those listed below, the symbols







Eulerian 0 component of o
component along the body x' axis due to oo
body x' component of (o
identity matrix
From the definition of (oo)_,, etc., there is
_ = ((oo), + ((o_), + ((o_), (cd)
_. = ((_0),,,+ ((_)_, + (_¢)_, (c-2)
_., = (o0)., + ((_,).., + (_,_).., (c-3)
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E (C-6)
Putting Eqs. (C-4), (C-5), (C-6) into Eqs. (C-I), (C-2),
and (C-3) gives the components of _ with respect to the
body axes in terms of the rates about the Eulerian axes.
_.----- _sin0sin¢+0cos¢
_,. -- _ sin 0 cos ¢ -- 0 sin ¢




The inverse transformations may be found by a linear
inversion (such as the use of Cramer's rule) of Eqs. (C-7)
through (C-9). The result of this inversion is
= _o_.cos ¢ -- _ov, sin ¢ (C-10)
1
= sin--'-ff[_o_, sin ¢ + oJr, cos ¢] (C-11)
cos 0
= o_. sin 0 [ox. sin ¢ + _v. cos ¢] (C-12)
APPENDIX D
Determination of Generalized Forces
The generalized forces are defined by means of a virtual work principle: the virtual work done by a force, f, acting
through a virtual displacement, 8r, is equal to the virtual work done by the generalized forces, Qk, acting through
the corresponding virtual generalized displacements, 8qk. That is
fr (Sr) = E Qk 8qk (D-I)
k
Consider some point i on body I and let this be the point of action for a force fi. In inertial coordinates
and
ri ri -[- T •
---- A I rl i
8ri = 8ri -[- 8 [ AI r r_] (D-2)
8ri = 8rl + L _0i 80i + aAI_ 8¢i + aAT ]
FaAT aAT aA_ ]8r, = 8r1 + L-a-_-Ai 80i + -a_ii A, 8¢1 +--_ AI8¢I rx, (D-4)
where r. is _i expressed in the inertial CS.
Applying the virtual work principle
fraAT aAiT aAT ] }
_ _kSqk----_ IL-a-_ii A1 80i + -_-_-i AI 8_i _- -_i AI8¢I ri/+ 8ri
Since the 8qk are independent, the generalized forces are
(D-5)
_._I = fig, _yI _- fiy, _,ZI : fiZ (D-6)
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_AT
(_o1 = f_ _ A, rii (D-7)
T
c,A I
_, = fT ._ A_ rli (D-8)
• DAT (D-9)
Equation (D-6) establishes the desired result for the linear coordinates• The remainder of this Appendix establishes
the results for the angular coordinates•
It will now be shown that the matrix product A TJt is skew symmetric. Since A_ is orthogonal
a(i)Ta 0) = 8ij (D-IO)
Let H T "= A I AI, with elements hi_
Then
hit = a")r& (j) (D-11)
hit +hji = a (i)T;i(j) + a0)Ta (i)
d [a(i)Ta(J) ] = dhit + hjl = a(i)T_l (j) + a(i)TaO) = (-_ _-_ [$ij] = 0
and
hi_ = -hj_ (D-12)
It may be easily verified that the product of a skew-wmmetric matrix and a column matrix is equivalent to the
vector cross product of two corresponding vectors
where
(oXr=Lr
L = :, 0 -, , co = (D-13)
-- (o 2 o) 1 o)
Now consider two coordinate systems, x, (x,,x..,,x._) and X..,(y,, y_, y:,). D is the transformation matrix from X2 to
X, Then, for a vector r
r, = Dr= (D-14)
i'l = D i'..,+ l)r_ = D [L, + DTI)r2] (D-15)
where the subscript on r indicates the coordinate system in which it is expressed. By analogy to elementary kine-
matics, we have
D rl) r2 = _ X r..
where
I O)fl 1 1
ca = o,,,._. (D-16)
(0!13
is the angular velocity of X2 relative to x 1 expressed in X.,
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Since Ax is the transformation from the inertial CS to the body I-fixed CS, it is clear, from the above discussion,
that
where
E °o:JAT ii x (0z 0 -
- o) U o} x
Fo,16) _--- co v
L°z_l
(D-17)
is the angular velocity of the inertial CS relative to the body I CS, expressed in the inertial CS.
Then




AT AI _--- -Oz 0
-- O)!! -- (0j.
• = F_A_ _ATI _A_ ]
_A T _A T _A T
Bo _- [bois] = --_-A_, Be _-_ [b¢_j] = _ A_, Be _ [b,pis] = -_ A1
(D-18)
(D-19)
By considering equality for the (2, 3) elements in (D-19), we obtain
but from vector addition





are the unit vectors along the positive rotation axes for 0, _, ¢ when the inertial CS is considered fixed.
(D-20)
(D-21)
Now, since 0, 6, and _ are independent, Eqs. (D-20) and (D-21) yield
be23 _-- -eo, b92a _- --eqx btp23 ---- -etpz (D-9.9.)
By writing equations similar to (D-20) and (D-21) for ov and _, it can be shown that
I 0 -- eoz eotj_Bo = eo, 0 - eo_[,
L-eov e._ 0 j
Equation (D-23) into (D-7) gives
;0eeIo t0e eilBe = e,, 0 -e,__, Be = e¢, 0 - =[_-- e_,j ef,_ L- ecv e¢,
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Application of Eqs. (D-13) through (D-24) gives
_e! = f," (ee X rii)
Qo_ = -f,'(r, X eo) = - (r,i × eo)'f,
_Ol = (r. X f,)'eoi
_OI _ (torque vector) "eo
_,x = component of torque along eo
Similarly
(D-25)
_bI = component of torque along e_ (D-26)
Q_ = component of torque along e_ (D-27)
It is valid to sum over i in Eqs. (D-25) and (D-6) to obtain the generalized forces for many fk. This analysis also
applies to body II.
APPENDIX E
Velocity of Separation Between a Point on Body I and a Point on Body II
The velocity of separation between initially coincident points on body I and body II is required in order to com-
pute the directions of coulomb drag forces. By definition
d(di)
rIB- dt
vi i'+ATr_ "_r'= -- AII IIi
The time derivatives of the elements of the A matrixes are
c,, = (-c0s¢s¢ + c¢c¢)
c1_o= (c0 c_ s¢ + s_ c¢)
c,,_= (sOc¢)
c_, = (-cO s_ c_ - c_ s¢)
__,= (sOs, c_)_ - c=_,- c.
c_., = (cOcq,e¢, - s,/,s,/,)
_,_ = - (so c_ c¢) _ + c. _, - c.
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c23 ----(cOc¢) 0 -- ¢_3_ (E-14)
c31 = (sOsff) (E-15)
c31 = (cOs_) 0 - c32_, (E-16)
c32 = - (sOc4,) (E-17)
_3_= -(co c_) _ + c_, _ (E-18)
c33 = cO (E-19)
,_ = -(s0) _ (E-20)
APPENDIX F
Derivation of Force vs Time Relation for an Adiabatic Compressed Gas Jet






















constants depending on working fluid properties and/or nozzle geometry
thrust
math number







volume upstream of throat
nozzle divergence half-angle
ratio of specific heats for working fluid
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Pt, rt, m
Ag
Fig. F-1. Compressed gas jet
B. Derivation
F = - x._ _ + (p, - p') A,
Assuming a perfect gas and an adiabatic, isentropie process
rh = pgug Ag
a = (yRT) 1_
Me is implicitly determined by
where
( ._1u--M I + -L-_-M zat
p = pRT
pg_ pt
(__L_2V,-, p,( 2 V,,,-,,
y + 1 ] = _ \_-+--1]
2 V___(__L_2y_
_--_/ \r + 1/ (raTt)l_ug= at
u. = M_ ( I + Z-_- M_)-_/2(yRT,)'/2_Cz (Tt) '/2
A,A--Lg=(Z_)"r+_)/tz('-_)lM'(l+Y-_21M_)-t(r+_'/"(v-_)J
pe ---- Ca pt
C3___(I + Z___ M_) -twt't-'l
F = -)_C_C2pt + A. C3pt - A.p' = (XCxC2 + A. Cs)pt - A.p'
Vpt
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T,= (P---']'_-'_'V,o (F-lS)
\Pro /
Vp_ _ V (pro) ('l-1)/r
m : Pt " (_,-1)/r RTto Ptln' (F-16)
RTt° (_to)
/ p, \-.r-,),_. (p,o',-1'%'_p,,_+,,,2_ (F-17)
,_= Clp,_,_) T,o-'_=C,\ _ ./
Using Eqs. (F-15) and (F-16) to eliminate Pt from Eq. (F-17) gives
(.Pro _-t-x)/r_ P, (r+l)/_-r
rh=C_ \ Tto ]
F V/19to(7-1)lr\ -I ('Y+_)l;mcr+')12 (F-18)
R " T "lP?/rL-t , J
(R'_ c'+'/Z{p,o(r-"/r_-(wz' m (_,+,,/z (F-19)
ra= c, RV/ k 7-2o ]
m=Emo_E<._,,,2__c,(z__)[a,,.+:,,:iW)kp,7".)T'°,-(_"')rj']-tz/(_'-m (F-20)
= [(am,oy'-''_ .. h- 1_['a'_(7+l'/z[ T,o '_,/z "]-tz/(r-x)]
"" L\V--_p_o,,, -'-"k,--T-)k,V) k,p,o-4:-_,"r/"J (F-21)
P' \Vpto ] mr (F-22)
Therefore, after combining terms
E " -- 1 \/ 2 \cr+_)/2cr-_) Ag -]-tzw(r-r)l (F-23)pt=Pto 1+i_2_)i_) (7RTt°)_ V rj
Since pP = 0, the thrust is
7 -- 1MZ'_-w/(_'-l)l A_]-- 1 -'h (1 + _ ,/(2 _ ('/+ 1 ) '2 ('_--1 ' (1 .q._ _ ._) M, Aff"_-
E1 _I_ (_),_.__] ,_taTl_o),,_ (._),F] ,9"_/,'y 1)] 'F'24'
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APPENDIX G
Derivation of Force vs Distance Relation for an Adiabatic Pneumatic Ejection System
The ideal gas laws are used to derive the force-distance
relation for a pneumatic separation system. The exist-
ence of a regulator that either stays open or stays closed
after the regulation pressure has been reached is con-
sidered.
area of piston face
gas bottle
specific heat at constant pressure
specific heat at constant volume
internal energy
displacement of piston from closed po-
sition
j (subscript) as a function of i
ieqp The j at which Pb = P_, and the regu-
lator ceases to work
Ni force due to the i th pneumatic piston
p pressure
p (subscript) piston chamber
R universal gas constant
T absolute temperature
Vb volume of gas bottle, including all lines
upstream of the face of the closed
piston
W work
7 ratio of specific heats, cp/c_
p density
0 initial condition
' (prime) equivalent initial conditions for regu-
latorless motion when i :_ J,qp
As may be seen from Figs. G-1 and G-2, the force on
the piston is














Fig. G-2. Pneumatic separation device without
pressure regulator
The two cases to be considered are: (1) with a pres-
sure regulator in the circuit, and (2) without a pressure
regulator in the circuit. With a regulator, Eq. (G-2) is
valid until Pb = Pp; without a regulator, Eq. (G-3) is valid.
pp = constant (G-2)
p_ = Pb = P (G-3)
B. With Pressure Regulator
Using the law of conservation of energy on the gas
contained within the system
Eo = pbo Vb Cv TDo (G-4)
Ej = pbVb C_Tb + pp C_T_ Ai (G-5)
W_ = ppA i (G-6)
Assuming adiabatic conditions
E0 = Es + W_ (G-7)
pb,, Vb C,,Tbo ----pb Vb CoTb + pp C_Tp Ai + p, Ai (G-8)
Assuming that the working fluid is a perfect gas, Eqs.
(G-9), (G-10), and (G-11) are valid. Equations (G-9)
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through (G-11) will then yield Eq. (G-12) which, in turn,
can be reduced to Eq. (G-13).
p = paT (G-9)
R = cp -- c, (G-10)
Cv cv 1 1
R c_-c, Cp_l _-1
Cv
R Vb pbo Cv Cv= -_Vb Pb + --_ pp Ai + p, Aj (G-12)
Vb Pbo _-- Vb Pb + TPp Aj (G-13)
Therefore
Ai
pb -----pbo -- "YPb_ (G-14)
The force, N, is pp A as long as Pb _ Pp, when Pb : P_,
which occurs at
= vb/p00 )j = jeq_ TA \ P, - 1 (G-15)
then this is no longer true.
When j > jeqp, the system acts as if there were no regu-
lator. The new initial conditions are
f = i -- Jeqp (G-16)
P_o = P, (G-17)
and, if the pressure regulator stays closed
V_ = Ajeqp (G-18)
If the regulator stays open
V_ -_ Vb q- Aieqp (G-19)
C. Without Pressure Regulator
Using the law of conservation of energy gives
E0 = OoVb C,,To (G-20)
E_ = p c,, T (Vb + A]) (G-21)
I"
Ws = /3 pA dj (G-22)
jo
Assuming adiabatic conditions
Eo = Ei + W_ (G-23)
f.1ooVb c_ To = Oc_ T (Vb + Aj) + pA dj (G-24)
Assuming a perfect gas
f.cv c,, ' pA dj (G-25)_Vb pbo = "-_(Vb "_- Ai) p Jf-
A J .
Taking the derivative of Eq. (G-27) with respect to J
results in
Ai'_ dp n A0 = I + V--_b/-_ + _ p + (_ -- 1) _bb p (G-27)
which reduces to
Vb dp _ di
_,A p A
l+_bbi
Integrating Eq. (G-28) gives
(C,-28)
Aj , (G-29)p=C 1+ Vb]
C is determined by setting p = Pbo when j = 0.
Pbo _- C, so (G-30)
P = Pbo 1 "]- Vb ] (G-31)
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APPENDIX H
Derivation of Spring Efficiency Factor Relation
Experience has shown that separation velocities calcu-
lated by equating initial spring potential energy to even-
tual body kinetic energy do not agree with experimental
results. Typical differences are large enough to warrant
inclusion of this effect in the analysis.
A. Symbols
do initial spring compression distance = So/k
dt final spring compression distance = S1/k
k true spring rate
k' artificial spring rate that gives correct velocity
So initial spring force
S t final spring force
S' modified initial spring force
S_ modified final spring force
va actual separation velocity
vp separation velocity predicted using k
_/ spring efficiency factor
B. Definition and Determination of 71
Experimental determination of _/ does not lend itself
to calculation of a different value for each spring; there-
fore, one value of _ is used for all the springs. _ is defined as
actual separation velocity of bodies
7; - velocity predicted assuming perfectly
efficient springs
(H-l)
In the analysis, _/ is included by calculating an arti-
ficial spring rate that yields the correct separation ve-
locity.
It is assumed that the actual separation velocity is
determined from a test in which all angular rates are
zero (i.e., only rectilinear motion is involved), so that the
separation process can be modeled as a simple 2-deg of
freedom system. Since only relative motions between the
two bodies need be considered, this 2-deg of freedom
system degenerates to a 1-deg of freedom spring-mass
system with effective mass m and composite spring con-
stant k.
In the determination of k', it will be required that the
initial spring compression distance, do, and the final
spring compression distance, d I, be preserved, rather than
the initial and final forces.
C. Effect of 71on Spring Rate
The differential equation representing the 1-deg of
freedom model is
where
m'£ = k (do - x) (H-2)
x = (separation distance between CM's)
-- (initial separation distance)
The initial values are
x (0) = _ (0) = 0
The solution to Eq. (H-2) is
Ik\',_ 7 )x(t)=do X-coS_m ) t j,
;c(t) = d,, (-_) sin_m ) ,
Let tt be the time of complete separation (x = do - dl)
for the perfectly efficient spring case, and let t_ be the
corresponding value for the actual case. Then, from
Eqs. (H-l) and (H-3)
v,, /k'X'_ sin t_
-- = _-_-) ,_ (H-4)7= v,, sin/k\(m) tt
5O
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Now when x = do- d r, from Eq. (H-3)
and
Thus
I / k \j,_ -]do-dr=do X-coS_m ) ttJ
do - dl = do 11 - k' 1,_q
which implies that
sin tt = __+sin t_ (H-5)
since
Oa > 0 and Vv > 0
sin t t = +sin t_
and Eq. (H-4) becomes
Then
(H-0)
k' = _2 k (H-7)
To preserve do and d I with this new spring constant,
new values of So and Sr must be used. These values are
S_ = 72So S; = 72 St (H-S)
APPENDIX I
Calculation of Kinetic Energy, _T/_qk, and d/dt (_T/_ctO as
Functions of the Generalized Coordinates




I components of the inertia matrix




T kinetic energy of the system
v velocity vector of CM, , in inertial coordinates
co angular velocity about body-flxed axes, ,o,_,
B. Calculation of T (ql, " " • , ql_)
T T T2T = mz v_ VI + m. VII VII _- (JOTI Iz coz + coH III (at)II (I-1)
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Using the results of Appendix D
Thus we have
ta = (soc_) - o (s¢)/
(cO) + ¢ _l
T (qa, " " " , q,,_) (I-2)





for q_ ---- Xl, Xll, yi, yli, Zl, ZlI, (_i, (DII
The derivatives with respect to the other coordinates are
(I-3)
where use has been made of the fact that the inertia matrixes are symmetric. Since the first term of Eq. (I-4) is only a




,_ta [_(sOeV,)+_(s¢)]3-=.= -_ (sos¢) - _ (c¢)0
(I-6)
(I-7)
The explicit forms are
_T
_--_= [I_ (s 2_) + 2I_y (s¢ e_) + I,y (c __) - I_] _: (sO e0)
+ (I_ -- I_,) b_ (c0 s_ c_) + I_, 0_h (cO) (c_¢ - s _¢)
+ I,.. _: (s¢) (c 20 - s20) + [I,, (s_) + I,_ (cq)] _: (c0)
+ [Iy: (s_) - I,.. (c_)] 0_ (s0) + I,,_ 2 (c_) (e _0 - s_0) -- L.- _ (s0) (I-S)
_T
(3--_= (I,,- Ivy)(s_c_) [_2(s2O)- _2] + [I_ - I_] 0_ (sO)(c2_ - s2_)
+ I,g_2 (s2O)(c2¢ - s__k)- 41_g0_ (sOs¢e_)
+ [I_.-(e_)--lu:(s_)][_ (cO)+ _] _ (sO)--I_g_2 (cz_ _ sz_)
- 0 [_(cO)+ _] [L.-(s_)+ I_ (e¢)] (I-9)
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D. Calculation of DT/8_I.
From Eq. (I-1) and the definition of v









Because of the independence of the first and second terms
where
_T T _ 3T _co _T 3(o
---,-= co I _--ff, =coTI cotI -_-
I-(c_)7 l-(sos¢)-I[!J
E. Calculation of d/ dt (DT/_qs)
a (_T_=
dt
For the other coordinates
Because of the independence of the first terms in Eq. (I-19) from the last three
d(_T_ : _rI _° "r dI_ 1
Equation (I-20) applies subscripted with a I when q, = Ox,if1, _i, and subscripted with a II when q_ -- Oxx,_, _r,.
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-_ I_-_-J =
Therefore, the explicit forms of d/dt [aT/aq,] for q, = 0, 4_,4 are
_-_ \_-_] _ {(sO) [(I,_ -- Iuu) (s 4 e4) + I=v (e z ¢ -- s24)] -4- (cO) [I,_ (c4) -- Iv.*(s4)]}
+ _ {I== (c4) -- I,_, (s4) } + _ {(cO) 0 [(I,, -- Iyu) (s4 c4) + I,_v(c 24 -- s'-'4)]
+ (sO) ¢ [(I,, -- Iuu) (e -_4 -- s_ 4) -- 4I,u (s¢ e4)] -- (sO) k [I_z (e4) -- I,= (s¢)]
-- (eO) ¢ [I_ (s4) + Iu_ (e4) ] } -- 20_ { [I_, -- I.,j] (s 4 c4) + I_ (e z 4 -- s2 ¢)}





dt\8$] = O'{(sO) [(I,,- Iuu) (s4 c4) + I,,(c=4 -- s24)] + (cO)[I,.. (e4) - Iu_(s4)] }
+ _' ((s z O) [I,, (s 2_) + 2I, u (s 4 c4) + Iuu (e' 4)] + 2 (sO cO)[I,.. (s4) + Iu_ (c4)] + (e 2O) I=}
+ _ {(sO)[I,, (s4) + Iy..(e_)] + (cO) L=} + 2_ {O (sO eO) [I,, (s_ ¢) + 2L_(s4e¢) + Iy,j (e_ 4) - I=]
+ _ (s' O) [(I_ - Iuu ) (s 4 c4) + I_u (c' ¢ - s_ _)] + b (c "_0 - s2 O) [I= (s_) + Iuz (c4)]
+ _ (sO cO) [I,_ (c4) - Iu.-(s4)]} + b {0 (cO) [(I,, - Iuu) (s4c4) + I, u (c 2 4 - sz 4)1
+ ¢ (sO) [(I.. - Iu,) (c 24 -- s' 4) - 4I.u (s4 c4)] - k (sO) [I,= (c4) - I,_ (s4)] }
+ _ {_ (sO) [ I= (s4) -- Iu= (s_)] -- k (sO) I=}
_\-_-_1 = O'{I= (c4) -- I u, (s_)} + _ {(sO) [I,, (s¢) + I,j_ (c4)] + (cO) I=}
+ _I= + _ {0 (cO) [I=_ (s4) + Iu_ (c4) ] + _ (sO) [I_ (e4) -- Iuz (s4)] -- 0 (sO) I=}





As discussed in Section VII, the constraint conditions are incorporated by means of the Lagrange multiplier tech-
nique. It is assumed that the spring constraint and the pin-puller constraint do not act simultaneously.
The equations of motion for the constrained case are
d aT aT
= Q; + Y_),1 el, s = x,, y,, • • • , 4,m 4,i (J-l)dt a_, aq,
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where the constraint equations are
and where
X e,,/i, = r_
8







ez_ = -- (J-4)
aq_
e. = _--_-= 0 (J-5)
rz = -2_ b_, t_, (J-6)
8
The pin-puller delay constraint is the condition that, until t = ti, a point i on body I remains coincident with a point
on body II. Then
di = 0 =* d_ = 0 =_ di_ = O, diy = O, di_ = 0
Let
fx = di_, f2 = di,, f3 = di_
and let
[,1f= [5 r = yi,| r_,= lye'! _*'=/_"/e, =/e_,/
Z tf3 z.j L_,J L r.J Le3,n
(J-7)
Then
f = A_I gm -- AIr l_i_-- r (J-S)
and
_f _AIT[r' _AT _r
_q_
where
for i,j = 1,2,3.
_OII _bII _II
(sOs¢ s¢) (- sOc¢ s¢) (cOs¢)]OA (sOs¢ e¢) (- sOc¢ e¢) (cOc¢)/-g=
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and




]_OII _I _II _I _II
(J-12)
(J-13)
[!] [i] [i] 0,[!] [i] (J-14)
Now
dF_A,_,l, dpATle,, d[_,]
_,=mL-_- -q,JT.--mL_q,j -_ 7q, (J-15)
where
(cOs¢s¢) O+ (sOc_ s¢) 4;+ (sOs¢ 0¢)_,
a_[-_Al = l(eOs+c_)_ + (soe+c_)_ - (sos+s_)_,
dtL _oJ I
L-(sO s_) _ + (co_,) 4,,
- (coc+ e_) _ + (sOs+ c_)_ + (sOc4 s_) _, (sOe_) _ - (cos_)
(soc_) d + (cOs_) _, - (cO)d
(J-16)
dr Al=[i]_L_J -_. _'.
-- C_z C3x
(J-17)
and the last term of Eq. (J-15) vanishes.
C22
 r Al=[o o:]
_ L-_-J o
@18)
Then, with r,,r__,r:, given by Eq. (J-6), the constrained equation of motion is
,_,[_]=[_'] (J-19)
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[F] =
m, 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0
0 m, 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0
0 0 m, 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1
0 0 0 fT_ln m121 m13i 0 e_, e2ai e30i
0 0 0 m2n m22i m2al 0 el¢i e2¢t 0
0 0 0 m31, m3z, ms3, 0 e_¢i e2¢t e3¢_
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
0 0 0 0 0 0 m13II elOli e2oli e30ii
0 0 0 0 0 0 m23ii elqIi e2qli 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 m33ii el¢ii e2¢n eStpli
--1 0 0 exoi elOi eltpi el¢ii 0 0 0
0 - 1 0 ezoi e2qI e2¢, e2¢ii 0 0 0



























At each step of the integration during which the constraint is acting, Eq. (J-19) is solved for the accelerations/_,, which
are then integrated.
The hard-mounted spring constraint is the condition that, at the tips of the hard-mounted springs, neither translation
nor rotation in a plane perpendicular to the springs is permitted. Thus, g_ = g_ = 0 (see Appendix K) and h = 0 (see
Appendix L).
Let
XI -- XII 1





r,,,l F"lr,,= I¢"I, r,.= ¢,,,
Lz ,J Lz .J
Vq
dk =/dkv/, Pk = I pk_I
L&,J LPk, A
The symbols l, m refer to the first and second springs in the input, and k refers to either.
(J-23)
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Since h = 0 only when the numerator (Eq. L-13, Appendix L) vanishes
r P P[_ = tT:_, r(_lZ - izpzx - _im - J,, p-_) - tT,, (Z,lZ+ izp,_ - zH., - i,,,p.,..) = 0
We will have need for
For convenience, only
,/F A,I
d--_L_q,j, s = 1, • • • ,12
a F A,,l
at L _q, J
is computed; the rest are found by replacing II by I, and b by a.
a-i \ a-_Ti,/ = (co,, s_,, s¢,,) 0,, + (sO,,e4,, s¢,,) $,, + (sO,,s_,, e¢,,) ¢,,
d [_bl'2 _ = -- (e0i I C*l| s,,i) 01i + (s0ii s*ii s_/ii)_Ii -- (s0ii c@I, cg, H) 6,,
dt \ c_0H]
d /'Ob,_'_ =
k_Tll, ] -- (S0H S_I,) 0If "4- C011 e_i,) _ll
d-t \_ii / = (eOli S_l, c_,i) 01i + (s0ii c,ii e_ii) _,i - (sO i, s*ii s_i,) _,i
at \oo_i ] - (cOn c/H c_) oH + (sO.. sq,ne_n) 4,. + (sOH c@_.sOH) _.
\ C_-II ] -- (SOII Ceil) OI, -- (cOII S¢II) 6I,
d
\_/ = (S0II Cell) 011 -{- (C011 S¢II) _II
e/ab.,,A =

























for all other q_















_df_Tl d F_A,,I _A,,._ • _AT a pAi_]
dt I__q,,J = _ I_ Oqs J AI_+ -_q A_ + A11--_.-q+ Aa, _ L _q,,J (J-48)
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Now let









fk = a(2)Tdk -[- a(2)rVk
gk ---- he, IT ATI Pk + a_2)T "-IIAT Pk
• 1 (i_-J_)
_fk 8a (2)T _A_r , _A_Idk+a (2'x(Dr +-- _ r'
\_q, _q, rik _ nk )
3gk _ _a (2)T r
" Oq_ ve
8]k _ 1 F@fk . 8gkq
Oq_ g_L_q,- I__q,,J
_fk _gk
dF_fk3 d F Oa(2)Tq Oa (2)T E _r _AIT I_I _AITI , ]dtL_q, j _-_L_jdk+ "-_qs Vk q-_t(z)r _q_ + --_q.. _k-- --_--riIkvqs
Fa {_A_e " d /_A]_\ ,
=- -- A T __ T Pk
_LOq, J dtL Oq, J "P_ + _q, AI!
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Thus, for the coefficients ez, we have
Db_l _ _r Di_LZ.122 ,,/ __
e25---- Dq, r-F b_3)_--_q q- Dq, _-_q pzz
and
e2_ = _r+ --r
dt \ Dq, / Dq,
• Dr _d(Dt_,_
+ hT3,_--_q+ dt\Dq,] _'-




e_"= a-/""L Dq. 3 (r_,- r_)(x_i , -3L- i, pl;t - x _iftt - iftrt Dftt.) + )t'_3Dq, (r_z- _.,) (it P,.- i-P,..)
+iT3, (,_, _ r:_) f Di, Di_ ) a (Di; d ( Di. _ ]_-_q p,.--_q p... +tT_ , (rh-_..)[__ To_)p,.- _-_\ q,/p.,..
• ) ]
- tT.(4,- r_..)_,-_-_-q.p,z _ p..z- tT,(r;,--_") Idt kDq,] p,z-- _ \Sq.,lp,.z
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[F] =
mI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 el_i e2:x e3_i
0 ml 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e1_i e_,ji e3_x
0 0 mi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 exzi e2zi e3zi
0 0 0 mll I m121 m131 0 0 0 0 0 0 elei e2oi e3oi
0 0 0 _121I m22i m_3x 0 0 0 0 0 0 e_i e2#i e3_i
0 0 0 m31i m32i _'_33i 0 0 0 0 0 0 elqJi e:¢i e3¢i
0 0 0 0 0 0 roll 0 0 0 0 0 elxii e2xii eazli
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 mli 0 0 0 0 elyil ezyii eayli
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 mil 0 0 0 elzii e2zi! eazll
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m11ii mlziI mlaii eloii e2eii ea.H
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m21ii _2211 m2311 el_ii e2_ii ea_bil
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m31li m32iI m33ii eltpii e2_li e31_ii
e,z_ e_u_ elzz exoI e,_ eaq/i e,_n e.m eazit elOII el_ll e,_t 0 0 0
ezzi ezyl e2z! e2el e2_i _2t_i e2zli e2yll e2zli eZOll e2_ii e2¢ii 0 0 0
ea_x eayi e3zl e,_01 e3efi e:_qJi e3zii eayii e3zli eaoxi e3_tl each 0 0 0
(J-71)
APPENDIX K
Distance in the XxI' zi/Plane Between the Initial Point of Contact on Body I of a Spring
Hard-Mounted on Body II and the Tip of the Spring
The distance between the initial and current contact point for a hard-mounted spring tip is required to determine
the no-slippage constraint condition.
A. Symbols
B. Determination of g_
d_ vector distance between point i on body I and point i on body II
g vector distance (as defined in the title of this Appendix) g = g_ ei]_, + gz era,
ji length of extension of spring i (see Appendix B)
l subscript identifying first hard-mounted spring
YII_ location in inertial spade of tip of spring i
_ii location in body II CS of the tip of spring i
T matrix product AzzA i 1
t_ elements of T matrix (i th row, jta column)
The vector g consists of iust the x and z components of gi in the body II CS. Now
A_Id, = A,_r + A_,A_ rl, - AtI A_ _. = At,r + T _ - _.
Therefore
g_ = b_l ) r + t_,) _t -- _i,, g_ = b_) r + t_3 ) _ -- zh,
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Clearly
Ym = z[u + ], pz_ (K-4)
APPENDIX L
Angle of Rotation in the x.' zz,' Plane Between Body I Pads and Body II Spring Tips
The angle of rotation in the _ z_, plane is required to specify the constraint condition that no such rotation shall
occnl'.
A. Symbols
B. Calculation of h
a a vector on body I from the initial point of contact of
spring tip l to the initial point of contact of spring tip m
b a vector joining the tip of spring I to the tip of spring m
e_ unit vector along the projection of a on the _x z_ plane
eb unit vector along the projection of b on the x_ z_, plane
h angle of rotation in the _x z_ plane between body I pads and body II spring tips
l, m subscripts identifying the first two hard-mounted springs
p_ location vector of tip of spring i (see Appendix B)
T matrix product AII Ai 1 (see Appendix K)
t_ i elements of the T matrix (i th row, ]th column)
During any one integration interval, if the rotation is constrained, the rotation will be small, so it is not necessary
to consider angles other than those in the first and fourth quadrants.
Expression of the definitions of a and b yields Eqs. (L-l) and (L-2).
a = 4, -- r_m (L-I)
b = p, - p_ (L-2)
Expressed in body II coordinates, Eqs. (L-l) and (L-2) become
a = AI_ A_ 1 [(_ - _,.) e,:, + (y_z -- y_.,) e_,, + (_ -- z_,_) e_,]
- t ' - ' '
- Its1(_ - x;.) + 1_(y,, y,.) + t. (z,, - z_.)] e,,_.
+ [t_ (_z -- _,.) + t32 (Y_it -- y_m) -_- ts3 (Z[l -- Z_m)] eHz, (L-3)
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Since ea and eb are unit vectors
Thus
b = (X_II5-- X_Ifft-_ j5pS,-- _fnpit/g)e.=,
+ (_x5 -- y_,,_+ j5pt, -- j,_O-,) exx,,
+ (_x5-- z_x. + it 05_-- i-, P-z)era,
A a = (ttii¼, 2 "4- aiiz3) l&
= { [t,, (_t - _m) + t,2 (ult - 9_m)+ tl_ (Z_t-- Z_m)]2
+ [t_, (_, -- _m) + t3._(y_, -- V_m)+ t3_(Z_5-- Z_m)]2)'_
A5 = (b.., 2 + biiz.2) l&
= [(x_.- X_tm+ fipt.--imP,,,=)2+ (Z_,t--Z_Im+ i5ps=--imPm_)2]½
e_ \ Aa ] exx=, + \ Aa] e_x_, = e_e_I_, 4- ea=eH=,
eb : (_) ei,z, + (_) euz, : eb.eiiz, + ebzeHz.
e_ = [t= (FI5 -- _m) + t_ (y_5- y_.) + t,_ (_5 -- _-)]
ea.- = [t= (_z -- _m) + t_ (Y_t -- Y_.) + t_= (Zh -- _m)]
eb= = X_t -- #II.,, + it m. -- i., O.,.
A b
_v -- Z pes= = ~Hz lira -_ it plz -- lm pm.r
_b
sinh = lea × ebl = ea=eb. - eo_eb.-
cos h = ea " eb = e_ ebb, • eaz ebz
[ eaz ebz -- eag e-,bz _
h = tan-x/----
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APPENDIX M
FMARK Integration Method
The integration method used by FMARK is the fourth order Adams-Moulton predictor formula with one correc-
tion. Automatic error control is exercised by comparing the value of the predicted with the corrected result. Fourth
order Runge-Kutta integration is used to build backward differences, initially or for a restart.
The classical fourth order Runge-Kutta equations follow. Let the differential equations to be solved be of the form





The numerical integration equation is then
and
= (y,, • • - ,y.) (M-2)
Y J, ,1 and fj, _ denote
yi and fs at t = t, (M-3)
Y, = (Y_,,, " " " , Y-. 7) (M-4)
K,i = (Kll, " " • , K,i) (M-5)
where yi, _÷1 denotes yj at t + h.
Kj_ = hfj (t,_t,) (M-6)
( h __)Kj__ = hfj t + 2' _t, + (M-7)
( h _)Ks3 = h[j t + -_, _, + (M-S)
Ki_ = hfi (t + h, _t_ + K3) (M-9)
1
_,,1 = 0. + -_ (K,1+ 2_ + 2_3 + K,)
The Adams-Moulton fourth order prediCtor-corrector equations follow, where Y_÷I
_.1 = the corrected value
Y_÷I = Y_ + h(_o ai Vi)_/
(M-10)
= the predicted values, and
(M-11)
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V_y_ V'_ _"= -T g_-i
etc.





1 5 3 251
ao = 1, al = '_, a2 = _-, a3 = -_, a4 = _ (M-13)
&p
v_._+, = fs (t,+l, ff_+l) (M-14)
-'c _-_,_ + h(i biV_) ""Yj.,7+I Y,l+x
i ell
(M-15)
bo = ao, b.l+, = a.,+, - a,., m = 1,2,3 (M-16)
Yj,_+, Yj,_+l [ (M-17)E_+_ =max j[ P _ c
Dj
= maxlYi._+I , (M-18)
E_ +1 represents the maximum error in any of the dependent variables due to truncation error in the step t_ to t_ +1. The
user, through the array HB, provides the
upper bound on En+_
lower bound on E, 7+1
hmax maximum allowable step size
hm_. minimum allowable step size
A
y constant used to prevent unnecessary reduction in h whenever [Yi,_+l [ is small
If E_ +, _ ffZ for four successive steps, h is doubled. If _ < E_+, _ E, h is unchanged. If E_ ÷1 > E, h is halved.
If a discontinuity occurs in some 0_ it is obvious that the Adams-Moulton technique with the backward differences
can not be continued. In this case, a restart must be made (i.e., Runge-Kutta integration is used for four steps). With
these points, Adams-Moulton integration is continued.
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APPENDIX N
FORTRAN Listing and Sample Problem Printout
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r,T_[RkL INPUT
t FORM&T (Et E.I)
2 FO_NAT (611 _)




16)) , (StS,Vt (17)) , ($2S,V1 (18)) , (X2,V2(t)) , (Y2,V2(?.)) , (Z2,V_(3)) ,
t (X2X,V;_(4)) , (YL)y iV2(5)) , (Z_Z,V2(6))
CCHH_IN T,Z'CRO,VZ mV2tYOOT[ ,YOOT_
CO(NO4 A,B,AD, EIO
Ol)4_'NS_¢I4 YDOT2(6) ,YDOT_ (18) ,V2(6) oVt (t8) ,NH(6) _HB(Q)




DXIqENSiON F'M(3,4) ,F[L(3) ,A(:_JST(3) ,04(3t3) tDUD(3)
DIMENSION 00(12) ,DF(8) iO(8) ,XC1(6) tYC1 (8) ,Z¢1 {8) ,XC_(8) ,YC2(8) e
tZC2(8)
DII4_NS;ON t_P(t2) ,PI (3) ,TP(6) ,XPI (3) jYPI (3) ,ZPI (5} ,XP2(3),YP2(5) e
IZP_(3) jUPx(3) ,UPY(3) ,UPZ(3)
DZi_rNSXCN G(ISD ,(;A(6) ,PA(6) ,VAfS),PAD(6) ,VAD(6) ,SGX(6),SGy(8),
XSC,Z (6) ,UAX(3) ,UAY (3) ,UAZ(3) ,UP&X(3) ,UPAY (3) ,UPAZ (3) ,VAX(3) ,VAY(3)
1 ,VAZ (3) ,VPAX (3) ,VPAY (3) _VPAZ (3)
l ,GG (e)
D INE:NSICN BINV (15)
D!I4DiSlON H(tL_
OIGSlON GJ (12) ,Kt (8} _FG2(8) _XG1 (6) ,YGt (8) ,ZG1 (8) ,XG2(8),
tYG2 (6) _ZG2(8) ,UGX (8) ,UGY (8) ,UGZ (8) ,VGX (8) jVGY (8) IVGZ (8)
DIKENSZCN )_t(l_ ,kq(8) ,RAX(8) ,PPN(8) ,VNX(8) ,YNY(8) ,V_lZ(8) ,_11(8) ,
IYNt (8) ,ZNt (8) ,X_2(8) ,YN2(6) _ZN2(8) ,PI_)4 (8) tF...Gp(6)
OXENSICN R(12),RR(16),XR1(56),YRt(16) _ZR1(16) tX1_2(16),YH2(IQ) t
lZR2(16) ,URX(16) ,URY (16) ,UP.Z(16) jVRX(16) ,VRy (1G) ,VRz(16) I'(((IS) e
1TF(Ie) , TRK (37.)
D It4L_S][C:N SIQQ(t2)
DIK_e'_s_CN $(S2:) ,X$1 (8) ,YSl(8) ,ZS5 (8) ,XS2(8) ,Y82(8) ,ZS2(6) _USX(O)
I USY(8) ,USZ(8) t_3(8) ,SK(8)
DIk_NsICN W(S_ ,WO(8) ,UK(8) ,XUt (6) ,YUt (8) ,ZUt (8) _)0J2(8) ,YUP(8)
1 ZU2(8)
D It4LrlqSICN I(1L*)
CC_;4CN XXt ,X_Y1 ,XZt ,YYl _YZI,ZZ1 ,XX2,XY2,XZ2,YY2_YZ2_ZZt_
1F1410, F7420 ,D[L, 7PR, TO,EX1 ,EY! ,£ZI ,EX2 ,[Y2 ,EZ2 ,WX ,WY _1_
2krlYO, l CD, IPR, IAC, IHY, | Ct;, |PN, IRK, 18P _ISU _| 04
CCKHCN DIr,D,X¢,YC ,ZC,XCI ,XC2,YCS ,YC2,Z¢I ,ZC_
CO<r_N P| ,17 ,UX ,UY ,UZ ,XP ,YP ,ZP ,UPX ,UPY _UPZ ,_1 _ XP2,YP1 tYPI_
1ZPI ,ZP2
CC_II._N TA _TB, TC _TD, IACI, IAC2,MAC_NAC _;GLAG _GA _PA _VA tPA_) _
1VAD, SGX, SGY, SGZ ,UX ,UY ,UZ ,Pux ,PUY ,PUZ ,VAX _VPAX _VAY
2VPAY ,VkZ ,VPAZ _UAX ,UPAx ,UAY ,UPAY ,U&Z ,UPAZ ,GG
CCK h_CN HO ,HK _14ETA ,PPH ,D_3 _AH ,PH_Ot YHB _GANM _ JH ,D[GP :HYOA,
1HYDB ,HYDC ,t4[TA ,DA tHYOD _HYDI[ ,DB
CO, NON GJ ,GST ,FG3 _ | JLAG, I'IAX'E S _NAXI[ S, Irc-t ,FG_ t TCO_ Tr._,
tUX,UY,UZ _XG_YG,ZG_XG1 _XG2tYG1 _YG_ZGI tZG_VGX_VGY
_VGZ ,UC, X ,UGY ,U&Z
((3qNON XN, JN, PBO,VBN ,G4NW ,AN ,RAX ,PPN, X)(N _YN, ZN ,VNX ,YNy,
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(,I[NERAL INPUT
IVNZ ,XN1 ,XN2,YNt ,YNZ,ZN1 ,ZN2 tEGP.PPN DPNEN
CCH _CSt R ,YF X ,VRY ,VRZ ,URX ,URY ,URZ, T1[, TF, TROC,$UNt t
1 _UN2, $U_43, ,_kN1 , SkN2 ,SAN3, XXID, ¥Y10,ZZIO t XX2O, YY 29 t ZZZg,
2tHOr ,f'H_Z ,RR ,XR ,YR ,ZR ,XRI ,XR_ ,YRt ,YR2,ZR1 ,Zit21RUN ,PUN,
3TRK
CC_NON SIOG
CO_C_N S, _TA ,XNU ,EP_;LN ,OELT$ ,X$1 ,X$2, ¥ S1 ,YS2 ,Z81 ,Z$2,
1SO,$K
CO_._ON W,ETk ,WO,UK,XU ,YU,ZU ,XUt ,XU_,YUt ,YU2,ZU1 ,ZU2,TG
DIK_rNSION t/lOG (8)
¢ONI_ON WIOQ
C(_C_ nw ,ON ,RI ,R2,P_ ,P21 ,P;'2,P23 ,ZII[sT,F,OW,Xll ,YI1 ,ZlI ,XI2,
XYI _,ZI 2,USX,USY ,USZ
CC<!4K:N _CP,YP bZP, XI 1 ,Xl 2,ZI 1 ,ZI 2,I CLAG, TRIG2,EI-N ,LIRK,N,XSlY8 jZI
¢O_WKIW WL
D II,_'JN SI OH WL(8)
DII_NSION F(15,15) ,¢A(3)
ICLAf.= 1
449 _C_r_NkT (1HO,2_BODY I-FIXL_D AXIS X Y Z)
ash FO_I_kT (tHO,2_u...'COY 2-FI)_-D AXES X Y Z)
451 FC_,NAT (1H ,_C-_i_k_ING BO_RO AXES X Z -Y)
RtAD I_:PUT TAP[ 5,1011,(;(I)_I=1,121
1011 FORNAT (tP..A6)
RZJ.D Ir,_PUT TAPE 5,101_WILI_ILI_|HY
1012 FORMAT ([12.8,21 t2)
READ I_PIJT TAPE S ,1 ,XX1 ,XY1 ,XZt ,YYt ,YZt ,ZZt
R_.D IKPUT TAP[ 5,1,XX2,XY2,XZ2_YY2_,YZ2_ZZ_P
REkD I_PUT TAPE S_I,FNIO,FM20,DI[L_TP_TO
RE_D I!_._JT TAF_ 5,1 ,EXl _EYt ,EZl ,EX2_EY2_EZ_
RE_D IHPUT TAF_ 5,I,WX,WY,WZ,W1YO
REkD Ir_PUT TAI:_ 5,2,I(I),I;=R,IO;,IPN,IRK,ISP
R-taD INPUT TkPE 5,2,1SU,IQNI,IAC
;._II[ CUTT:UT TAF_ 6,3_8,(G(I),I--'1,1_9 _IL1
308 I:'C_.NAT ( I>il, 12AGI_HOr..k _, I5/11HOIKPUT DATA/)
_..ITE OUTPUT TAI:_ $,_09,DEL,TPR,TO,WtYD
309 FOC_MAT(IMO,;_x_.C_LTA TI,F_. : E10.3, 4H _.C,3X,t3_DELTA PRINT=
1110.3,4H _e_-C,_X,13HTIFZ(INITIAL)EtO.3,4H _C,3X,I_IMSPIN-uP RAll[
1EI0.3, 811 DEGI_EC )
J=l
t;RITI[ OJT_OT TAPE 6,310,J_FNiO
310 F_.}_AT($_O,14Hi!C.:_JT FC_ BC_Y II,SX,ThV4AS$ = EtS.Ye4H LD4)
WRITE CUTPUT TAPE 6,311
311 FO'._:AT(]HO,1OX,_HIk'£RTIA MkTRIX LBN IN S_ ,15X,t9MRAl_$ ABOUT DR
1AWIK;, _X,1THOOCC.DS IN CR_._._N; I 51X,tBHL_RO AXIS DEG/_EC,_X,
121H_RD C$ OF (]4-1NCH[$ )
kRI11[ OUTPUT TAPE 6,312,XX1 ,Y¥1 _WX,EXI,XY[ ,YZt,WY_EYt,XZt _ZZt ,IW_
I rZt
312 F_-'_AT(iM ,5HIXX E15.7,SX,SHIYY EIS.T_SX_SHX EtS.7_SX_SHX
1 EIS.7/r_t IXY [15.7,5X,SMIYZ EIS.7,SX,SHY EtS.?,SX_SHY
1 EtS.7/6M IXZ E15.7,Sx,SHIZZ E15.7,SX,SHZ EIS.?_SX,SHZ
1 E15.7 /I)
J=2
WRII_ OUTPUT TkF'I[ 6_310,J_FlCZO
WRITE OUTPUT TAP1[ G_311
'WRI'TI{ OUTPUT TAPE (S_312,XX:_,YYZ,WX,EXZ_XY2,YZ2,WY,_Y_tXI_ZZ_
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¢,E'_ERAL INPUT
WAIT| (XITPUT TAPE S,313_ICO,IPR ,ICG,IPNt|RK,I,SPtlSU,IOI
313 FORKAT(1H ,t_HICO = II,4X,6HIPR : |1,4X
IGHICG : I1,4X,6HIPN : |t,4Xt_HIRK : |II4X,6HISP = ||t4X,6HISU : ||
1,4XtSH|CN = |I III!)
WAIT[ OUTPUT TAPE 6,449
WAIllE OUTPUT TAPE 6t451
I'JRIT[ OUTPUT "[APE St4SO
WAIT| OUTPUT TAPE G,451







5 WRIll[ OUTPUT TAPE 6,314
314 IrC_I4AT(1HO,IOHCOJLCI<B DRAI; INP1JT /SX,_iD(I)-LEF,13X,8HDF(I)-IN,tlIX
I ,40_RAWING BOAP,D LOCATIONS OF DRA; FCRCI[-IN /49XDtHX,mnX,IHYI
I 20X,1HZ / )
DO S I:l,I('f)
READ INPUT TAPE 5,I_DFII),0(1)_XC,Y¢0Z¢
_IT[ OUTPUT TkI_ 6,3]5,D(1),DF(I),XC,YC,ZC













g M/tIE OUTPUT '[AIM[ G,354
TP(Z) --'G.O
TP(3) =O.O
354 PO._HAT(UtO,17HPyROT[CI_IIC INPUT / 11X,37_COSIN[ DRAM BOARD AXIS AN
1O ITH DEYI(3':,30X,;:4hPYROT[CHNI¢ LOCATIONS-IN I GX,;_IUX,19X,ZHUY,
119X, L>_JZ, L_X, tHX, 2OX, 1HY t 2DX, 11tZ )
DO 10 I=t,IPR
I_AO INPUT TAPE 5,1,PI(I),TP(I)
R[AD INPUT TAP[ S,1,UX,UY,UZpXPIYPIZP
WRIT| OUTPUT TAPE $,3S5,UX,UYtUZ,XP,YPtZP








ZP1 (I) =l[Y l-YP
7O




_hCttTE CX,I'rPUT "[kF'( 1,351
_1,58 IrC_-.,_kT(_.H ,tX,tL_TOTA, L IPPULI_,glf,II_drlllllIK TII_ •
11[_IT!4 DCV|Ct-LBF' Sl_c,SX,t214|Tk PYIU_I[C )
DO _,,5? l=l,IPIt
klqlTE ¢UTPtJT TAP(i.SSS.PI(I).11)(l)
P! (1) =PI (1)/OtL
?_? ¢ONTINU[
lI,
• A8 J(T I_BUT
18 DO 20 K:I,II
20 _TINmJE
IF (IC_) 5000,1'1,12
REAl) |_P_JT _/_ IeltGSTIJ_J
_.,._I1T _-U.._UT "[AF'I[ $._._J,lrGS,GST





1( r'_rCC_.,"_S_ IClS.lr,4_ LIP' )
12:5_-"*_D GAS SET L._TI(_tM-IN l
l_,x ,_,._'Jx ,tSx ,_JY .Y,_X,_-.%lZ,Lr'OX,ll,_,_Jf,ll'rt ,_,ll_ )
720 NA_ S_I C_K4.1
NA_S:IC_
I_UO l_:r-UTT_U_ S,l ,FGI (I) ,Ir¢2(11 ,TIll) _ll_(1)


































R[KO |r;PUT TAPE: Stt ,UX ,UY ,UZ ,VXtYY ,VZ













_I.'_ OUTPUT TAPE t,379
375) FC_MAT(4.H ,6X_241_lA$$ FLOM RAll[ LEM/SI_¢,IOX_II_HTHRUST NAGNI'_DEf
1 18X,l_ROCI_T LOCATIONS I tHe




READ INPUT TAIC_ S,1,Ft401,F14D2,RR(|) ,XR,YR,ZR


















IF (K-J ) 305m,3DL_i),34DLtQ
3OZ_ IF (TRK(I)-TRK(K)) 3OL_Fo30_r_t_O_8
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G_N[RAL INPUT
_PR IN(; INPUT




34 REAl) I)¢PUT TAiaI_ 5,t.S_TA,XlqUoFPSLN,DI[LT8
IQ:l









WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 1S,382
382 FO_HAT(1H ,15X,28HCOSINI[ DRAId BC)ARO AND SPRING,39X,lgHSPRII_ LOCAT
IlC_tS-IN /6X,_'.IUX,19Xt2:HUY,19Xt2_.IUZ12_XllHX,2OXttHytZOXe_IZ )
DO 39 I=1,I8P
RE_AO INPUT TAPE: 5,1. ,UX,UY,UZIXS,YSlZ8




YS2(I) =Z S-I[Z P
ZSt (I) ::(YI-YS




READ If_JT TAPE 5,1,SO(1),SK(I),SIOQ(I)
39 (3;_ITI NU[
WRIT( OUTPUT TAPI_ G,31S3
383 FC_MAT(1H ,1X,13HINITIAL FC_CI[17XI15HSPRING CX:N$TMiT,
1TX, 14H:'_ $IOUAL FCRC[/t
2_X, 3HLBF" t 17X, (_ILBF/I N, 14X, 3HLBF)
DO 384 I:i,|_P
Wit111_ OUTPUT TkF_ G,_5,SO(I),SK(I),SIC)&(1)
SK(1) =SK (I) _tS[TA
SO(1) =SO (I) _TA
SlOSi (I) =SlOG(I) _qFTA
384 CCNTINU(
UNIVERSALLY JOINll[D SPRINg INF'UT




42 READ INPUT TAP_ 5,I,ETA
WRIT( CUTPUT TAPE _38.q,[TA
365 FOI_I4AT(1HO,32HUNIVERSALLY JOINTED SPRINg INPUT I lXt
118H_FFtCI[NCy FACTCN [15.? I
111'X,23HLOCATZON8 1114 SPRING-INI_
! ?X, _'IXl ,I 9X, L_y I, 19X, _tZ! ,19X, 2HX2,19X, 2HYI_ _19X, ZHZI_
75




READ INPUT TAP[ S,I,XU,YU,ZU,XUO,YUOoZUQ
_ITIE: CUTPUT TAP[ G,3SS,XUtYU,ZU,XUO:YUO,ZUO
REkD INPUT TAP[ S,I,WO(1),UK(I),wIOt(1)
WIOQ (I) :WI(_ (1) tmETA
UK(1) ::UK(1)I ETA









WRITE OUTPUT TAPE: G_735t
73t2 FC_NAT(1C_IO INITIAL FCRC][)DX)llHSPRING RA'II[)TX,I4H_SlDUAL FORCE/
1,8X, _HLBF _1eX ) GHLBF/IN t rEX, 3HLBF)
DO 7315 I:I,IW












READ INPUT TAPE 5,1,TG, XP,YPpZIP
II:-I
_1_111[ CUTOUT TAPE $,386,XP,YP,ZP,TG
38Q F_NAT(U.IO,tr_PIN-PULLL:'R INPUT / 13X)30HLOCATIOI D(LAY1E_ PIN PULL[
tR-IN,Z3X,ttHFIRING. TINE ,IOX /'rX,tHXIZOX,U4Y_2DXt
111'_, 19X, 3H5[C, t6X/lX o
1 E15.?, SX ,[1.S.7,SX,EtS.7,1X,











tdilTE OUTPUT TAPE 1,5001












ENID (1,0,O,O ,OtO _1 _0,0 t 1,0,0 oO,O,O)
/
77
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D;)_ENSION EA(3,3) ,k"R(3) ,IdTt(3) ,I,/T2(3) ,WT3(3)
OI_ENSIC_I BA(3,_) ,_,,_(3) ,WTI(3) ,WTZ(3) ,tdT3(3)
DI_ENSIC_ rOlE(e}
E_UIVALENCIE (T,T) *(Z_RO,ZERO) ,
1 (Xl ,V! (1)) , (YI ,Vl (2)) , (Zl ,Vl (3)) , (Tt ,Vt (4)) , (TZ,VI(5))
1,(PI,Vt(5)) ,(Pz,VI(7)) ,(S1_VI(B)) ,(S2,V1(9|),(X1X,Vl(IO)) ,(YtYtVI(
111)) ,(ZIZ,Vt(tZ)),(T1T,Vt(13)),(T2T,Vt(14)) I(PIP,VI(1S)),(PZP,Vt(1
16)) ,(SIS,Vl(17)),(S2S,Vt(18)) t(X2,V2(1)) ,(Y2tV2(2)) e(Z21V2(3)) t
1 (X2X,¥;_(4)) , (Y2Y sV2(S)) , (Z2ZIV2(6))
CO-_r___ T ,ZERO,Vt ,V2,YDOT1 ,YDOT2
COHWON A tB,AD, BO
DII<.ENSICN YDOT2(6) ,YDOT1 (18) ,V2(6) ,Vl (18) ,NH(6) ,HB(6)




DIHENSZON F'N(3,4) ,FI[L(3) ,AOMST(3) _CN(3,3) ,DUD(3)
D|_ENSZCN DD(12) tOF(8),O(8),XCl(8) _YCI(8),ZCI(8),XC2(6) _YC2(8),
lZC2(8)
DZI,_NSION EP(1;D ,P! (3) ,I"P (6) ,XPI (3) ,YPI(3) pZPI(3) ,XP2(3) ,YP2(3) ,
1ZP2(3) ,UPX(3) _UPY(3) ,UPZ (3)
01)4ENSION G(1;D ,GA(S) ,PA(6) ,VA(_) ,PAD(6) ,VAD(6} ,SGX(6),_M;y(6),
ISGZ(6) ,UAX(3) ,UAY(3) ,UAZ(3) ,UrkX(3) ,UPAY (3) ,UPAZ(3) ,VAX(3) ,¥AY(3)
1, V AZ (3) , VPAX ( 31 , VPAY (3) _VPIkZ (3)
! ,G_ (6)
D II, EN sICN BINV (15)
DIN_NSION M(1L _)
DIKENSIOM (;J (12) ,F1;1 (8) ,FG2(8) ,XG1 (8) ,YGI (8),ZGI (8) ,XG2(8)
IYG2(8) ,ZG2(B) ,UGX(8) ,UGY (8) ,UGZ (8) ,VGX(8) ,VGY (8) ,VGZ(8)
DIN_NSICH _1(17.) ,M_l(8) ,RAX(8) ,PPN(B) ,YNX(8) ,YNY(8) _VNZ(8] ,)OI1(8) ,
1YN] (8) ,Z_11(6) ,XN2(8) ,YN2(8) _ZN2(8) ,PNE)4 (6) ,tritP(8]
DI._-NSION R(12) ,RR(16),X'Rl(161 ,YR1(16) ,ZR'J.(|6) _X'R2(16) _YR2(16) j
1ZR2(16) ,URX(t6) ,URy(16) tUR.Z(16) ,VRX(16) _VRY(16) sVRZ(16) .l'rl[(16) o
1TF(16) , TRK (32)
D 1NENSICN SIOQ (lID
DINENSION S(];_) ,XSl(8),Y$1(8) ,ZSl(8) ,XS;_(B,, ,YS2(8),Z$2(8) ,USX(6),
1 USY(8) ,US_(8) ,S0(8) ,SA(8)
DIHENS]ON W(I_ ,WO(8) ,UK(8) ,XUI(e),YUI(8) ,ZUl(8) ,)OJZ(8),YU2(8)
1 ZU2(8)
O I ;4[N Sl CIN II (1_)
COW'tON XX1 ,XY1 ,XZ1 ,YY1 ,YZ1 ,ZZl ,XXS_,XY_,XZ2,YYZ,YZ_,ZZI_
1F'NI 0,1_20 ,DIEL, TPR, TO,ExI ,EYt ,l_Zl _[X2 _E_Y2,_'Z2 ,MX ,_' _WZ,
L:'_nYO, l (3), 1PR, ;AC, ZHY, 1C;_ ; PN, ZRK, ] SP, 1SU, ;a_l
CO_NCIN DF,D,XC,YC ,ZC,XCt,XC2,YC1,YCE,Z¢I,ZC_
CC_ON PI ,TP ,UX ,UY ,UZ ,XP ,YP ,ZP ,UPX tUPY ,UPZ ,_1, XP2,YPt _YP_
tZP1 ,ZP2
CC_tCIN TA,TBtTC,TO,IA¢I ,IACE,NAC,NAC,IGLAG,GA_PA,VA,PAI)t
IVAD, SGX, Srey, S_Z ,UX ,UY ,UZ ,Pux ,PUY _PUZ tVAX _VPAX _VAY t
L_VPAY ,VAZ ,VPAZ ,UAX ,UPAX _UAY ,UPAY ,UAZ ,UPAZ ,f_
CO(NON HO tHK ,HIETA ,PPH ,DHB, AH ,PHE)O,VHB _GANH _ JH tDIE:lIP _HYDA
1HYDB,HYDC _HETA ,DA _HYOD ,HYDI[ ,DB
COMMON GJ _GST ,FG3, I JLAG ,NAX][ $ ,NAXOS _FGt _FG2t TCO_ TCl;
IUX,UY ,UZ _XG,YG,ZG,XG1 ,XG2tYGt,YGZ_ZGltZG2,VGx_vGY
ZVGZ ,UGX ,UGY ,UGZ
COMNON XN, JN,PBO,vEN, GAHN ,AN ,RAX ,PPN, XXN _YN, ZN _VNX _VNY _
IVNZ ,XN1 ,XNZ,YN1 ,YNZ,ZN| ,ZNz,_Qp _PPN,PMEN
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OIMEN$ION 5A(3,3} ,_(3) ,WT|(_) ,WTZ(_) ,W13(3)




CO_..I_ONS,_TA ,XMU ,[PSLN ,C[LTS,XSt ,XSZ,YSt ,YSZ,ZSt ,ZSZt
1S0 ,SK
CC_H_N W,ETA ,MO,UKtXU,YUBZU,X'UI _XUZ,YUI ,YUZ,ZU| ,ZUZp'r_
DII<EN$10N WIOQ (6)
CONMON WIOQ
CO'<kON DN ,DN ,Rt ,RZ,P3 ,P_I ,P22 ,P23 ,ZEST ,F ,CA ,Xll ,YII ,Zll ,XIZ,
XYIZ,ZIZ,USX,USY ,U3Z
COMMON Xll ,Xl 2,ZI t ,ZI 2,I CLA;, TRI;2,ELN ,LI RK,N IXS,Y8,ZS
CC_qON WL
CCZ;!:C_N SAVE ,BINV ,E ,NH,HB,H ,t
C(_L_l FQQ1 ,FG_I',FQQ3
DI_?ENSION _RP_(3,8) ,W_P2(3,81 ,WRH(3,81
CC_,:RON k_,Pt ,_PZ,WRH
DIK_NSION ISPI (S}
DI ,_'_R_ICN lSS(;_) ,FJ(8) ,WPPI(3)





_RPI (3,I} =ZSI (I}
t,JRP2(t ,I) =X$2(1)
WRPZ(2, | } =¥._(I}




5812 CO4T I NUE:
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DI)_ENSlON BA(3,3) ,WR(3) ,WTI(3) ,WTZ(3) ,WT3(3)
1COLO=t
SOt}4 CONTI NU[








47 IF (IPR-_ 4Gg,4?O,471
471 CALL TR)_OO (6,1)
PYRO3:TP (3) -OlELI 2.0
17(3) =:PY R03
TP(s) =TP (3) "l.I)[ L
470 CALL TRHO0 (Sit}
PYR02=1? (2) -DIEL/2.Q
1?(?J =:PY ROe
17(5) :17 ( Zl .*.OEL
4Gi CALL TRNCO (3,1)
TRI f.4: l"P (t) -OEL/_.O
17(1) =TR I r,,4
17(4) =17(2) 'l.O[ L
C
4t ENP=XZI







CALL CAJ_RA (t II, 1)
CALL SE: T (500)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 38,6_3,(WL(I),I=I,8)
GL>63 FORMAT (40X, 8AQ)
704 XZ 1 ----.X_"1
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,_L_ =t_l 10÷F NED
Flit =1:1410
F142--F14 ZO
ECX: (F'_._I[X1 +F't< L>MEX2)/SUN
EC¢ = (F'N 1tJEY ! 4-F'N L>CEY 2) / SI.IN






HB(4) =N|NIIr ( -_ o'llF_t .ID
)LB(3) =HB(4)_.OS






DImeNSION CA(3) ,E(3,3) ,X(3)
1F(15,1S) :t, lL (30)
Nil(t) =_
?8 NH(Z) =14
80 Vl (4) =t .S_'01_)S3




































V1 ( 1 O) :-I_ZtV; (5) - (WY +i_1 TO) f/V| (_)
¥1(11) = _wf4_ly_ltVt (t)-WXtVt (5)
¥1 (1;_) _,_X_V 1 (2) ",._Z_Vl (1)
V2(4) =-_.*V2(.x) -_,_',l, V2 ( Zl
V2('_ } ----_ _VZ (1)-t,,'X_V 2 (3)













Sq A LL ---"0,0001




SAY1[ (J) -'Vl (J)
SAVE (J+24) =YDOTI (J)
CCNTINUE
DO Z'r8 J=l ,ll








































SO CALL DRAg (D ,DF ,DD ,XCl ,YCI ,ZCl ,XCZ,YCZ,ZC2, |(_ ,LDER ,I(331)
51 IF (IPR) 52,5?,52
52 CALL PYRO(PI, TP, XPI, YPI ,ZP1 , XP;_, YPZ, ZP2 ,UPX jUP¥ ,UPZ ,[P, IPR)
57 IF(ICG) 58,59,58
56 CALL COLGAS(ICG,;J ,FGI ,FTr2,FG$,UGx,UGY ,UGZ ,VGX,VGY tVGZ _){G1 ,YG[,
tZGI, XG2, YG2, ZG2 ,GST, TCI;, L_R, I CG1)
59 IF(ZPN) SO,St,SO
6T) CALL P_EQM(ZPK_JN,PBOrVBq,GAMN,LN,RAX,V1MX,VNy,v_,)OqI,YNI,ZNI,m2,
1YN2, ZNZ, XN ,1_ ,EQP :F_L'Iq ,Liar, IPIqI)
El IF(IRK) 62,63,62
62 CALL ROCKET (IRK ,R ,RR, 11[, TF,RUN ,1_ :F'MI ,F'M2 _URX ,URY ,URZ ,F1410 _FT420,X
1R1 ,YR'J ,ZRI ,X'R2,YR2,ZR2,VRX,VRYtVRZ, SUH1-, SUN2, SUN3 ,SJ_l, S.I.N2, SAJ43:
;_XXIO, YY 1D ,ZZlO,XXPrltyy20,ZZL_,XX1 ,YYI ,ZZ1, XX2, YYZ,ZZ2)
63 IF(ISP) 66,67,66
66 CALL SPRING(IJRP1 ,IdRP2,kRH,SO,SK,$IO_i,ISP,N,|CLAGIS,FJ,LJ$ERt|SPII
IISS)
6? IF(ISU) 66:69_68
68 CALL UNIVSL(I SU ,WD,uK ,IJIOF ,b/,XUI ,YUI ,ZUI ,XIJ2,¥U2,TUZ,LDER ,ISUI)
69 DO 713 K=I,12
Q (K) :::OD (K) "_I[P (K) +GJ (K) +_q (K) *R (K) +S(K) 4..Id(FJ
71) CONTINUE
e (3) --'9 (3) ÷FSHT
R1 =_I+Q (T) SC_ST
R L_R Z+Q (9) _,CCN ST
P$.=P$"_G ( 1 1) t[CON ST
PL'1 ::P2I _ (8) tCCNST
P22:=P 22_4t (1 O) Ik CON ST
PZ$:::P 23+Q ( 1 Z) iCON ST
414 IF (| CLAD) 74,74 ,TS
74 CONTINUE
F(1,1) =FNI
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01_ENSI(_I _A(3,3) ,_(3) oWTl(3) ,WT2(3) ,WT3(3)
700 DO 701 I=1,3
YDOT2(|+3) =O.O
K=2"$1
I,e...( I ) =Q ( K-1)'I'CONST









CALL SOLVE (15 ,F ,I,IL v IN ,OiI,lO_BINV,IN3)
I F ( | N 3) G005, GCX_6, GOO;_
C F MATRIX 15 SINGULAR
601:_ WRI'I1E OUTPUT TAPE G,GDD3
GOD3 FC_,MAT(_I F I<ATRIX IS SINGULAR)
CALL DUMP
C O_RFLC_ IN F NkTRIX INV[R$|CN
GOOG tJ;ITE OUTPUT TAP[ 6,6004
G004 FO_:CAT(37H1 F ICkTRIX INV_RSlCI¢ DID NOT _:]NVERr,4[)
CALL DUNP
6002 03NTI NUIE:





YOOT1 (K÷t ;_ =RINV (J+9)
YDOTt (J+9) =BINV (J)
YDOT1 (K÷t 1} =BINV (J_3)





YOOT1 (1) --'Vl (10)
YDOTI (21 --"V1(11)
YDOT1 (3) --Y1 (110
YDC)Tt (4) --'Vl (13)
YOOTI (S) :Vl (14)
YOOTI (6) :V1 (16)
YDOT1 (7) --"Yl (le)
YOOT1 (8) --Vt (17)
Y'DOT1 (g) =Vl (18)
TO 6001'
7'5 CON ST2:CC:N $T/FI, I 2
YDOT2 (4) :g (Z) _CONST,
YDOT2 (5) =Q (4) $CCN $T_
YDOT2 (6) =G (G) $CCN8T2
YDOTZ(1) =¥2(4)
YOOTZ (Z) :V2($)
YDOTZ (3) :V;_ (I)
D 2233=OM ( 2, ;_) SDN (3,3)
D 23=0N (2,3) $_)H(Lb, 3)
84





DI_ENSIC_I BA(3,3) ,_,_(3) ,WTI(3) _WT2(3) ,VT3(3)
01_23--DM(1,3) tDM (2,3)




DET=_O( (1,1) e (D22_3-D 23) *ON (1,2) * (O 1323-D 1233) +DM (1,3) _ (D1223-D1322
1)
IF (DET) 214,50D2,214
214 YDOT1 (10) =Q(1)tCONSl
YDOTt (11) =(I (3) _¢Ct_$1
YDOTt (12) :e (5) _CCN$1
YOOT1 (?J =V1 (11)
YDOT1 (3) =Vl (1;_
Y(_:)T1 (1) :Vl (10)
YDOT1 (13) "RI • (D 22_3-_ 23) _.RL>_ (D1323-D 1233) +P3_, (D1223-l) 13Z'_..)
Y(X)T1 (13) =YDOT1 (13)/DET
YDOTl(15) --'iRI_ (DM (2,3) ¢_N (3,1) -'Dkl(2 _1) 'CON (3 _3) )
1 .I.l_ _*: (DM (1 t 1) ¢C1,((3,3) --O_q(1,3) :ir.DM(113))
1 "_F'3t (D_I (1,3) _':OM (2 _ 1) -Ol'l(l, 1) CDI't (2 _3) )
YDOT1 (15) :YDOT1 (15)/DIET
YDOT1 (17) =RI_ (DH (2,1) _DN (3,2) -C14(2 j Z) _M (3_ 1) )
1 +R2_ (DM ( 1, ;_) *_OM (3,1) -0)4( 1,1) _OM (3, Z) )
1 'l"P3_ (CM (1,1) _,"_:_M(2,2) -DI,I(t I Z) i:DM (1,2))
YOOTI (11'1 --YOOT 1 (11')/I)E:T
D_33=ON (2, ;0 _ON (3 j 3)
D23=ON (2,3) _ON(2,3)
D1323=Oki( 1,3) _ON (;_ _3)
D1233_N (1,2) *4)N (3,3)
01223=0N (1 ,_) CON (2,3)
D1322=ON(1,3) ¢DN(2,2)
DE T =ON ( 1, I) t (_ 22_ 3-C 23) +CN ( 1, ;9 t (D 1323-D 1233) _ (1,3) • (D1223-D1322
1)
IF (DET) L>13,SOD2,213
213 CC_4T I IqB.qE
YDOTI (14) =P21# (D_233-023) +P22_ (D1323-01233) ÷P23_ (DIZ23-01322)
¥DOTt (14) =¥DOT 1 (14)/Dt_T
yDOT1 (16) =P21_ (DN (2,3) _C_ (3,1) -ON (2,1) _DN (3,3))
1 ÷P2L>_ (DN(1,1) _N (3 _3)-ON (1,3) q_kl (1,3))
1 ÷P23_ (DN (1 _3) ;_ON (2,1)-ON (1,1) _DN (2,3))
Y_T1 (16) =YDOT1 (16)/DIET
YDOT1 (18) =P21_ ([,_N (2,1) _N (3,2)-0N (2_ _DN (3,1))
1 ÷P2_ (_N (1,2) _ (3_ 1)-ON (1,1) _)N (3_))
1 ÷P2_ (D,_l (1,1) _N (2,2) -ON (1,2) _)N (1,2))
¥DOT1 (18) =YDOT1 (18)/DET
YDOT1 (4) =Vl (13)
¥DOT1 (5) =V1 (14)
Y_OTt (6) --VI (lS)
YDOT1 (1") --"Vl (16)
YDOT1 (8) --"Vl (11')
YI:X_T1 (9) =Vl (18)
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0 I_[N SlCtl BA(3,3)
15
,;,'R (3) ,WTI(3) ,t, IT2(3) tWT3(3)
, TR l C--4,6, T_OC ,7 tFY;.O;.',8,PYR03,9 ,PLOT,D)
GO TO (IO_.,1004,10G3,1002,100S,10D6,1007ttOD811DODtSDSD) eKIK
C
C DER2 e-,TART$ AT 10D1
C FEINT-OUT STARTS AT 1D02
C PIN-PULIrR CC_$TRA|NT OFF' AT 1DO3
C EOS t.J_ COLD GAS JET AT 1004
C PYI_OI"I_'CHH]C TRIGGER STARTS AT 1005
C _rC_._ P_O'T'[O'LNIC AT 100T
C THIRD PYROT¢CHN|C A'T ID08
C ROCKET TRIf.GER AT 1006
C PLOT TI_|GT,_R AI" 100g
C
1003 CALL TRNCID (1 o0)
IF (N-?) 7337,73_14 ,?334
7337 I CLAG=I
7338 FOCI_J,T, _OPIN-PULirR CONsTRA|NT CF1r
t_R1"l_ OUTPUT TAPE 6t7338_T
GO TO 1001
7334 1CLAG=-t
_dRITI[ OUTPUT TAPE 6,7333,T
7333 FCRMATIS;_CIPIN-PULtrR CONSTRAINT OFF
5tr13.7)
GO TO 10Q1
1004 I F ( T- TCO( I COLD) ) 200,8OlD, 200
8010 IF(ICOLD-ICG) 8n06,_800718006










200 IF(LDCR) 6518 t 6519,6519
65|6 t.D[R =1
6519 IF (1,55(1) +I 5S (21) 65 21, 65 L_ , 65 LD1
6521 DO 3232 1:1,2
CT=COSF (Vt (]+_))
3T=SIHF (Vl (I÷3))
CP =COSF" (V 1 ( I _'S) )
F.P:SINF (VI (I÷3))
CS=COSP (VS (14.7) )
SS:SINF (Vl (I *'r) )
AIr ,1 ,|) :-CT_,SP_SS÷CPWC$










SPRING CCNSTRAINT ON T=
_ 86
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I,,,_ (2) =Vl (2) -VZ(PJ
_(3) :Vl (3)-V2(3)
JCALL _;JLTI (A,_.Pt(l,|),wrl,st3tl)




CALL M$C (EA,_RH(I,I),WT2(;_.) ,LD)
F J(1) ---1,_2 (1) IWT2(;_)
CALL KSC_L(FJ(I) ,_H(I,|),WTI)
CALL I<_DD (WTI ,_P2(1 ,I) ,WT1,3,t)
CALL KULTI (E_,WTi 1_2,3,3_t)
CALL NIJLT3(A,tJ_ ,wr1,3,3,t)
CALL NSUBfW"r2,WTX ,WPP1,3,t)
CALL _41TCH(_PI ,_P2,WRH,SO,$K,$|OQ,J ,| ,T)
lSS(J) =O
DO 65_5 K=1,3
65Z5 WRPI (K,J) =I, PPI (K}
CALL M,_R (B,WR ,W'i'I ,t)














264 PHSI =PH$1 +6. 2831853
LDER =1
2345 IF(PH$1) 264,256,25G












259 IF (TH-O.I) 237 _413 ,413
Z_ IF (TH-3.O4) 413,413,237
237 IF (ITI"_TA) 240,239,240
,WT3(3)
87
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DI_£NSl CI_ Bk (3t3)
2_59 O0 241 l:l,ICl)









Z Z 1 = TENP
YZt=-YZl
DO 24=' 1:1 ,[PR
TIEMP =YPI (1)






IX) L_43 1:1 tlCG
TEMP=UGZ (l)
I,_"Z ( l ) :-UGY (l)
UI;Y (1) :TICNP
_ENP=YGI (|)
YG1 (I) :-ZGt (I)









URZ (I) =-URY (I)
URY ( I ) :ENP
11[MP :YRI (I)
YR1 (i) :-ZR1 (|)
ZRI (l) :11[NP
245 CC_iT | NUll
DO 514 I:l,lACl
1EMP=IJAZ (|)
UA_ (I) :-UAY (l)
UAY ( | ) :TI[NP
TENP=UPAZ (I)
UPAZ (I) :-UPAY (I)
UPAY (l) =T[NP
$14 C(_T ZNUI[
DO ?.,iS 1:1 ,lip
EMP:Y IS (|)
Y$1(I) :-ZSl (I)
Zll (|) :ENI I
24l CONT I NUI[
DO 247 IzI,IW
ENP:YU| (l)
,_(3) ,WTI(3) ,WT2(3) ,VT3(3)
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DIMEN8101 BA(3,3) ,V_(3),WTI(3),WTZ(3) ,WT3(3 +










4_1 ¢,_ TO (455,45_45T,4561114&._[ll,
455 WRITE. OUTPUT TAPE 6,45l
r,_ TO _4e
456 WR|TE OUTPUT "rAPE IS,452
G¢ TO 248
457 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE G:453
f,O TO Z48
458 WRITE OUTF_JT TAPE 6_4S4
GO TO L'48
























VGZ (I) =-VGY (I)







VHZ {1[) :-¥NY {I1
VNY (I) =TENff
TENP:YNI_ ( I )
YNZ(I) :-ZN2 (I)
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VAZ (|) =-rAY (I)
VAY ( 1 ) =
T[NP=VPAZ (I)














462 t,dRITl[ OUTPUT TAlE 6,450
f,<) TO (455,456_457:458) mNA_8
248 T"_NP = S| NF (TH) _ (Sl)
IF" (TEMP) 850,851,850
855 TN[_:-t • 570_9633
r,O TO 8S2
850 CONTINUE






268 TNI[W: 3 • t4 t 5 g L_/_S- TNI[I#
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DIIq[N$10N B1_(3,3) _;q(3) _WTt(3) ,WT2(3) ,WT3(3)
26g L:I
ANGLE :6. 2831853- $!
270 IF (A_.tC,Lr-3.t4159265) 271,262,262




432 ¢,0 TO (43_,4_4)tL





435 GO TO (459,440,441e44P-) tK
440 PN[_-3. $4 | 5 g 21_-PM[M
GO 1'0459
441 PN[W= 3.1415 g L>65+I:NI[W
GO TO 431)







ANGI r --6. L>831853-TH
GO TO Z?O
434 GO TO (4451446,44Y,448)tK
44_ S_EW=- 3.141S g 265 - SNIEM
GO TO 44S
441' _LrW=3.141 $ 9 L>65 • _;t4Etd
GO 113445
448 _V4E"et=6 . Z8318:53 - SNIEId
445 SI =SNEM
TH=111E_
IJRIll[ OUTPUT TAI:_ 6,80OO,TH,ITHETA
8000 FORNAT(III ,EIS.TBI6)
LDER:|












C THETA _IFI[D i_Tt_N TO FNARK




449 F(_MAT(1MO,28HBOOY I-F|XED AX_8 x ¥ Z)
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01_r-NSION Bk(3,3) ,_4R(3) ,WTt[3),WTZ(3) ,WT3(3)
450 FO_(AT(tHO,2_H_COY 2-FIXED A)(_$ X Y Z )
451 FORMATtIH :_,S_I_RJ,WINf, B.,_A_.D k_ES X Z -¥ )
452 FOKWAT(_.H ,20H_RAWING E_Ot,_O AX'[S X -Y -Z )
453 FO_HAT(IH ,;L_EkWINr. p:_)/,,K,D AXIS X -Z Y )
454 FO'_WA'[(%H ,28HSRAWING EOARD AX_S X Y Z )
DO 317 .1=lie
,T_V[ (J',15) =V2[J)
,_AVIr [ J4.4 _) :YDOT_(J)
'51'7 CONTINUE
DO 318 J=1,18
_V[ (J) =¥1 (J)




IF (INOD) 425:42G 14Z5
426 IF(I.Z_R) 54 Z5,403,54Z5












424 I"RI ;4:11_ I G44-OEI.
1T'(1) :T























PYROTECHNIc 1'_ I GGI[!
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PLOT TR 1 ¢,,¢,£1t
DO 4050 K:l,3
J =2"_K
t/,. (K) -'I/1 (J÷2) _HLL
_L{ K*3) =Vt (,t_,3) CHLL
t,_t.(K÷G) =Vl (J÷11) tHLL
WL (K+9) =Vl ( J÷l 2) $1"ILL
_¢.(K+12) =YDOTt(J÷11) sHLL
t,_..(K÷15) :YDOTt (J÷12) SHLL
CONTINUE
WRITE T/,,PE NTZ,VI(1),Vt(2) _VI(_,),VZ(1) tV2(2),V2(3) 0
I Vl (10) ,Vl (11) ,Vl (!;_ ,V2(4) ,V2(5) ,VZIS) tYI)OTt (10) t
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tOO2 TRI ;1 :TR I11 tTPII
CALL STEP (O[LP)
_8_ITIE OUTPUT TAPE 6_SOO,T,D[LP

















CB(1) : (CA (1) $CA (2:) *TDOT_CA (3)) q(LK
C8 (Z) :- (POOl_COSF (T14) * SOOT) _[LK
CB(3) = (CA (1) _CA (3) -11)0_CA(2) )_(LK
WF_r =C8(t) _CB(1) *CB(Z) _kCB(sb)
W] =S_RTF (kPy ÷C]S (3) _CB(S) )
bdPy =SQRTF (WPY)







V= $_R Tlr (XZ)OT_ XDOT +YDOI_YOOT÷ Zl)OT_ZDOT)
CA(l) :CA (1) 4klE:LK
CA(_) :CA (2) _LK
CA (3) =CA (3) q(LR
URITE OUTPUT TAPE: IS_3O2,J
302 FORNAT(IH _ 3H_OY 11)
14rITE OUTPUT TAPE S,SSI_,V
35_ FO_klAT(2H ,|4HSP[_D OF" 04 = I[|S.7:714 XN/_'¢ )
_d_ITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,3O3,1_EdDY
_03 FOI_NAT($H _3|HRATE ABOUT INSTANTANlrOUS AXIS: 1115o?_IXITHDI[GlsrCI
11 7Xt41H_fAGN|T_D[ VI[CTOR SUM _ PITCH-YAw RA11[S: (15.7)
_ITE OUTPUT TAPE ii,304
304 IrORNAT(IHO,2ZIIIKERTIAL CCORDS-INCHEB_3X,19HtST OER|VAT|V_ /-qlrCe
16X,2DHEULER AI';GLES-O_GREES_SX,IgHtST I][RIVATIV( /qrC e_X,
14X,IG_RATE ABOUT/IG2X,t?HBODY AXES DEGI8[C)
_,_ITE OUTPUT TAPE tS,3OS,P,XDOT_I'HeTDOT,CB(I),YtYDOTtPHtPOOT_CB(IDt
94









t 1XI 1HY t4X,Et5.7,5X, 1HY ,4X,[15.? ,SX,SHPH| _[15.7 ,SX,SHPHI
1 ,_t5 .?,5X,1H¥ ,4X,E15 .?/

















306 0(3 350 J:l tl
ktH(J) =SAM[ (J÷S4)
HE(J) =5AV[ (J 44il)
350 CONTINUE
CA(t) =sQRTF( (Xt-X_J • (X1-XH9 • (Yt-yz) t (Yl-Y Z) • (ZI-ZZ) _ (Zt-ZZ))
CA(Z) =_RTF ((XtX-XZX) # (XtX-XHX) + (¥tY-YL_Y)$ (ytY-YHY) ÷ (ZlZ-ZZZ)_
t (ZtZ-ZHZ))
I,_I11E OUTPUT TAPE 6,353,CA(1),CA(Z)
333 FC_b(AT(_O,Z_PARATICN OIST_IC_ = E15.7, 3)t IN ,29X,
I ZHH_;EP_ATICN Y(LOC1TY = [15.7, 7_t IN/S[C )
IF ( I CLAG) 6663,6663,6662
tdRITE _TI:_T TAlE 6,6561 ,FQQi,FGGH,FQQ3
FCF. NAT ( 1HO, 171t CCH $TR A INT VALUES, _'1S.7)
FC_NAT (iX, tPl_r" 10.3/)
CCNTINU[
IF (1HY) 66713,8130t, 64S71)
_S?O VJRIIE CUIl_UT TkF_ 6,6671, ((k(% ,J ,1) ,J=1,3) , (B(I ,J) ,J=1,3) ,I=t ,3)




SUN :SUN÷ABSF (e (K))
232 CONTI N1JE
IF (IFCR(][) 6678,405 ,6678
































WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,5001
FORMAT(IHO,tSHERROR INPUT DATA )
CALL EXIT
t,,_111_ OUTPUT TAPE S,SOD3
5003 FORHAT(1H ,DHDELTA = D,SX,48HSLrl[ EQUATION LMI,SECTION VII-EQUATION
'ILl, OF MOTION )
CALl. DUMP
E'NO (1 ,O,O,O,O,O ,1,0,0,1 ,O,D,O,O_O)
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SUB_OU'_ _ NEr, ZT
,SUBP.OU T I NE GET
[EUIVAtFNC1[ (T,'i),(L_RO,ZERO),
1 (Xl ,vl [1) ) , (Yt iV1 (2)) , (Zt ,Vl (_)) j (TI ,Vl (4)) t (T2,VI(5))
t, {Pl ,VI(_)) , (P2,V1 (7)) , (SI,Vl (8)) , (52,Vl (9)) o (XtX,Vl(tO)) , (YIYjVI (
111)) ,(ZtZ,Vl(tZ)),(TIT,Vt(t3)),(T2T,Vt(14)) w(PIPmVi(IS)),(P_,Vt(t
16)),($15,VI(17)),($2S,Vl(18)),(X2,V2(I)),(Y2tV2(;D) D(Z2,V2(3)) t
I (X2X,V;_|4)) , (Y;_YtV2(S)) t (ZP-.ZvV2(6))
CC_C_ T ,Z[RO,V1 ,VZ,YDOT1 ,YDOTI_
¢OKe,_dN A,kD
DII<._$]CN YDOTZ(6) ,YDOT$ (18) ,V_(6) ,Vt ire) tNH(G) ,HB(I)
01KENSI(3N DN(3,3) ,ON(3t3)
CCH,HON W! Lt, T(:O
DI_N$10N TCG(8) ,TCO(8)
DZk'_N$1CN F1,1(3,4) tF'EL(3) ,kO_lST(3) ,04(3,3) ,DUD(3)
DIV_ZNSZGN OD(tP..) ,DF(8) _O (8) ,X¢1 (8) ,Y¢l (8) ,ZC1 (8) sXc2(8) jYCZ(8) ,
tZC2(S)
DIH£N$1_ EP(1Z) ,PI (3) ,TP(6) 1XPt (3) jYPI (3) tZPt (3) tXP2(3) tYP2(3) t
tZPZ(3) _UPX(3) ,UPY (3) tUPZ(3)
OXI_"NSIOkl G(_2) ,GA(G) ,PA(6) ,VA(6) ,PAD(G) ,VAD (6) ,S¢X(6) ,SGy(6)
lSGZ (S) ,UAX(3) ,UAY (3) ,Uk.Z(3) ,UPAX(3) ,UP&Y (3) tUPAZ(3) ,VAX(3) tVAY(3)




DI_H$1CN GJ (17.) ,FGt (0) ,FG2(8) ,XGt (8) ,YGI(8) ,ZG1 (8) oXT,2(8) j
1YG2(8) ,ZG2(8) ,UGX(B) tUGY(8) ,UGZ(8) _VGX(8) IVGY(8) _VGZ(8)
DZI_NS](:_I XN(12) ,/,/I(8) ,RAX(8) ,PPN(8) ,VHx(8) ,VNY(8) ,VHZ(8) ,_11(8) ,
I'YNt (8) ,Z'Nt (8) ,XN2(_I) ,YH2(8) ,ZN;_(8) ,_(8) IEQP(8)
DIM'E'NsION R(12) ,KR(1G) ,_1(1G),YRI(1G) IZRI(1G) ,X'R2(1G) ,YR2(IG) t
lZR2(16) ,URX(IG) ,URY(16) ,URZ(16) ,VRX(1G) ,VRY (16) ,VRZ(1G) ,'r1[(16) •
1TF(1G) , TRK (3Z)
DI_-NSICN SlOG (12:)
DII<_NS_ON S(1;5 ,XS1 (8) jYSl (8) ,ZS! (8) IXSZ(8) ,Y$;_(8) ,ZS2(8) sUSX(8)
I USY(e) ,USZ(8) ,SO(8] ,SK(G)
DII<_'_SIGN W(1;_ ,_K)(8) ,UK(8) ,XUI (8) ,YU1 (8) ,ZUI(8) _XU2(8) ,YUZ(8) ,
t ZU2 (8)
DII_SICN Q(tP.)
CCMNON XX1 ,XYt ,XZl ,YY1 ,YZ1 ,ZZl ,XX_,XY2jXZ2_YY2,YZ2,ZZI_
1F'NIO ,FN20 ,I_L, TPR, TO,EX1 ,IEY t ,EZI ,EX2 ,EY2,EZ2 _k_X ,WY _t_,
;5¢1Y0, I (Z) ,IPR, IAC, IHY, ICG, IPN ,IRK, I SP,ISU,ZOI
CO_.._.CN DF ,D ,XC, YC _ZC ,XCt tXC2_YCZ ,YC2,ZCt ,ZC_
COq_OH Pl, TP,UX ,U';' ,UZ ,XP _YP ,ZP _UPX ,UPY ,UPZ _]_:_1 _XP2_ YPt _YP_t
tZP1 ,ZP2
CC_._'J'¢ TA, TB, TC, "i'D, 1AC1, ! AC 2 ,MAC, N&C _ I GLAG _GA tPA _VA _PAD
tVAD, ,T,_X, SGy, SGZ ,UX ,UY ,UZ ,PuX _PUY ,PUZ _VAX _VPAX,VAY
2VPAY ,VAZ ,VPAZ tUkX ,UPAX _UAY _UPAY _UAZ _UPAZ ,r_
C_.HON HO, HK, H_ TA, PPH, _H_ _AH tPH_ _VHB _GAMH _JH tDEQP _HY_A t
1.HYDB ,HYOC ,HETA _OA _HY_D _HYD£ ,DB
CCKMC_N GJ ,GST,FG3,1JLAG,NAX_$,NAX_$_,FGI _FGI_,TCO,'rCG_
1UX ,UY ,UZ, XG, YG,ZG t Xg| ,XGZ_YGI _YG2tZG| t ZG2,VGX_VGY t
L:'VGZ ,UGX ,UGY ,UGZ
COfHON X:N, JN ,P_O,VBN, GAW.N ,AN ,RAX ,PPN ,XXlq ,YN, ZN :YNX _VNY
lVNZ, XN1 ,XN2,YN1 ,YN2,ZNI ,ZN2tEQP,PPN _PN_N
COHMON R ,VRX ,YRY ,¥_Z ,URX _URY ,URZ, "/1E, 'IF ,TROC :SUN|,
1SUH Z, S_.'N3, SAN1, S_.NZ ,SAH3, XXl O, YYI D _ZZlO _XX20, YY20 ,ZZZO_
2FM01 ,FI'IDZ,RR ,XR ,YR ,ZR ,XRI ,XR2 _YRI ,YR2,ZR1 ,ZRI_RUN _PUN
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¢C_,_,'_i S, _,_TA ,XHU,EPSI..N,DELTS,X$1 ,XS2,YSt tYS2tZ81 IZS2t
t39,5K





CC_.H_ X|I ,Xl 2,Zl I ,ZI 2,1CLAG, TRI;2,ELM,L% RR ,N,XS,YS,Z8
¢(1_4;4CH SJWI[ DBINV o[ ,NH tHB,H ,i
CCKF,ON FGQI ,F_E,FQq3
DIKENSICN SAY[(GS),E(3,3),CA(3),F($S,lS) ,_L(3Q)
O%NENSION kqR(3) ,_0(3) ,WkP(3_3,6) ,
11_.FP(3e3,S) ,WTP(3,3,6) ,WTPP(3,3,6) I_O (3,2) ,_(312) ,WJ (2) ,WJP(t2_2:)
2,VJD(2) ,WJPP(t2_2) ,k(3,3,2) tAD(3,3,2) t_P(316)
OIkE_S%CN WTI (3) ,WT2(_) _WT3(3o3) ,WT4(3;3) ,_(6) tWT6(12) ,_rT(lZ),
tWT8 (1 ?J
01_HSI(_I TL_(3,3) ,RIL(3) IN%K(3) ,W1_(3,3)
D%_-._slCN SItT (t 8
D II"EHSIOq GE9 (2)

































































A(t ,1 ,IN2) =-CSFSS÷CPC8
A(I, 2 t IN_) ---¢CP$S+,_PC8
A(t ,3, XN_.) =STSS
A (2,1, ,XN2) =-¢SPC_-CP$8
A(2,2,IN2) --'CCPCS- SPSS
A (2,3_ IM?..) =STCS
A(3,1 ,|M;_ =STSP
A (3,2, IN2) =-STC:P
A (3,3,XI4Z) =CT
AD(t ,1 ,IN21 :ST_SPSStTHD- (CCP SS+SPCS_ _FHO- (C£PCS+(;PSS) _P_IO
_(1,2, IN2) =-ST_C_$._ THO- (CC;PS$-C]:CS) 4_1"_÷ (CCPCS-SP$._ qcPsD
AO(5. ,3, IN2) =CI'6$S,_Tt'ID'I'STC_qlEPSO
-4_ (2,1, IN2:) :ST_C_,_THD- (CCPC$-SPSS) tPl'_÷ (C_PSS-CP¢$) q_P_O
AD(2,2,IN2) :- 8"Fir CPC._ TI_- ( C _.,.=CS÷C_$S) _kPHD- (CCPSS_'SPCS) ¢PSD
AD(Z,_S, IN2) :CTCS_THD- STSS4_P SD
AD(3,1 tiN?.) :CT_ _.,P_THD+STCP#PHD
( 3: 2, l N_) =- C T_ C1_ Tt'_ 4. ST S_-PHD
AD (3,3, IN2) =-8T_THD
IF (IN) 47,48,4"/'
C
C FCRN ON MATRIX _ PI ,P_,P3 F'CR I_Oy |
48 DIFI=(XXI-YYt) $C$S
ON(i ,i) =XXt#CS2-_.O_XYStCSS÷YY|4(S8_
11[R :XXl _$52+ 2.C_kXYI_kCSS÷YY 1_CS8
OIFM=XZStC$-YZ|tSS
O | Irp =XZ t_ SS÷YZ ! $C$
O IFT=O llrp4_IT
99






DM(_ _1) :;_(1 ,Z)
_( Z, _) = _eTL_ TE_.÷;L D_D I FT_ET*ZZI_CT2
nl_(2,3) = ST_'D l FF÷ZZ i/seT




1 ÷ SI_._SI S_D l FP+PIF_P 1P_sTCT_ (TER-ZZI) *PIP_rP1P_ (CT2-STZ) ¢0 IFP
1.2._P1 F* SI_CT_ ( XZl*_ S+YZI_C$)
R _'--2. O¢.P 1Pi (Tt T_ STCT_ (TER-ZZ1) *$1 _$TL:_ (D iri +c02) _TI T_ (CT_-$TZl t
1 DI FP.515# STCT_D I r_) - TIT_ (TITiC ,'_ (OlFI ÷C02) *$15_S_ ((XXI-YY1) •
1 ¢01-4 .G_XYI.C$5) -TIT_ST_IFH) -$1 _ ($1$1$T_OIFN-TIT_$T_ZZ1)
P 3=- 2. O_ P 1F_ (T1 T_CT_D l F'P) _P1F_ $T_ (C01_ ((XXI-YY1) _TIT
1 *xY 1_P1P_ST) +TIT_ZZ1) *D I FI _ (PIP_P IP_ $T2-Tll_TIT)
I -4._X¥1iTIT_PIP_ST_C_$'_DIFK_PIPCPiP_STCT-CO_TIT_TIT
GG TO 41
C FC'_N CN NkTRIX M,'D P21 ,P22,P23 FOR BCDY2
47 DIFI = (XX2-YYZ1 _C_S
T1ER=XX _ 52+ 2. GCXY L_kCSS÷YY_kCS2
D ! F"P: ×Z Z'_.55÷ YZ _4_C$
O I FT=OI FP_ST
O_=C01tXY 2
DN(1,1) =_X2_CS_-2.O_XY2_CSS*YY_kS$2
DN(1, ?J = (C 1FI +CO_) _ST+O1F14_CT
ON (1,3) =OIF14
L_(2,1) =DN(1,2)
1:_1(2, _) : $ T 2_ "r_R + 2. o_) l F'T_ CT÷ ZZ ;_r.CT_
DN(2,3) =ST_O l FPtZZ2_CT
DN (3,1) =CN(t ,3)
_"_ ( 3 _21 =ON (2,3)
DN(3,3) =ZZ2
P;_I:$T_P_t $2_k (4 • O_C$_kXY2- (XX2-Y_2_ tC01-ZZZ) ,2.0_TZT_SZSt (DIFI_
1c02)
1 • $2_>_$2_.,_ i F_ +P 2_. _ _¢ STCT¢ ( TER-ZZ 2_ ÷P 2_P+P 2P_¢ ( CT2- $T2) _0 | FP
1 ÷2._P2_-t S2_CT_ (XZ _SS+YZ_tCS)
1 D I FP+ _2_ sTCT_ I FI4) -T2T_ ( TZT*CT_ (DI F I _.CG2} + _2"o-+ ST_ ({XX2-YY_) _k
1 C01..-4. _'_ XY2_C$SI - T2T_ £T_rO I F'K) -$Z$_ ( ._2_ 5T'4"01F'14- TZI_ S'PkZZ _D
P23=- 2. OCP 2;_ (T2T_CT_ I FP) +P_>¢ ST_ (C01 • ( (XX_'YY2) ST2T
1 -4 .O._XY2_TZT_P _'_5T_C_S+DIF'I_P_P_$1CT-CO_I_T2T_T2'T
41 IF (I CLA_) 101,101_ I04
C
C CONSTRUCT R PARTIAL MATRIX
C
101 DO I I:1,3
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',,,_P (I ,I) "1 •




_*P (1,1 ,I);I) =5TSPSS
_'_P (1,2,1N1) =-CPS_ST
WkP (2 i I ,IW1) =STOICS
V;_P (2,3,1Nt) =CTCS
WAF (3,1 ,IN1) =¢TSP
_*P (3,2,1Nt) =-CTCP
_P(3,3,INt) =-ST
IX) 2 J:t ,_
_&P(J ,I ,IN1+1) =-A (J ,2,IH2)
_P (J,2,ZNl+t) :k(J,l,lN2)




2 0:_1T I NLIE:
_FP (2,3,IN1) : - STC _:_ TI-_ - CT $ St_P S_)
_.PP (3,1 ,I_1) =- S'_ _C_TT'_÷CT(_:'CPHD
_:PP ( _, 2, IM?. ) :$T(::P_ 11.3÷Er SP_cFHD
t_PP (3,3, IN1) :-C_kll'ID
DO 3 I:1,3
_PP(1,1,IM1÷1) =-kO (I ,2,II42)
_AFP (I ,2,1141÷1) :;t_ (1,1 ,I142)
_APP (!, 3_ IM1 ÷1) --t5.
WAPP (1, I, IMI÷2) =AD (2,!, 1142)
W._.PP(2,1 ,IMl*_ :-AD (1 ,l ,1142)
WAPP (3) I, I141÷Z} --9.
3 I:ONTI NU[
104 IF(|N)43 _44 _4_
NATRIQES B AND BD
44 ST:SINF(T2)
C T = CO.T)F (T2)
CP=COSF (P2)
SP:SINF (P2)






106 DO 102 K:1,3
DO 102 J=I,3
F(K_g, J÷g) :=ON (K _ J)
102 CONT| NU(
101




















CALL k"JLT1 (_P(t ,1 )J) ,IJ_PQ(I.2).F(X_.L,I_9) ,3,3,1)






CALL I_JLT1 (WAPP (1 [.1 ,J) ,_PQ (1,2) [.WT1 (1) ,3,3,1)
CALL MULT1 (_PP (1,1,1) ,_PQ(1,1) ,_rT2(1) ,3,3,1)
F(I [.I+12) =F(1_12,|)
F(1÷6)I+12) =F (1+12 ,1_.6)
DO 116 K=1,3
F(I÷3 [.K÷22) =F(K_I Z, I+3)
F (I +,9 _K+IPJ =F'(K+I 2, I'_9)
11S CA(K) =CA (K) -_.,HT (I +9)_,,,'T1 (K) ÷SHT(I ÷3) 4rWT2(K)
CALL )PJLTI CA(1 [,1 _1) t .l_.-,_Q (1 ,.1) ,WT1 (1) 13,,3,1)
CALL WJLTt (A(1,1,2) [.I,_.FQ (1 j2) :hrT2(1) ,3,3,1)
FG(_ 1 --'%_ (1) +WTt (t) -WT2 (1)
F_QL_-_ (2) ÷_T1 (2) -WT2 (2)





THE FOLLO_N; COMPUTES THE PART|AL OF T WITH RESPECT TO Q
AND ITS TIE D(RIVITIVE
DO tO |:1,3
CALL _*_LT2(A(I,|[.2) ,WAP(|,I,|),WTP(|,I,|) ,3,3,3)
CALL MULT2(/_D(I el [.2) ,_'_P (I,1 ,|) ,_r3_3,3,_)
CALL I_LT2(A(I,1,L_ ,WIPP(I,t,;) _WT4,3_3,3)
CALL KkDD (WT3,W14 ,_rTpp (1,1 ,I) ,3,3)
J:lv_
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CALL I<.ULT2(V/_P(t,I,J) ,A,WTP(|,t,J) ,3,3,3)
CALL H_JL;2t_:'FP(_,t,J) ,k,_._3,3,3,3)
CALL t'.LPLT2(_,_P(t ,l,J) tJJ),WT413,3,3)




CALL Y_ULTZ(A(1,1,2) ,Ao,_r4 j3p3,3)




CALL 14._0 (WT1 ,_._ ,WTt, 3,_)
CALL N_,_JJE;(W'TI ,WT%_D(t ,I) ,3,1)
L"_PU'I1E: ¥
CALL _IULTt (AID ,_-_PI (1 ,I) _WT[ ,3,3t|)
CALL _L'LTt {_(1 ,t_2} ,_,P2(t ,I))_£f?.,3,3,1L)
CALL H._._J (WTt ,_D ,WTt ,3_i.)
CALL K_;J3(WTI ,WI"_,_W(1,;) ,5,1)
FORN J1
CALL kt_ (A,WD(I,I) ,WI=,;_)
F.JELL k_JLT1 (A(_,$ ,;_ ,1_4;_H(| ,1) ,WTI,3,3,1)
CALL /<_R (A,WT_,WG,;_)
_J (%) =_,/'_




CALL I_R (A,_P(t,J+3) _t't (_ ,;_
WJP (J, |) ---I#T2/WG
_jp (J+6, |) =Wl"t (2)/kl;
k_O (J+6) =O.
CALL K_ (k%P(_ ,l ,J) ,kO(_) ,WT$_
CALL t-.%_LT1 ('_:_P(t ,t ,J) ,_RPI(t _;) ,W_2,3,3_1)
CALL I_ (A,WTZ,WTI(Z),Z)
CALL K';JLT1 (A(t,$,21 ,_.H(t _I) ,WT2,3_3,t)
CALL K_;_ (_'_.p(:t ,'-,J) ,W_2,WTt (3) ,2)
t_'B (J÷3) --'_ (3)
_jp ( J*3, ;) = (_Tf, (1) +t,_Tl (_) -k_Tl (3) _J (t))/WG





WJP (J*'S,|) :- |WT="($) 4WT_(_) SWJ (|)) IW_
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CALL NSR (A,_'V(1,I) ,WTS(?-) .DZ)
CALL H_R (_,_O(I,|),WTSD;_)
CALL I'.:ULTt (A(1,1 ,;_) (,'w"_H(11 I) ,_i'1,3t3,1)
CALL K_cR (AD,_'!tWTS(3),Z)
CALL _ULT1(I,D(I,I,_) _H(I ,I),kq'113,3,1)
CALL M$_ (A,WTt ,*_T5(4) t?.)
W_D ( ! ) -..:(_r5 (1) ÷I,_'S (;_) -WJ ( ! ) t (WT5 (3) .1,/1"5 (4)) )/k_.
r,_D (I) :_1"5 (3) 4.WTS (4)
lrOr_N THE FIRST TIE DERIVITIV[ _ Jl
WITH RIES.EC_ TO Qli
IX) 17 J=1,3
CALL NSR (kD,t,_P(t,J) ,WT6(J) ,in
WT7 (J) =0.
CALL 14_.q (A_,I,,RP(t,J+3) ,I,(T6(J÷6) ,2)
M'T7 ( J ÷6) =0.
CALL N_._,R (;'APP(I,1,J) ,',AD(t ,I) ,'w'1"5,_1
CALL M_ (W_P(t,t,J) ,IW(1,lt),WTS(_,2)
CALL N'JLT1 (W_-P(1,1 ,J) ,'_P1(1,1) tWT1,3,3,1)
CALL N_JR (AO,W'rt,WTS(3) ,2)
CALL f,PJLTt (W6.PP (1,1 ,J) ,_d_Pl (1 _I) ,I,_1,3,3,1)
CALL N_ (A,WTI,_'rs(4) ,Z.)
WT6 ( J÷ 3) =WT5 ( 1 ) +_rT5 (:>) ,,4_rT5 (3) +WT5 (4)
CALL F_'JLTI(AIttlt;_ ,_._H(1,I) ,WTt,3,3,t)
CALL N_,T.,R (lt.".FP(1,I,J) ,WT1,14TS,?.)
CALL 14ULT1 (k_(1,1 ,Z) ,I_:_H (1 ,I) ,w'r1,3,3_,1)
CALL K,%_ (;/.(J.P(_l i| ,J) ,le_TIIW'Tq(_) ,_)
WTT(J_3) --WTS (1) ÷brl'5 (2)
CALL k"ULT1 (;,'e_P(1,1 ,J÷3) ,t_;LP2(1 ,I) ,WT1,3,3,1)
CALL N_._.q (kD,WTt,tdTS(1) ,;0
CALL KULT1 (_,zpP (1 _1 ,J÷3) ,_¢C_P2(I ,|) ,W'T1,3,3,1)
CALL N_%q (A,WI"ttWTS(2.1 ,Z)
,,,IT6 (J+9) =-WT3 (1) -I,(T3 (2)
CALL I_'JLT1 (;,_.P (1,1 ,J+3) ,_':_H (1 ,I) ,WT1,3,3,1)
CALL N_ (_I.D,WI"I,WTS(1) ,;_
CALL _:JLTI (W_.PP (I ,1 ,J+3) ,t4_H (1,1) ,t#11,3,3,1)
CALL I¢_ (A,WTI,WTS(2) ,_5
w';"r (J÷g) _ (1) _ (_)
CONTINUE:
DO 18 J:t,12






CALL N:.UB (t,,_P1 (1 tl) ,IJRP5 (1 _L_) ,WT1,3,1)
F(13,1) =-W.IP (I, 1) _RH(t ,1)
F(14,1) =-W.JP (I t 1) ste,d_N (3,1)
CALL NSR(TrJ[ ,WTI ,WTS (4) ,3)
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_u_RC_ II NE r,d[T
WT5 (1) =_JP(I ,1)_._-.H(1 ,1)-WJP(I ,211_H(1,2)
WT;_ (1) ='_'T5 (_) _WT5 (%)
CALL HE_.(_E,_T1,WT5(5) ,1)
WT5 (_) =WJP(I ,%)_'._,_(3,t)-WJP(|,2)/_..H(312)
W'_2 (Z) =WT5 ( "_} 11,WT5 (Z)
F(15 ,i) -WTZ(I}-WT2(2}
EIK(1)=-WJPP(I,%)t_RH(IL,I}
RIF.(2) =-WJFP (I ,%) _H (3,t)
CALL )_R(_T'_ (1 ,%) ,WT% ,WrT2(%) ,3)
CALL MSR(W_O(t,%) ,WT1,WT2(;. _) ,%}
RI_(3) --_2(%)*WT5 (t) +_5 (4)t(WJPP (1 ,%)_M(t ,%) -WJPP (I ,2) _WRH(t ,2)
t) -WT2(2) _T$ (2) -_rT5 (5) t (WJPP (I, I) _v_H (3, %) -WJPP (1,2) _H(3,21 )
DO 27 J=%,3





CALL M_ (A(1,%,_) ,M_P(I,I),WT2,J)
F(JI, I) -_F (J % ,I ) ÷WT2(t)
CALL _(SR (A(%,%,_),_J_P(%,I+3),WTI_,J)
F(J% ,I÷6) --F( Jr, | ÷6) ÷_rT2(t)
CALL NSR (t_AP(t,%,I÷3) ,_R,WT2(2) ,J)
F(J$ ,I+9} =F(JI, I+9) ÷_'r2( _1
CkLL N_ (WrI"P(%,I ,I) ,WRPI ,WT2(3) _J)
F(J% ,I+3) =F(Jt,I÷3)÷_r2(3}
CALL _(_P(1,%,I÷3) ,_RPt,WT2_J)
F'IJ% ,1+9) ==F(J%,I÷9) ÷WT2(I)
3% C(_TINUE
CALL _B(_P%(_,t) ,_P% ($ ,2) ,WTI,3,t)
DO 32 J=%,3,2
W'_5 (J) =_P2(J ,%) +WJ (%) _H( J ,_) -_J_P:= ( J ,_) -WJ (_)/r_RH (J ,_)
V,'TG (J) =WT5 (J)
CALL_$_AL (v_r5 (J) ,wrr% ,WT3(_ ,J))
J %---4-J
CALL NSR (WTP(|,1,I),WT3(_,J),_T2,Jt)
CALL _ (;_rP(l ,%,I+3) ,WT3(I,J) ,WT2(2) ,Jl)
_G=FLOATF (2- J)
F(15 ,I÷3) --F(15,I÷3) _RQ_A#T2(I)




CALL M_ (_%P(%,I,I÷_),_,WTS(2) _J)
CALL NSR (WT_P(%,%,|÷3),_J_Pt,WTS(3),J)
Jt=(J÷t) 12
RIL (J %) =RIL (J%) ÷ (_ (1) ÷_T5 (2) +WT5 (3)) tSHT(I÷9}
CALL NSR (W,_P(%,%,I) _pt,kFT$(4),J)
RIL (J%) :R IL (J 1) *$H; (I +3) _vWT5 (4)
CALL NSR (_.D(%,%,Z) ,_P(%,I),_rs(5),J)
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QqQ:WJO (l)_qH(J ,t)-WJD 12)_kIRHlJ _)
CALL N_CAL(Qr,,Q ,',,/'I'!,WTZ)
CALL NSR (_'TP(It1,|),wr2,WTSIJt)
_R Q=FLC_kTF ( 2-J )
CALL I'(_R (I,/TPP(| ,l ,I) IW'_,3{| ,J) i_/'r5 (Z) tJl)
RI L (3) =R% L (5) +._HT (I _3) _RQ$ (WT5 (1) ,HdTS (2))
CALL NSR (WTP(1,I,I_3) ,_;TZ,_il_,Jt)
CALL N_R ('4TPP (_l ,t ,I'1"3) illrT3(! j J) IWTS (_.) ta_)








3? F(J ,l÷lZ) =F(I_II_,J)
DO SS I=i t3,1_
CALL NCR(A(tst ,2) ,WR,t_5(1) ,I)
CALL NSR(TEE,WRP1 ,_rT5(2) ,I)
t#T5 (3) ='_RP2(I, t)
WT5 (4) :'_ldJ (1) tWRH(I ,t)
FG---I_r5 (1) +_r5 (?J +wr5 (3) +WT5 (4)
IF(I-Z) 66,65 ,ST
66 F_I =Fq








CALL N$CAL(k_lS(J) ,Wt| ,_|1))
CALL NSJ_ (TEE ,t#T5 (t) ,OJF, Jr)
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Z00
SUBROUTINE SPRING (WRF I ,W_RP2,tVIRH, $0 t SK ,SIC_, I SF ,N, I CLAG, $,
SUBROUTIN[ SPRING(_F!,W_F2,W_H,$O,SK,SIC_,ISP,N,ICLAG,$,
IFJ ,,LDER ,LSP% ,ISS)
DIM[NSION ISS(_) ,F J[%]
DIMENSION WFP!(5,8)
DIMENSION I SPt [8)
DIMENSION I CRP(12)
(C*(MON I ,ZEEO,VI ,V2,YDOT% ,YDOT2
DIMENSION YDO'r_{B) ,YDOTI (18) ,V2(6) _Vt (I$) ,NH(6) ,HE(6}
EQUIVALENCE (T,T) ,(ZERO,ZERO),
I (Xl ,VI {I) ) , (Y% ,V1(2) ) , (ZI ,VI (3]) , (T% ,VI (4)), (T2,VI (5])
%,(PI,VI(_)) ,(FZ,V%(7)) ,(S%,VItB}} ,(S2,V%(9}},(X%X,V%(_O) t,(YIY,VI(
111)),(ZIZ,V%(12)} ,(TIT,VI(15)),(T2T,VI(14)} ,(PIP,VI(15}),(P2P,V%(I
16)) ,($1S,V1(17}) , ($2S,V1[18)) ,(XZ,V2(1)) ,(Y2,V2[2)) ,(Z2,V2(3)) t




DIMENSION WTI(3) ,WTE(3],WT$[3) _BA(3,3),WT4(3) ,WTS(3) tWTG(3)
DIMENSION WRPI(3,t),WRP2(3,1),WRH(3,1),SO[1) tSK(1],S|OQ(I)














L_EK (2,?.) =- S'I_CP
[EK (3, Z) =CT
I_'K (1 , 3) =COSF ($Z)












CALL NULT1 (B,W_P2(I,I) ,WT2,$t$_l)
CALL NSUB (WTI,WT2,WT$,3,|)
CALL MADD (WrT3 ,_,W_i ,3_1|
CALL NSR (A,WTI,W'r2(I)_ _)
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SUBr, OUTINE SPRING(_,,'_FI ,_'_.,F2,',w_H,SO,SK,S|C,_,ISF,N,ICLkr,,,._,





CALL MSCAL[XS,WRH(I ,|) ,WTI)
CALL MADD(WT4,WT!,WT4,3,1)
CALL MCROS (_P2(1,%) ,WTI(1) ,WT_)
CALL NSU@ (WT5 ,WT2,WT5,3,1)
CALL MULTi (B,WRPZ(1 ,I) ,_r2,3,3,1)



















IF(N-;_) 11, L_O, L_O









IF (ICRP (2)) IT' o 8,17
IF (KL-I _) 33,33,7
DO 19 LI=KL,ISP
IF(ICRP(L1)) 19,21,19





FORGE: C£AS(S TO ACT - - - S(T IND[X : ZERO
7 ISP=O
ICLAG=t
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SuBROU l !NE SP_, ING (_9,P _ ,_4_RP2 ,W'_H, SO, SK, SIO@, I $P ,N, I CLAG, $,
25 LbEi_ =- !
LSP1 =LSP
18 _E TUIRN
END (1 ,0,0,0,0,0,I ,O,[l,| ,0,0,0,0,0)
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EQUIVALENCE ('r,T) ,(ZEKO,ZEKO) ,
1 (X1,V1(1)) ,('(I,V1(2)) ,(ZI,vI(5)),(TI,V1CA)),(T2,VI(5))
1,(Ft,VI(S)) ,(F2,Vl(7)) ,($1,V1(8)) ,(S;_,v!(g)),(XIX_VI(ID)) ,(YIY,VI(
111)) ,(Z1Z,Vl(12)) ,('[IT,V1(15)) ,(T2T,V!(14)) _ (I=!P,Vl(15)),(P2P,Vl(I
16)) ,(S1$,V1(17)) ,($2S,V1(18)) ,(X2,V2(1)) ,(Y2_V2(2)) ,(Z2,V2(3)) t
1 (X2X ,V2(4) ) _ (Y;_y iV2(5) ) i (ZPZ ,V2(6) )
COI_.NCN T ,ZERO,Vt ,V2,YDOT1 ,YDOT2
COMMON A,AD,BO
DIMENSION A(5,5,2) ,AD(5,5) ,BD(5,5)
DINENS]ON TDOT2(6) ,?DOT1 (18) ,V2(6) ,Vl (18) ,NH(6) ,HB(8)
C|HENSION P!(3) ,TP(6) ,EP(12) ,XPI(3) ,YPI(3) ,ZPI(3) ,XP2(3)_YP2(3) I
1 ZP2(3) ,UPX(5) ,UPY (5) ,UPZ(5) ,CA(5) ICB(3)
CINENSION R_tO(5) ,_T1 (5) ,RP1 (3) ,RP2(5) ,WT2(5,2) ,_T3(3_Z) ,WT4(
t3)
E=O.













0 ] MENSION I1'(3)








RPI (1) =XPI (I)
RPI(L_ =YPI(1)










w'r2 (J 12) =0.
EP ( 2"_ J-l) :=[P (;_t J-l) +[_WTt (J)
CALL MCKOS (RPZ,RHO_rTS)
CALL NCROS (RPllRHOli#TS(1,2))
DO 51 J=l ,3
WT2(J 11) =WT2(J 11) _Eti#T3(J,I)
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34 DO 32 J=1,2
CF=COSF'(V% (J+5))
SF=SINF (Vl (J*5})
CT=COSF (Vl (J+3) )
5T:SINF (Vl (J÷3))
.SNG.= (- 1 ) **J
J'l =_-j
CALL MULTI(A(1,1,J1),_Fr_(1,J) ,_1"1,3,3,|)
EP(J_.6) =EP (J+6) + SNGi, {.'T_ _ 1 ) a_EP+W'T1 (Z)*,_ D)
EP{ J+8} =EP (J+8) 4,SNG*WTI (3)







EP (3) =IE:P (3) $cONY
EP (5) ::EP (5)*CCINZ
? EP(_) =-EP (1)
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SU_EOU TI_E FNEUII ( |FN, Jl_ ,FBO,V_N ,GAt4N ,AN ,EAX ,UNX _UNY ,UNZ,
SUBEOU T INE FNEUM ( |FN , JN ,F_,,VBN ,GAMN, At ,EAX tUNX ,UNy ,UNZ.,
1XN1 ,YN_ ,ZN1 ,XN2,YN2,ZN2,XN ,FFN ,EQF ,FNEM',LDER ,]FN|)
CO, I4_-_ T,ZEEO,VI,V2,YDOT1,YDOT2
CIHENSION YD012(61 ,YDOT1 (18) ,V2(6) ,V1 (18) ,NH(6) ,lIB(S)
EQUIVALENCE (T,T) ,(ZEEO,ZERC,) ,
1 (Xl ,Vl (11) , (Yl,Vl(21) , (Zl,Vl(3)) , (T1 ,V1(4)) , (TZ,VI(51)
1,(F1,V1 (611 ,(F2.Vll. 71) ,(Sl,Vl (8)) ,(SZ,VI(9)),(XIX,VI(1D)),(Y1Y,V1(
111)) ,(ZlZ,VI(12)) ,(T1T,V! (13)) ,(T2T,V1(14)) , (FIF,VI(15)) _(I=2F,Vl(1
19)) ,[SIS,V1(171) ,($25,V1(1811 ,(X2_V2(1)) ,(Y2,V2(2)) ,(Z2,V2(3)) ,
1 (X2X ,V2 (41) , (Y2Y ,V2 (5)) , (Z2Z ,V2(6) )
CIMENSIO_ A(3,3) ,B(3,3) ,A0(3,3) ,B(3(3,3)
DIMENSICN AN(B) ,RAX(8) ,UNX(8) ,UNY(8) ,UNZ(8) ,XNI(8),XNZ(8),YN1(8},










• 13 IF (YI-Y_) 21,22,22
;_I CONY=-1.0




DO I I=1 ,%PN
CO 2 K=I, 3
CA(K) =A(1 oK) _XN1 (I) *_ (;_,K) _kYN1 (I) ÷A (_,I_)_ZNt (1)
CB(K) =B(1 ,K) CUNX (I) +B(2,K) _UNY (I)'¢'B(3,K) _UNZ (I)
CC(K) =B(1 ,K),ItXN2(I) ÷B(2,K)vYN2(I) +B(3,K) sZN2(|)
2 CONTINUE
DEX(I) =-(A(1 ,2)=t(X2+CC(1)-X1-CA{11)*A(Z,Z)_(yZ_.CC(2)-Y1-CA_Z))
1 +A (3,2) • (Z2+CC (3) -ZI-CA (31) ) / (A (1,21 _tCB(1) ÷A (2,21 _CB(Z)
1+A(3,2)_CB(31)
DEX(I)=ABSF(DEX(1))




3 IF (DEX(1)-RAX(I}) 4,15,15
15 LFM=LPN÷ 1
GO TO 100
4 YN =FBC=I, AN ( I ) • ( (1 rj÷ SUM/VEiN) _:kGANN)
GO TO 5D
5 IF" (OEX(|)-EQF(])) G,G,?
I_. YN=FFN (|)
TO 50
? IF" (DEX(I)-RAX(I)) 8,15.15
8 YN =FFN ( | ) _ (E QF ( | ) IDEX ( | ) ) _V, GANN
GO TO 50
9 IF. (CEX(I)-E_F([)) _,6,10
IG IF (DEX(I)-RAX(|)) 11,15,15
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13 SUMN = SUI4N + AN (J) CDE X (J)
SUP4C= SUMD + AN (J) ¢DE X (J)
TO 12
14 $U_N =$UNN+ AN (J) #DEX ( J ) -FEN (J)
SUMD = $UMD ÷FNE !,1( J )
12 CONT ]NUE
YN=FFN (I) / ( 1. _4._JMN/(VBN÷ _JND) ) I_GANN
5rJ DO 51 K=1,3
CA(K)=A(1,K)¢XNI(I)+A(2,K)_YN1(I]L+A(3,_)_ZNI(])
CB(K) =B ( 1 ,K) _:UNX (I) ÷B(Z,K) vUNY (11 ÷B(3,K) CU_IZ (1)
51 CONTINUE
XN(1) =XN 11) ÷YN_CB(1)
XN(3) =XN (3) *¥NWXCB(2)
XN (5) =XN (5) '+YN¢¢B (_)
XN(7) =XN (7) ÷YN_x ( (C5 (1) _CA (3)-CB(3) $CA(1) ) _SINF (P1)
1 + (CB (3):¢CA (2) -CB(2) _CA (3)) _COSF (P1))
XN(g) =X'N (9) +YN_ (CB(Z) _Ck(1) -CB(1) _C& (2))
XN (1 1) =XN (11) ÷YN¢ ( (CB (3) :_CA (2) -CB(Z) =kCA (3)) $&(3,1) ÷ (¢B(1) $CA (31-
! CB (3) $CA (_.) ) CA (3, Z) "_"(CB(;_ _CA (1) -¢B(|) _CA (Z)) SA (3,3))
CB(1) =UNX (I) _ZN2(|) -UNZ (I)_XN2(1 )
CA(1) :U_Z (I) _YN2(I) -UNY (I)_ZN2(| )
CA(2) =UNZ (I) _,XN2(1) -UNX El) #ZN2(I )
CA(3) =UNY (I) _XN2(1)-UNX (1)_kYN2(I)
XN (8) =XN (8) - YN_ (CA ( 1 ) _COSF(S2) +CA (21 ]kSINF (SZ))
XN(1._) =XN (1P_) -¥N:¢ (CA (1) _B(1,3) ÷CB(1):_B(2,31 ÷CA (3)_B(3,3))
XN (1Z) =XN ( 1 2) -YN_CA (3)




XN(1) =XN (1) _,CONX
XN(3) :X_ (3) 4_CCNY
XN(5) =XN (5),kcONZ




FORCE CEASES TO ACT - - - SET INDEX = ZERO
16 IFN=O
18 IF (LFN-IFN1) 31,3_ ,3D
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5UBKOUT|N.[ CEAG(C ,_F ,0_ ,XC1 ,YC| tZC] ,XC2,-YC2,ZC2, |CD ,LCEF,, l CC1)
5UBEOUTIN[ DEAG ([_,_F ,C_D ,XCl ,Y¢1 ,ZC1 ,XC2,YC;_,ZC_,|CD ,LDER,tCD1)
CC'_M_ T,ZEEO,V1,V2,YOOT1,YOOT2
DIMENS|_ YDOT2(6) ,Y007| (18) ,V2(6) ,V1 (re) ,NH (6) ,fiB(6)
EQUIVALENCE (T,T) ,(Z1EEO,ZERO) ,
1 (X1,V1(1)) , (Y1 ,V1(2)) , (Zl ,V1(3)) , (T1,V1(4)) , (T2_Vt (5))
1,(F1,Vl(6)),(F2,Vl(7)) ,($1,V1(8)) ,(S2,V1(9)),(X1X,V1(IO)) ,(YIY,VI(
111)) ,(Z1Z,V1(12)) ,(T1T,Vl(l_)),(T2T,V1(14)) , (PIP,V1(15)),(P2P,Vl(1
16)) ,($1S,V1(17)) ,($2S,V1(18)) ,(X;_,V2(1)) ,(Y2,V2(2)) ,[Z2,v2(3)) t
'1 (X2X,V2(4)) , (¥2Y,V2(5)) , (Z2Z,V2(6))
CONMOM A,B,AD, BD
DXMENSTCIN A(3,_3) ,B(3,3) ,A0(3,_) vB0(3,3)
CIMENSION 0(8) ,CD(12) ,DF(8),XCI(8) ,YC1(8) ,Zct(8),XC2(B),VC2(8),
1ZC2(8) ,CA(3) ,CB(3) ,CC(3)
LDRAG=O





CA(J) =A(|, J) tXC1 (|) ÷A (2, J)_Y¢1 (|) ÷A (3eJ)_ZC1 (|)
CB(J) :E(1, J) _XC2 (|) ÷B(2, J)_¥02(1 ) ._'B(3, J) _ZC2(|)
I CONT; NUE
C| X=Xt-X2÷CA (1) *¢B(1 )
CIy=Y1-Y2+CA(2) -CB(2)
D|Z :Zl-Z 2÷¢A (3) -CB(3)
XO: ._QRTF ( [_ | Xtt 2÷0 ! T:lBk2+01Ztt 2)
IF (XD-DF(l) ) 2,7,7
t-I_ AG:LD_ AG4.1
WE | TE CUTFUT TAPE 6, I01 _T ,XI ,¥1,21 ,X2,Y2_Z2,.XD ,IOF(I)
FORMAT (¢JF14.6)
GO TO' 100
DO 3 J=l ,3
C¢(J) =AC (1, J) $X¢1 ( I)'('Jd3 (2, J) tYCI(|)._AD (3, J):kZC1 (1)
1 - (B_ (1, J) _XC2(l) ÷BD (2, J) _YC2(l) ÷ED (3, J) _ZC2(I) )
3 CONTINUE
V | X:XIX-X2X_.¢C (1)
V|Y :YIY-Y_.Y.*C¢ (2)
VIZ:ZIZ-ZZZ÷CC (3)
V :$QR TF (V l X¢_ 2+V l YqnkZ÷V I Z_P.)
V=C(l)/V
ODKZ) _0 (1) -V|X_V
0D(3) ::OD (3) -VlYeV
DD(5) =DD (5) -VlZ_,v
CC(7) ---CD (7) -v_((v) X:l, CA (3) -V |Z:I, CA(1 ) ) _S|NF(P1 )
1 ,* (V I Z_CA (2) -V| Y_CA(5) ) :_CO._" (P 1) )
CC (6) =:OD (8) ÷V$ ( (V l Xt CB (3) -V I ZtCB( 1 ) ) $$ INF (E Z)
1 ÷ (V l Z_CB(2) -V| Y:I,CB(5) ) _CO._r (P2) 1
C0(9) =C0 (9) -V_ iV| Y,kCA (1) -Vl X_CA(2) )
DD (10) :D0 (1 D) ÷V_ (V] Y_CB (1) -V| X_CB(2) )
C[:(11):OC(11)-V_((VIZ_CA(2)-VIY_kCA(3))4:A(I,3)_(V|X_CA(31-VIZ#CA(|)
1)tA(Z,3)4IVIY_CA(t)-VIX_CA(2))4_A(3,3))
CDI12) =DC (12) ÷V*((VlZ#CB(2) -V] Y$CB(3) )$B(! ,3) ÷ (Vl X_CB( 3)-V|Z_CB(II
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SUEEOUTII_E CRAG(C,_I r,DC,XC1,YC1,ZCI,XC2,YC2,ZC2,IC_,LCER,ICI_I)
5 IIr(L_RAC,-ICD) g,B,9
FORCE CEASES TO ACT - - - ,_ET INDEX = ZERO
e I f.D =0




END (1,0,0,0,0,0,I ,0,0,1 ,g,O _0,0,0)
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CIMENSION YP:OT2(6) ,YCOTl(18) ,V2(6) ,VI(18) ,N14{6) ,HB(6)
EQUIVALENCE IT,T) ,(ZEROoZERO) ,
I IX1 ,Vl (I)) , (YI,VI(2)) ,(Z1,VI (3)) ,ITI,VI(4)) , (T2,Vl (5))
I,(FI,vI(6)) ,(F2,vI(7)) ,(S%,VI(B)) ,($2,VI(9}) ,(XIXtVI(ID)) ,(YIY,VI(
t11)) , (ZIZ,V1 (12)) , (TIToV1 (1311 ,{T2T,Vl(14)) , (F1F,V1{15)) , (F_'F_VI(1
16) ) ,(S1S,V1(17)) ,(S2s,vI(1B)) ,(X2,V2{1)) ,(Y2,V2(2)) ,(Z2,V2(3)) ,
1(X2X,V2(4)) ,(Y2Y,V2(5)} ,(Z2ZtV2(6))
COMMON A,B,&D ,BO
OlMENSICN A(3,5),B(3,3) ,AD(3,3) ,Bl_(),))
DIMENSION GJ (12) ,FG1 (8) ,FG2(8) ,VGx(8) ,VGYI8) ,VGZ (B) ,UGX(8) ,UGY(8) ,





DO I K:I ,12







GO TO I OD
5 XJ=FG1 (I)/(1.+FG2fI)W=(T-TCO(I))I_WI_G3
IF (ABSF (X J) -GST) 9,6,6
6 CO 2 J:l ,}
CA(J) :A(1 , J) _VGX( I)'+A (2, J) _WVG¥ II) ÷A(3,J) WWGZ (I)
2 CONTINUE
DO 8 J=l ,3
4 CB(J)=B(1,J)WkUGX(I)+B(2,J)_UGY(I)_B(3,J)¢UGZ(1)
8 CONY INUE
GJ (2) ---'GJ (Z) ._XJW, CB(1)
GJ (4) =GJ (4) *XJq_CB(2)
G J(6) =GJ (6) w_XJikCB(3)
? GJ (1} =GJ (1) +XJ_CA (1)
GJ (3) =GJ (5) .t-XJ IkCA (2)
G J(5) =GJ (5) ÷XJW=CA (3)
CA(l) :vGZ (I) W,YG1 { I)-VGY ( I)WkZG1 (I)
CA(2) =vGZ(I),_XGJ (I)-VGX(I)_I, ZG| (I)
CA(3)=VGY(1)_XGI(II-VGX(1)tYG1(1)
CB(1) ---UGZ ( I ) _,YG2 ( I ) -UGY (I)_I, ZGP( I )
CB(2) =UGZ (I) _xXG2(I) -U&X(I )WkZG2(I )
CB(3) =UGY (1)W_XG2(1) -UGX (I)_yG2(l)
G J(7) :GJ (7) +xJw_ (CA (1) _C0$F($1) ÷C&(2)tS|NF(SI) )
GJ (8) =GJ ((_) +XJXX (CB( 1 ) _WCOSF(S2) *CB(Z) VSINF($2) I
G J(9) :GJ (9) +XJX,(CA(I}#A(| ,3) -CA(2) tA(;_,3) +CA (3)tA(3,3) I
GJ(ID) :Gd (1D) +XJ,_ (CB (1) W,B(1,3) -CB(2) *B(2,3} +CB(3)*B(3,3) )
GJ (11.) =GJ (1 1)._XJ_CA (3)
G J(12) :G J (12) "+XJ_CB(3)
1DO CONTINUE
IF (LGAS-ICG) 11,1_,11
IrOEC[ CEASES TO ACT - - - SET INDEX = ZERO
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SUBROUTINE _OCKE T ( IRK ,R ,RR , E , Tf" ,RUN ,FUN ,FNI ,F'N2 ,URX ,UEY ,URZ ,
SUfiROUTINE ROCKET(IRK,R,RR,T[,TF,_UN,FUN,FM1,FN2,URX,URY,URZ,
1FN1 _,FN2._, XI_I ,YR1 ,ZR1 ,XR2,YRZ,ZR2,VRX,VRY ,VRZ, SUN!, SUNZ,SUN3,
2SAN'J, , SAN2,SAN3,XX[D,¥y[o,ZZlt_,XX20,yyzPj,ZZZO,XX1 ,YY1 ,ZZ1,xxZ,YY;_,
_ZZ2)
CC_NC_I T,ZERO,VI,VZ,ycoT1,YDOT2
C%t4EN$_C_ Y_OT2(6) ,YDOTl(18) ,V2(6) ,V1(18) ,NH(6) ,HB(6)
EQUIVALENC£ (T,T) ,(ZEEO,ZERO) ,
1 (Xl ,Vl (1)) , (Y1 ,Vl(2)) , (Zl ,Vl (3)) , IT1 ,Vl (4)) , (T2,V1 (5))
1,(P1,V1 (6)) ,(P2,Vl(7)) ,($1,V1(8)) ,(S2,VI(g)),(XIX,VI(lO)) ,(YIY,¥1(
11'.) ) , (ZIZ ,Vl (12)) , (TIT,V1 (13) ) , (T2T,V! (14)) , (P1P,V1 (15)) , (P2P,V1 (1
16)) , ($1$,V1 (17)) , (S2S,V1(18)) , (X2,V2.(1)) , (Y2,V2(2)) , (Z2,V2(3)) ,,
1 (X;_X,V2(4)) , (YZY ,V2(5) ) , (Z2Z,V2(6) ]
CONNON A,B,AD ,_
DINENS|ON A(3,3) ,B(3,3),AD(3,3) ,_)(3,_)
DINENS]ON E(12) ,EE(16) ,URX[16] ,URY(16) ,URZ(16] ,VEX(16) ,VRY(16) ,








3 IF (T-TF(I)) 6,8,5
5 5=TF ( I)-11[ (I)
I_1 =F_41 O-RUt.S
F1q2=Flq L>D- PUN_ S
XXl =XXID-SUNI_$
YY1 =YY 10- SUN_IXS
ZZl =ZZ I O- SUNSuitS
XX2=XX2O- SAN1_S




FOR(:_ CEASES TO ACT - - - SE'T INDEx : ZERO
40 |RK:O














R (3) =R (3) ÷RR (1)I, CA (Z)
R (5) =R (5)*RE (1)tCA(3)
CA(I') =uRZ(1),Ic'rR1 (I) -URY(|)_ZR1 (!)
CA (2) =URZ (I) ,l, XE1 (1) -URX (1)_ZR1 (|)
CA(3)=URY(1)_XRI(|)-UEX(1)_YRI(|)
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SUBR_'TINEROCKE'T(IRK,R,RR,TE,TF,RUM,PUN,FN1,FM2,URX,URY,URZ,
I_(7)=R(7}+Rl_(1)• (CA { 1) *COSF ($1) +CA (2) t SINF (Sl))
E(9) =E (9} -i-F,E (1) • (CA (1) IXA(] ,3)-CA(2) _A(Z,3)*CA(3)_A(3,3))
R(ll)=R(11)÷RR(I)_CA(3)
52 DO 51 K=I ,_
CA(K) =B(1 ,t_) _VRX (1) +B (2,K) _VRY (I) +B(3,I_) tVRZ (I)
51 CONTINUE
R (2) =R (2) ÷RI_ [I) i¢A (1)
R(4) :R [4) .i-I_R (1) _CA [ 2)
R(6) =R(6)*RR(I)_CA(3)
53 CA (1) =vRZ (I) _YK2 (1) -VRY (1)_ZR2(| ]
CA(_) =vRZ (1)_XR2(1)-VRX(1)tZR_(1)
CA(3) =VRY (1) _XR2(1) -VRX (1)_,YR2( I )
IR(8) =R (8) ÷RR (1) t (CA t I) _COSF (S2) ÷CA (2) W_SINF ($P))
R (ID) =R (10) +RR (I). (CA (I) _B(I, 3) -CA (2) W,B(2,5) "I.CA(5)W_B(_,5))
R (12) =R {12) ÷RR [ I) tEA (3)
30 CONTINE
_E RE TURN
END (_ ,D,O,D,O,O,1 ,O,O,1 ,O,O,O,O _0]
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DIMENSION YDOT2(6) ,YDOll(18) ,V2(6) ,V1(18) ,NH(6) ,HB(6)
EQUIVALENCE (T,T) ,(ZERO,ZERO) ,
1 (X1,V1(1)) ,(YI,V1(2)) ,(Z1,VI(3)),(TI,V1(4)),(T2,V|(5))
I,(FI,V1(6)) ,(F2,VI (7)) ,(SI,VI(8)) ,(S2,gI(9)) ,(XIX,VI(ID)) ,(YIY,VI(
Ill)) ,(ZlZ,VI(12)) ,(TIT,VIE13)) ,(T2T,VI(14)) ,(FIP,VI(i5)),(F),VI(I
16)) ,($1S,V1(17)) ,(S2S,VI (18)) ,(X2,V2(1)) ,(Y2,V2(2)) ,(Z2,V2(3)) ,
1 (X2X ,V2(4) ) , (Y2Y ,V2(5) ) , (ZZZ ,V2(6) )
COMMON A,B,AD,BD
DIMENSICN A(3,3) ,B(!%,3) ,AD(3,3) ,BO(3,_,)







DO 2 K=I ,3
CA(K) =A(1 ,K)_XU1 (I} ÷A (2,K)W, YU1 (I) ÷A(3,K)_ZU1 (I)
CB(K) =B(1 ,K) _XU2(1) +B(2,K)vYU2(I ) +B(3,K)_ZU2(I)
2 CONTINUE
D I X=XI÷CA (1) -X2-CB(1)
I_ IY =Y 1+CA (2) -YE-CB(2)
91Z=ZI+CA (3) -Z2-CB(3)
DD =SQR _ (D I X_xt_+D I YW'_2+O l ZWr..IZ)
PUTzUK ( I ) _DD
IF (ABSF (DUT) -ABSF(W_(1) +WIOQ (I))) 3,3,9






6 XW=WO (I)/DD-UK (I)
8 W(t) =W(1) +X_IX
WE3) =W(3) ÷XW,lcDI y
w(5) --'w(5) ,_Xla_IZ
W (9) =W (9) ÷ X_ (D I YWECA ( I ) -D I X'WEA (_) )
WE7) =WE7) ','Xi,,_( (D I XW_CA (3) -DI Z'CA (1)) W_SINF (PI) ÷ (DI ZW'CA (2) -DI Y,WCA(3) )
1 IkcosF (P 1) )
W(11) =W(1 l)-+x/_ ( (DIZ*CA (2)-DIY$CA (3))*A(1,3) ÷ (DIX_CA(3)-DIZtCA(]))
1 _A (2,3) + (DIYtCA (I) -DI XW_CA (_))*A (3,3))
WE8) =WEB) - XW,_ ( (D I x_CB (3) -DI ZWcCB(I) ) ISINF (F2) + (DI Z_WCB ()) -D I ywtcB(3) )
I W,COSF (P 2) )
W( I O) =W(1 O) -XW,_ (DI YW_CB(1 ) -D I X,I,CB(2) )
W(12) =w(12) -xw_( (DI Z*CB (2)-DI YW_CB(3) )=B(I ,3) ÷ (DI XW,CB(3) -DIZ,WCB(t) )






_'C",_C£ CEASES TO ACT - - - ET INDEX : ZERO
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SuB_r-._TINE UN I V SL (I SU ,W5 ,UK owl OQ ,_, XU1 ,YUI ,ZU1 , XU2,YU2,ZU2,LDEIR,
!PJ ISUtD
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SUBROUTINE WCROS (A,B,¢)
SUBROUTINE MERO$ (A,B,C)
DIMENSION A(_) ,B(I} ,(:(I)
C{%) -'-A(2) W_B( 3} - _ (}} w_B (_}
¢(2) =-A(%)_B(3) +A {3)_B(I)










1 C=C_'B(I) _A ( J ,I]
RE "i'lJRN
ENO (1 rj ,0 ,_'J,0,0 ,I ,0,0 _I ,D .pO._I),I_,0)
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DO 1 1:1 .5
1 C=C+B(I)$A(I.J)
RE TURN
END (1.0,Ei.rJ,O_O,! _3.Em, 1 .O._D.O .0 tl3)
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END [1 ,0_0,_0,0,1 ,D,O,1 vO_O _0 v_] _0)
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SUBROUTINE MAD[:)IA,_,E,Mi,M2)
SUBROUTINE MAD_(A,B,C,MI,N_)
I:::%MEN $1C_ A(_,3) ,i3{3,3) ,C(3,3)
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SUBROUTINE NSUB(Jt,B,C,NI,M_)
SUBROUTINE NsuB(AIB,C,N1,N2)
DINEN$|ON &(5,3) ,B(3,3) ,C(3,_)
DO 1 l=! ,,N1
DO 1 J=l ,N2
1 C(l tJ)=_ (1,J)-B(| t J)
_E TUft4
END(1 ,0,0,5,0,0,1 ,0,9,1 ,D,D,O,D,D)
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SUO'_OUTINE _ULT_(A ,B ,C ,NI ,i,_2,M_J)
SUB;_OUIINE MULT3(A,B,C,MI,MZ,N3)
DIMENSION A(3,"J) ,B(3,1_) ,¢(3,3)
DO I I=I ,MI
DO 2 _=t tM5
C(I ,K) =0.
DO ) J:l ,N_








DO 2 I=I ,N1
C)O 2 _=1. ,W,_
C(I ,K) =O.
DO 2 J=l ,N2
C(l ,_) =J. lI ,J) W_B[_.,J} *C |_ ,K)
RE TURN
END (1 ,D,_D,r',rJ,O,1 ,O,0,1 ,O,O,D,O,D)
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SUBROUTINE MULT%(A,B,pC,WI,142,M_)
SUBROUTINE MULTI(A,B,C,MI,N2,N3)
DIMENSI(:_I A(3,3) ,B(3,3) ,C(3,3)
DO 2 I:% ,N1
DO 2 K=I ,N3
C(% ,K) =0.
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SUBEOUTINE swITCH(A1 ,A2,A3,A4,AS,A6,I,J,T)
SUBEOUlINE SwITCh(A!,A2,A3_A4,AS,A6,I,J_T)
DIMENSION A1(3,1) ,A2(3,_) IA3[_,,I)
DO I K=I ,3
CALL SW/I(I,J,AI[K,I))





6_RITE C_TPUT TAPE 6,1DD,I,J,T
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END(% ,O,O,O,O,O,i. ,D,O,'m. ,_,_,O,O,O)
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SUBROUT%NE SW|(|,J,A)
SUBROUTINE SW1 (l,JtA)
D 1NE'N S%01N &(_,l)
Q=A(! ,J)
A(1 ,J) =A(1 ,I)
A(1 ,I) =e
_E TURN
END (_.,O,_,(3,O,G,I ,O,O,! ,_,O,O,I:),G)
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EGUIVALENCE (T,T) ,(ZERO,ZERO) ,
1 (X!,Vl (1)) ,(Y1,Vl(2)) ,(Z1,VI(_)),(TI,VI(4)) ,(T2,Vl(5))
1,(Fl,Vl(6)) ,(P2,vl(7)) ,(S1,V1(8)) ,(S2,V1 (9)) ,(XlX,Vl(lO)) ,(Y1Y,VI(
1 11 ) ) , (ZIZ ,VI ( 1 2) ) , (II T ,VI (I 3) ) , (T2T ,V1 (14)) , (FIF ,VI (15)) , (F_ ,VI (I
16} ) , ($15,V1 (17)) , (S_S,Vi (16)) , (X2,V2(1)) , (Y2,V2(;_)) , (Z2,v2(3)) ,
1 (X2X ,V2(4) ) , (Y2Y ,V2(5) ) , (Z2Z ,V2(6) )
CC'_INON T,ZEEO,VI,V2,YDOT1,YOOT2
DIMENSION YDOT2(6) ,YDOTl(18) ,V2(6),VI(16) ,NH(6) ,HB(6)
CC_ MCe,,I A,B,AD, Rn
CINENSION A(3,3) ,8(3,3) ,AD(3,3) ,B_(3,3)
_J_IT[ OUTFUT TAPE 6,1
1 FO_NAT(1H1,21HEEEOR OCCUR5 IN F'NARK )
V,_ITE OUTFUI TAPE 6,2,T
2 FC_NAT(1HO,THTINE = E15.?/)
_J_IT[ OUTPUT TAPE 6,7,DEL,TPR,TF
7 FC_:NAT (1H_._.t.TEP SIZE,E16.5 /
111M FEINT STEF,E16.5/
118H FYRO PIEING TIMES,E16.5)
_KIT_ OUTPUT TAPE 6,6,TG,TA,'TB,TC,I'D
8 FORMAT (1H ,15HFIN FULLER TIME ,E16.5/
119M EC,CKFT TIMES--- TA,E16.5,L>HTB,E16.5,2HTC,E16.5,ZHTD,E16.5)
IF (T-TRIG1) 10,9,9
10 WKITE OUTFUT TAF_ 6,11,TRIG1
11 FL"_MAT (1H ,13HFRINT TI_IGGERE16.5)
9 IF (T-TRIG2) 12,13,13
12 _M:_ITE OUTPUT TAPE G,_4,TRIG2
14 FORMAT (1H ,18HFIN FULLER T_IGGE'R ([16.5)
13 IF (T-TRIG3) 15,16,16
15 _ITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,17,TRIG3
17 FC'_MAT (1H ,19HEND OF SEF TRIGGER E16.5)
16 IF (T-TRIG4) 18,19,19
18 WRIT_ OUTPUT TAPE 6,;.>O,TRIG4
20 FORMAT (1H ,16HIST FYRO TRIGGER E16.5)
19 IF (T-PYR02) 21,22,PP
21 _RITE OUTPUT TAP[ S,23,PYR02
23 FC'_MAT (1H ,|E4_ND FYRO TRIGGER E16.5)
22 IF (T-FyE03) 24,25,L_5
24 _,_]T1E OUTPUT TArE 6,26,PYR03
L_5 FC_MAT (1H ,16H3RD FYRO TRIGGER E16.5)
Z5 IF (T-TROC) 27,28,26
27 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,29,TROC
_9 FORMAT (IN ,14H_C_KET TRIGGER E16.5)
2'8 IF (T-PLOT) 30,31,31
3G WKITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,3L_,PLOT
32 tO;MAT (1H ,12HPLOT TRIGGER E16.5)
31 CONTINUE
DO 3 I=I ,18
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,4,I,VI(I),I,YDOTI(1)
3 CONTINUE
4 PC._MAT(1H ,3HV1(]Z,_H) EiS.7,SX,6HYDOTI(12,1fl)E15.'r)
DC, 5 1=I ,6
_RITE OUTPUT 1APE 6,6,I,V2(1),I,YDOT2(1)
5 (ONI I NUE
I_ FORMAT(| H ,)HV_(12,1H) EIS.7,SX,BHYDOT;_(l_,lH)ElS.?)
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ENd( '1- ,C_,O oPa,O_r-s_l ,rJ,_,l _DtO,O,O_O)
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SOLVE LINEAR EQUATION SOLVER WITH I TEEATIVE IHFEOVEMENT
SUBROUTINE SOLVE(NN,AA,BB,IN,EFS,ITMAX,X,ITT)
C SOLVES AX:B t/HERE A IS NXN MATRIX AND B IS NXl VECTOR
C IN:
C I FOE FIRST ENTRY
C 2 FOR SUBEQUENT ENTRIES WITH NEW B
C 3 TO RESTORE AA AN{) BB
C EFS AND ITNAX ARE FAEAMETERS IN THE ITERATION
C ITT:
C -1 IF" AA IS SINGULAR
C D IF" NOT CONVERGENT
C NUMBER OF" lERATIONS IF CONVERGENT
C CALLS FAF SUBROUTINEs EQUIL,DOT AND DAD
C
DIMENSION AA(15,15} ,A(15,15) ,KA(15,15) ,B(15} ,BB(15) ,X(15) _Z{15) ,
ICM(15) ,RM(15) ,JCP(15) ,lRP(15)
EQUIVALENCE (A,KA)





















IF- (KT-KA (I ,J) )512,513,513








53rJ BB(1) =BB(I }/RM (I)
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_0 548 ,1:1 ,N
A(I,J)=AA(I,J)
IF=2
GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH CC_FLET[ FIVOTING
NNI :::N - 1
DO 99 H=l ,NHI





IF (TOF-ABSF(A(I ,J))) 10,12,12









14 IRP (M) =IMAX
JCF (M) =JNAX
IF (JMkX-M) 29,23t 21
L_ DO L>2 1 =1 ,N
TEHF=A (I ,H)
A(I,N)=A(I,JMAX)
Z2 A ( l , JMAX) =TENF
_3 IF(IHAX-M) L>9, L>9,24
24 IX) _ J:l ,N
TEMF =A (N, J)
A(M,J)=A(IMAX,J)
A (INAX, J) :TEMF
_9 NF1 :::N+I
DO 33 I=:MP1 ,N
E_=A (I ,N)/A (N,N)
A(I ,M) ::EH
DO 32 J=:MP1 ,N
32 All ,J)=A(I ,J) -A|M, J)II_EM
53 CONTINUE
99 CONTINUE






;D1 I RF (N) --'N
JCF (N) =N
CUPLICATE INTERCHANGES IN DATA
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SOLVE LINEAR EGUATICI_t SOLVER WITH |ERATIVE INFROvEMENT
DO 21_ J=1,N
IF(J- JF) 211,219,215
211 DO 212 I=t,N
T_t_F=AA | 1 ,J')
AA(] ,J)=AA(I ,JP)
212 AA(I ,JF) =TENF
_19 CC_T [ HUE
DO 229 I=I,N
IF=IRF(I)
IF" ( I - IF) ;_21,229,2;_1
221 DO ;_22 J:1,N



















609 CC_T I NUE
GO TO 199
SOLVE FOR FIRST APPROXIMATION TO X
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329 B(1) =-DOT(IN1 ,A,I ,MA,B,I ,I ,ZEE,I.O)














X(I) =:DAD (TENP ,Z_E)
DELX=ABSF (X (I) - TEMP)
IF (TCIF-DELX) 341 _342,342
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SOLVE LINEA_ EGUATION SOLVER WITH I TERA_IVE
I=NF1-K
IF--IRF([)
IF {l- IF) 701 ,7139,701
7G1 DO 70;= J=l ,N
TENF=AA (1 ,J)
AA(|,J):AA[IF,J)









711 DO 712 l=1 ,N
T_MP=A& (] ,J)
AA(|,J)=&A(I,JP)
71; = &A(] ,JP) ='rENF
719 CONTINUE
00 7Z1 !=t,N
R=RM ( ! )
BB(I) =BB(I) _R
DO 721 J=I,N




722 AA(| , J) =AA (1 ,J)_C
IP=12
RE I_/RN
END (1 ,D,D,O,D,D, ! ,0,0,I ,O,O,O,O,O)
!NPKOvEMENT
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S,EFARATIC_Sl OF T_,_ BCCIE,_ IN SFACE
C<_4MON Y ,TFLOT
_I'4EN$ION Y(38) ,W(15 DOD) ,LOT(14) ,A(36) ,X(4),$(4) ,BUF(IO0)
P.O 5540 1=1,14
5040 LOT(I)=O


























DO 6 K=I ,34S









DO 9 J J=l ,5
K=l.t-J j
IF (ABSF(A(K))-Y(K)) 106,10G,107






l =3¢L- 3+1 READ
FINAL=Y(1)
IF (F'INAL-I .0) 606,605,695
E,D6 _ITE _JTFUT TAPE NT3,?SO,FINAL
750 FC_MAT(1H1 ,F|3.5)
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SEFARA'[IC_ OF TWO BCOIE$ IN $FAEE
GO TO 751
6nJ5 _,,_ITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3,500,FINAL
500 FORNAT(1M1 ,F",._.2)
751 CALL GRID {NT1 ,20,20,119,903)
IF(L-6) 26,26,11
26 kJ_ITE OUTFUT TAFE 6,660
660 FC,RNAT (I HO)
CALL SE T(444)
Q,_ITE OUTFUT TAPE NT3,SDI






20 WI_I'rE OUTPUT TAPE NT3,508
508 FORMAT (1H ,SH/ _rC)
IF" (L-4) 90,19,93





781 tRITE OJTFUT TAPE NT3,7541FINAL
GO TO 782
780 WI_IT[ OUTFUT TAPE NTS,502,FINAL
502 FC_MAT(IH ,F13.2)
782 CALL SET(9%1)
WRITE (_TFUT TAPE NT3,505,Y(_8)
505 FORMAT (1H ,14X,3HO.O,4BX,THSEcONDSv46X,F'?.2)
IF (L-2) 22,22,23
25 IF (L-d) 24,24 ,_5
24 WIRI'I'Z OUTPUT TAPE NT3,509,NO
509 FL'_MAT (1HO,16HVELC_ITY VS TIME ,I[}OX,THFLOT N0,12)
GO TO 12
25 Wi;ITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3,51D,NO
510 FC_MAT (1HO,2C_'4ACC_-LERATION VS TIME,96X,THPLOT NO,12)
GO TO 12
22 WIRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3,504,NO
504 FOKMAT (IHO, 16HCl STANCE VS TIME ,']OOX,?HPLOT NO,12)
12 IF" (IREAD-2) 14,15,16
14 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3,SOS,JJ
505 FORMAT (IHO.IHX.I2)
GO TO 17
15 WIEITE OUTPUT TAPE NT_ISOB,JJ
506 F-ORMAT (IHO,IHY,|2)
GO TO 17
16 _IT[ OUTPUT TAPE NT_,5OT,JJ
507 FC,_NAT (IHO,IHZ,12)
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*




DO 94 J=l ,NFTS
11=II.5








IF (FINAL-I.0) 75T ,TSB,T58
757 _RITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3,75D,FINAL
G<:) TO 759
758 WRITE OUTPUT 7AF_ NT3,SOO,FINAL
759 CALL GRID (NT1,20,_,119,903)
!! WRITE OUTPUT TAPE _,66D
CALL PJ_"T (444)
WRITE OUTFUT TAPE NT3,511
511 FORMAT (%H ,THDEGREE$,3X,3HO.U)
IF (L-9) L_,28,;_8
28 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3,508
IF" (L-11) ;_7,Lx3,30
30 IF (L-1Z) 2"r,z_9,27




753 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3,754,FINAL
754 FC_MAT(|H ,F13.5)
GO TO 755"
752 WRITE OUTFUT TAPE NT3,SB2,FINAL
755 CALL $£T(9%1)
IF" (L-I_) _1,31,32
31 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3,SO_,Y(38)
GO TO 33
32 I_INAL=-F|NAL
609 WRITE OUTFUT TAPE NT3,512,FINAL
512 FORMAT (tH ,_4X,3HD.O,47X,THDEGREES,48x,FS.|)




59 WRITE OUTFUT TAPE NT3,513,NO
513 FORMAT (1HO,15HANGLE V$ TIME,IO3X,7HPLOT NO,];_)
GO TO 40
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_FARATION Of: T_ BO01ES IN SPACE
GO TO 792
44 JJ=_
702 _I'TE C_TFUT IAP[ NT_,51[_,NO
40 IF" (IR[AD-2) 46,47,48
46 WIR] ,';'[ OUTPUT TAPE NT3,51&,JJ
514 FORMAT (%HD,5HTMETA,IZ)
¢,0 TO 49
47 KITE OUTPUT TAF_ NT3,515,JJ
515 FC_MAT [IH_,3HPHI ,IP)
GO TO 49
48 WI_I_ OUTPUT TAPE NT3,516,JJ
516 FORMAT (1HI3,3HP$I ,1;_]
r._) TO 49
45 _1'11_ OUTPUT TAPE NT3,517,NO











S5 CALL SDNPUT (W[J) ,W(J+I) ,BUF,O)
l=J*2
151 CALL S_NFUT (W(I),W(I+I),BuFtO)











CALL SDNPU1 (w(K) ,W(K+I) ,BUF_I_)
IF (K-MPT$) 73,75,?4
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SJEF_KATI_ OF 16'0 BCXDI[$ IN SFA_
I_EAD "[ARE N'T_,(A(K) ,K=1,'56)
IF (L-I_,) 1P_,10_,1132
102 1=3
153 K=1B*-I EEAD'+ l
X(2) =-_(K)




















END (1 ,O,D,D,O,O,% ,l_,r'J,1 ,D,O,O,O,O)
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DELLA lIME = I.D.rIC£-O_ SEC
INPUT PC'WE BCCY% MASS =
INERTIA MATRIX LBN
Ixx D.9272r3r-JD[ 06 IYY
IXY O. IlZ
lxZ O. IZZ
DELTA PRINT: 13.1DOE-DO SEC TINE(INITIAL) O.
O,]D"3DDDDE D4 LBN
IN SQ RATES ABOUT DRAWING
BOARD AXIS DEGISEC
D.95 DAOOOE 06 X O.
O. Y O.
G.4636DO[]E [H5 Z D.
INPUT FOE BODY2 NASS = O.1800000E D4 LBN
INERTIA NATRIX LBN IN SG RATES ABOUT DRAWING
BOARD AXIS DEGIEC
Ixx D.1159DDOE 07 IYY O.l159000[ D7 X O.
IXY 13, IYZ F,. Y D.
lxz O. IZZ D.4636000E 06 Z O.
IOD = O IPR = 0 lEG = 3 IPN = O IRK = 1 IS/= = 4 ISU = D
5£C SP IN-UF RATE O.
COORDS IN DRAWING
BOARD CS OF" CM-INCHE5
X O.
Y O.
Z O. 15DODD rr D2
EOORDS IN DRAWING






BODY t-FIED AXES X Y Z
DRAWING BOARD AXIS X Z -Y
BODy 2-FIXEI_ AXES X Y Z
DRAWING BOARD AXES X Z-Y
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COLD GAS JET INPUT
F3 r.O.150000,SE 0] VALUE JET FORCE _C(_ES ZERO O.
COSINE ANGLE THRUST AND DRAW BOARD-_Y I
UX UY UZ
-O. 1000005E 01 O. 0.
O.500GOOOE O0 -0.8_60000E no 0.
O.5OOOOOOE 00 0.8660000E 00 O.
C_STANTS JET I
F1 LBF F2 I/SEC ON SEc
0.50O0O00£ 02 0.I005000E 01
5.5OO0OOOE 02 0.100O000E 01














COLD GAS JET LOCATIONS-IN
Y Z
-0.6500050E 02 G.]500DDOE 02
0.3250009E 02 0.1500000_ 02
0.5250000E 02 0.1500000E 02
ROCKJETS INPUT
COSINE ANGLE THRUST AND DRAW BOARD
BODY I BODY 2
UX UY UZ UX UY
O. 0. D. I DODDDOE 01 O. D.
TIME FIRING TIME FIRING
STARTS SEC CEASJE S _L"C
O. IOOO0O0E O2 D.150000OE 02
DECREASES IN PRINC!FAL MOMENTS OF" INERTIA LBN IN S_/SEC
BODY 1 BODY 2
XX YY ZZ XX YY
O. O. O. O. O.
MASS FLOW RATE LENI_C THRUST MAGNITUDE RO(I_T LOCATIONS
B(::CY 1 BODY 2 LBF X Y










COSINE DRAW BOARD AND SFRING
UX UY UZ
O. O. 0.100000OE 01
O. O. 0.1000000E Ol
O. O. 0.1DOOOOOE 01
O. 0. D.IO0000OE 01
INITIAL FO_C][ SPRING CONSTANT RESIDUAL FORCE:
LBF LBF/IN LBF
O.40oooooE O3 0.1000000E 03 -O.
O.4ODOOOOE O3 O.lO0000nr 03 -0.
0.4O000O0E 03 0._000000E 03 -D.
O.320OOOOE 03 0.8000000E 02 -0.
SPRING LOCATICNS-IN
X Y
-0.5660000E 02 -0.566000_ 02
-0.5660000E 02 0.5660000E 02
0.5660000E 02 0.5660000E 02
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TIME = D. SECC_DS $TEF SIZE:
BOOT !
SPEED OF" CN = D. IN/_'C
RATE ABOUT INSTANTANEOUS AXIS-- O.
INERTIAL COOEDS-INCHES IS_ DERIVATIVE /_C
X O. X O.
Y O. Y O.
Z O. 160714 3E r_2 Z O.
BODY 2
SPEED OF" 04 = O. IN/SEE
RATE ABOUT INSTANTANEOUS AXIS: O.
INERTIAL COORDS-INCNES IST DERIVATIVE /-edrC
X O. X -0.
Y O. Y O.
Z -0.8928571E 01 Z O.
SEPARATION DISTANCE = D._OOOOOE 02 IN
1.0DOOOOOE-02
DEG/SEc MAGNITUDE VECTC_ SUN Or PITCH-YAW RATES= D.
RULER ANGLES-DEGREES 1ST DERIVATIVE /SEC RATE ABOUT
BODY AXES DEG/SEC
THETA 0.900000(]I[ 02 THETA O. X O.
PHI O. PHI O, Y -O.
PSI D. FS! -n. Z O.
DEG/EC NAGNITUDE VECTOR SUN OF" PITCH-YAW RATES= O.
RULER ANGLES-DEGREES 1ST DERIVATIVE /SEE RATE ABOUT
BODY AXES DEG/SEC
TI'E:TA D.DDDDDDO[ D2 Tt'I[TA D. X O.
PHI 0. PHI 0. Y -0.
PSI D. PSI -O. Z O.
CONSTRAINT VALUES D. 1907349E-D5 -D. 1907349E:-05 -O.
SEPARATION VELOCITY : O. IN/gE:C
AI
1.O00000E O0 O. O. I.ODoOOaE: 01D
-0. O. 1.DOOOOalE OO -O.
O. -1.OOOOOOE DO O. O.





TI_ = D.)OOOOOO[-O0 _ECONDS S_P S|ZE: D.1979060E-08
BODY 1
SPEED OF CN = 0.385686_F 02 IN/SEE
RATE ABOUT INSTANTANEOUS AXIS= 0.155881 :_" 01 DE:G/SEC NAGNI TUDE
INEKTIAL COC_DS-INCHES 1ST DERIVATIVE /SEC EULER ANGLES-DEGREES
x 0.6388861E-02 X -0.1505825E-00 TI-E TA O.DO17740E 02
Y -0.6918635[-02 Y O. 1048707E- OO PHI O. 2023377[-03
Z 0.184788E 02 Z 0.3856835E 02 PSI 0.3598242[ 03
BODY ;_
SPEED OF CM = 0.2142701E 02 INISEC
RATE AI_'_JT INSTANTANEOUS AXIS= 0.1657113[ 01 DEG/SEC NAGNITUDE
INERTIAL COORP.S-INCHES 1ST DERIVATIVE /SEE RULER ANGLES-DEGREES
x -O. 3549367E-02 X O.5587918E-01 THETA O. 8985526E 02
Y 0. 384 368r:_- 02 Y -0.58L_150[-01 PHI O. 3599993E 03
Z -0.1026601E 02 Z -0.2142686E 02 PSI D.1463798[-OO
SEPARATION DISTANCE = D.P874483[ 02 IN SEPARATION
CONSTRAINT VALUES 0.1382828E-04 O.119Z093(:-04 -D.3784160E-D2
VECTOR SUN OF PI TCN-YAW RATES: 0.155881 _r 01
IST DIERIVATIVE ISEC RATE ABOUT
BODY AXES DEG/SEC
THETA -0.1139844E 01 X -0.1139847E 01
PHI 0.2991826E-02 Y -0.106331_ 01
PSI 0.1063326E 01 Z -0.505DO41E-93
VECTOR SUN OF FITCH-YAW RA11[S= n.1657113E 01
1ST DERIVATIVE /SEE RATE ABOUT
BCOY AXES DEGISEC
THETA 0.119575 _r 01 X 0.1195756[ 01
PHI O.2933gTSE-O2 Y O.tlaT254E 01
PSI -O.l147261E 01 Z -O,1209621E-D3
VELOCITY = D.SS995SE 02 IN/SEE
A1 A2
0°999995[ O0 0.1 30300E-04 -O.306778E-DZ 0.999997E O0 -0.57689_[-05 D,2_S480E-D2
0.306780E-02 -0.309RIDE-OR 0.999990[ OO -O.255478E-O2 D._5261L_-02 0.999994[ OO
0.353144E-05 -0.999995E O0 -0.309621E-02 -O.12_226E-D4 -0.999997E OO 0.252S10[-02
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TIME = O.ZOOOOOCE-O0 SECONDS STEP SIZE= 0.38417DSE-D8
BODT 1
SFEED OF CN = 0.3878719[ OE IN/SEE
RA'TE AEC4JT INSTAN'TANEOUS AXIS= 0.2460264E 01 DEGISEE NAGN ! TUCE VECTOR SUN OF" FITCH-YAW RATES= O. 24SOZ64E 01
INERTIAL ¢OCKDS-INCHES 1ST DERIVATIVE /SEE EULER ANGLES-DEGREES
X -O. 3952325E-D2 X -0.1033879E-DD THETA 0.90001761[ 02
Y O. 3893239E-02 ¥ O. IOBO94TE-DO FHI D.4212135E-D3
Z 0.2235669E 02 Z 0.3878690E 02 PSI 0.3599907E 03
BODy 2
SPEED OF 04 = D.2154844E 02 IN/SEe
RATE ABOUT INSTANTANEOUS AXIS= D.2_ST54E 01 DEG/SEC MAGNITUDE
1ST DERIVATIVE /5£C RATE ABOUT
BODY AXES DEG/SEC
TI'_TA -0.1785013£ 01 X -0.1785013E Ol
PHI -0.4926649E-D3 Y -0.169311 :=F D1
PSI 0.169311_ 01 Z -O.7811086E-03
VECTOR SUN OF PITCH-YAW RATES= D.Z395754E Ol
INERTIAL ¢OORDS-INEH[S 1ST DERIVATIVE /SEE EUL£R ANGLES-DEGREES
X D.2195736E-D_ X O.ST43775E-Ol TH[TA D.DDD2480E 02
Y -0.2162911E-02 Y -0.600526QE-01 PHI 0.3599995E 03
Z -O.124L>O38E 02 Z -D.2154828E 02 PSl O.3599817E 03
1ST DERIVATIVE /es-¢ RATE ABOUT
BODY AXES DEG/$EC
THETA O.1718L>65E 01 X O.1718L>65E 01
PHI -0.666501E E-D3 Y D.1669491[ 01
FS] -D.1669491E Ol Z -0.1181561"1[-03
SEPARATION DISTANCE = 0.34777071[ 02 IN _EFARATION VELOCITY = 0.6033563E 02 IN/SEE
A1
1.0OOOOOE OO 0.73565_E-05 -D.IS1592E-D3
O.161592E-D3 -D.3OT213E-04 I.DOOODOE O0
O.T3515_-05 -I.DOOOOOE DO -O.307Z_SE-04
A2
1.0000DOE DO -D.9D4473E-05





TII,_ = O.30DODOOE-O0 SECONDS SI_P SIZE= 1.OOOOOOaE-O2
BODY 1
S_EED _ CN = 0.58787191[ 02 IN/_'C
RATE ABOUT INSTANTANEOUS AXIS= 0.24602_4E 01 DIG/SEE
INERTIAL COORDS-INCH[S IST DERIVATIVE /SEE
NAGNITUDE VECTOR SUN OF" FITCH-YAW RATES= D.24602K4E 01
EUIrR ANGLE S-DE GRE1ES
X -0.1429112E-01 X -O. 1033879E-00 TH[TA O. 89823L:_E 02
O. 1470271E-01 Y O. 1080_47E-00 PHI O. 950086_-04
Z D.21S23538[ O;_ Z D.3878690E 02 PSI O.16DO579E-OO
BODY ;_
SPEED _ 04 = D.2154844E 02 IN/SEE
RaTE ABOUT INSTANTANEOUS AXIS= 0.2_:J5754E 01 DEG/SEC
1ST DERIVATIVE /SEC RATE ABOUT
BODY AXES DEG/SEC
THETA -0.1785002[ 01 X -0.178501_ 01
FHI -O. 603145CE-02 Y -0.1693114E 01
PSI O. 169513Pr 01 Z -0.1044927E-D2
MAGNITUDE VECTOR _ (_ PITCH-YAW RATES: D.2395754E 01
INERTIAL ¢OC_CS-INEHES 1ST DERIVATIVE /SEC RULER ANGLES-DEGREES
x O.7939511E-D_ x O,5743775E-DI THETA 0.9019662E 02
Y -O.B168170E-02 Y -O.6DOSL>SOE-Ol PHI 0.359999Pr 03
Z -0.1457521[ 02 Z -0.2154828[ 02 PSI D.359814SE 03
0.4081060[ D2 INSEPARATION DISTANCE =
1ST DERIVATIVE /SEE RATE ABOUT
BODY AXlEs DEG/SEC
THETA D.171825_ 01 X 0.17182_5E 91
PHI -O.SE7324"rE-02 ¥ O.lSS9491E 01
PSI -0.1669511E 01 Z -D.11eO400E-D3
SEPARATION VELOCITY = 0.6033563E D2 IN/SEe
Al
0.999996E OO 0.102754E-D4 0.279352E-02 D.999995E 00
-O.Z79354E-02 0.308467E-02 0.999991E 00 0.323296E-02





TIME = O.aOOOOOOE-O0 SECONDS STEP SIZE: 1.OOOOOOOE-02
BODY I
SPEED OF CN : 0.3878719E 02 IN/SEE
RATE ABOUT INSTANTANEOUS AXIS= 0.2460264E 01 BEG/SEE NAGNITUDE VECTOR SUN OF' PITCfl-YAW RATES: O._46DZS4E 01
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X -r3.7368218_ 02 X -0.9488960E 01 THE'rA
Y r.O.129747L:_ 03 ¥ 0.1690635E Q_ FHI
Z 5.225249_E 04 Z 0._06667E D3 FSI
BCOY 2
SFEED OF ¢M = O.Z154844E D2 IN/SEE
KATE ABOUT INSTANTANEOUS AXIS= O.2_J5755E 01 DEG/EC
INERTIAL COORDS-INCHES I$T DERIVATIVE /$EC
X 0.114520_ D1 X 0.574_775E-01
¥ -0.1197209E 01 Y -D.6OOS260E-D1
Z -0.4412309E 03 Z -0.2154828E 02
,_E:FARATION DISTANCE = 0.2697942[ 04 IN
A1
-O.954882£ OO -0.296759E-00 -O.116058E-Ol
-0.399221E-D1 0.89537ZE-01 O.995183[ DO
-O.L>Da290E-O0 0.950746E 00 -D.973447E-01
BODY AXES DEG/SEC
0.9558_28E 02 THE TA -D.8919962E Ol X -0.2503493E D1
0.197199PF 03 PHI -0.55281_9[ 05 Y -0.5693569E-01
D.3595318E D3 PSI -D.5375655E DZ Z -0.5502fiSOE 03
MAGNITUDE VECTOE SUN OF FITCH-YAW RAll[S= 0.2395753E 01
EULER ANGLES-DEGREES 1ST DERIVATIVE /SEC RATE ABOUT
BODY AXES DEG/-¢¢'C
THETA D.12204_(3E O_ THE TA O.1363998JE 01 X D.1718224E 01
PHI D.34888DOE D3 PHI -0.1232695E 01 Y 0.166953ZE 01
PSI O.3ZZ5498E D_ FSI -D.Z523547E 01 Z -O.11477L>SE-03






-D.530567E DO D.STZ934E DO
-D.831735[ O0 -0.53055EE DO
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TIN[ = o.1989999[ o2 SECONDS STEF SIZE= 1.DODODD0£-02
BOD'f 1
SFEED OF CN = 0.2_,14800E (]5 ENI,_[C
RATE ABOUT INSTANTANEOUS AXIS= O.55PJ2608E 05 DEG/SEC
INERTIAL COC_DS-INCHES 1ST DERIVATIVE /_C
MAGNITUDE VECTOR SUN OF FITCH-YAW RATES= 0.2444964£ 01
EULER ANGLES-DEGREES
X -D.7178438E 02 X -0.9488960E 01 THETA 0.8878715E 02
Y 0.1263659E 03 Y 0.169.0635E 02 FHI 0.3072290£ 03
Z 0.2206359E 04 Z 0,2506667E 03 PSI 0.5948272_ 01
BODy 2
SFEED OF CN = 0.2154844E 02 IN/SEE
RATE ABOUT ENSTANTANEC_JS AXIS= O.2_ST53E (]1 DEG/SEC
INERTIAL COORDS-INCHES 1ST DERIVATIVE /SEC
X 0.1133719E 01 X G.574 Z)775E-01
Y -0,1185198E 01 Y -0.6O05260E-01
Z -0.4369213E 03 Z -0.21548_8E 02
SEFARAYEON DISTANC][ = 0.21_4736nF 04 IN
At
0.60_49;=F 00 -O.TDO6ODE OD DolO_607E-OO
-0.459342E-01 0.952499E-0_ 0.99439_E O0
-0.796045E OO -0.604867E OO 0 . 211666E-01
1ST DE&;_ATIVE /SEE RATE ABOUT
B_CY AXES DEG/SEC
TI.ETA 0.5557124E 02 x -0.1459889E DI
FHI -0.5475667E 03 Y 0.1961268E 01
FSI 0.9628836_ 01 Z -0.5502554E 03
NAGNITUDE VECTOR SUN OF FETCH-YAW RATES= 0.239575_E 01
RULER ANGLES-DEGREES 5ST DERIVATIVE /SEC RATE ABOUT
BODY AXES DEG/SEC
THETA 0.5217694E D3 THETA 0.1372404E 05 x 0.1718225E 01
FHI 0.5491248E 03 PHI -0.1216021E 03 ¥ 0.166953_:¢ 01
PSl D.3230532E 03 PSI -O.ZTD9770E 03 Z -0._147592E-03
SEFARAT!ON VELOCITY = 0.2529652£ 03 EN/SEC
A2
0.844191E 00 0.160_67E-D0 -0.511491E 015
0.511480£ 00 -0.5_5513E O0 0.$790911E O0
-D.16040_-00 -0.854905E O0 -0.52650_ O0
TIME = 0.19<39999[ 02 SECONDS STEP SIZE= I.DODODOOE-D2
BODy 5
S_EED OF" _ = 0.231480rJE 03 INISEC
RATE ABOUT INSTANTANEOUS AXES= D.550_07E D3 DEG/SEC
INERTIAL COORDS-ENCHES 5ST DERIVATIVE /SEC
X -0.7273328E (]2 X -0.9488960E 05
Y 0.1280565E 133 Y 0.1690635E 02
Z O.22L>94L:_[ 04 Z 0.2306667E 03
BODY 2
SPEED OF" 04 = 0.;-_154844E 02 IN/SEE
RATE AEK_JT INSTANTANEOUS AXIS= 0.2395753E DI DEGISEC NAGNITUDE
INERTIAL COORDS-INCHES 1ST DERIVATIVE /SEE RULER ANGLES-DEGREES
X D.1139465E 03 X 0°5743775E-01 THETA 0.1219064E 03
Y -G.11912D4E 01 Y -0.600526r1-'-01 PHI 0.3490028E 03
Z "10,4390761E 03 Z -0.2154828E 02 FSI 0.3227818E 03
SETFARATION DISTANCE = O.L>672651E 134 IN SEFARATION
MAGNITUDE VECTOR SUN OF FITCH-YAW RATES= 0.2486550E 01
EULER ANGLES-DEGREES 1ST DERIVATIVE /SEC
THETA 0.939344]E 02 THETA 0.3960344E 02
PHI 0,2524090E 03 PHI -0.5.':01292£ D3
PSI 0.4560648E 01 PSI -O.xG82_9_'E 02
RATE ABOUT
BODY AXEs DEG/SEC
X -0. 2241270E 01
Y 0.1076865E 05
Z -0.5502551E 03
VECTOR SUN OF PITCH-YAW RATES= 9.2395;'53E 05
1ST DERIVATIVE /SEE RATE ABOUT
BODY AXES DEGISEC
THETA D.1368219E 03 X 0.17182_4E 01
PHI -D.1224_45E 01 Y 0.1669532E 91
FS1 -O. 2316640E 01 Z -0.51473_E-05
VELOCITY = 0.252965::'1: 0_ IN/SEC
A1 A2
-0.356318E-50 -0.948902E 00 0.758550E-01 0.842698E 00 0.161904E-00 -0.513466E 00
-0.422379E-01 0.931555E-01 0.994755E 00 0.515455E DO -0.528544[ 00 0.676021E 00
-0,95099 :;='r OG 0.3OlDDSE-OO -0.686149E-01 -0.16_939E-00 -0.83332_1C OO -0.528534E 00
T]NE = 0.2009999E 02 SECONDS STEP SIZE= 1.0000000E-02
BODY 1
SFEED OF CM = 0.2314800£ 05 [N/_Irc
RATE ABOUT INSTANTANEOUS AX|S= 0.55_2607E 03 DEGISEC NAGN1TUDE VECTOR SUN OF FITCH-YAW RATES=
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